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Cautious 
Optimism
FOR THE FIRST time in several years I’m feeling 
good—well, better, anyway—about the prospects 
for our upcoming pheasant season.

I live in Iowa and it’s no secret that our ringneck population took a real 
nosedive a few years ago. All the usual culprits were to blame—harsh 
winters followed by cold, wet springs; loss of habitat and CRP acreage, 
etc.—so fnding wild roosters on public land (which is where I do most 
of my hunting) often turned into a huge exercise in frustration, even down-
right futility.

But the 2014 season saw a modest upturn in the number of birds har-
vested statewide, and this past winter was less extreme than the previous 
several. Our spring has been relatively mild also; and driving to and from 
the lake where I exercise Mattie, my Irish setter, early every morning, I’ve 
been seeing a fair number of pheasants along the roadsides—a mighty 
welcome sight after their complete absence for the past few years. So yes, 
I’m feeling more optimistic about our chances this fall.

I’ll let you know how the season plays out.

THIS IS OUR 11th annual Bird Hunter’s Classic and once again we’ve 
put together a comprehensive package to help you gear up for the season 
at hand. Chad Mason’s state-by-state quail and pheasant forecast begins on 
page 32; ftting hand in glove with the forecast is Scott Linden’s “Ultimate 
Upland Hunter’s Checklist” on page 56.

We haven’t forgotten about you waterfowlers, either. A dedicated Water-
fowl Section begins on page 72; there you’ll fnd a couple of stories on 
hunting marsh hens (aka, rails) and wood ducks by Mike Marsh and Tony 
J. Peterson, respectively, plus special product features on waterfowl guns, 
loads and chokes.

Whether you do most of your hunting in lightweight feld boots and a 
blaze orange vest or in waders and camo, here’s wishing you and your dogs blaze orange vest or in waders and camo, here’s wishing you and your dogs 
all the best for a fun, safe and successful season.all the best for a fun, safe and successful season.
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Pheasant numbers are increasing 

in Iowa and the editor is looking 

forward to the season at hand. 
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An Artistic Migration
A knight leaves his indelible mark on waterfowl conservation.

In the 1940s Schwartz and his wife 
Elizabeth (Libby) did a year-long Elizabeth (Libby) did a year-long 
study of Hawaii wildlife, often study of Hawaii wildlife, often 
camping and living of the land. One camping and living of the land. One 
of the more plentiful food sources of the more plentiful food sources 
were pheasants. “I got really tired were pheasants. “I got really tired 
of eating pheasants,” Charlie said.of eating pheasants,” Charlie said.

One thing they didn’t eat were One thing they didn’t eat were 
Nene geese, on the brink of extinc-Nene geese, on the brink of extinc-
tion. Hawaii’s state bird (since 1957) tion. Hawaii’s state bird (since 1957) 

had been common a few centuries had been common a few centuries 
before. A theory is the Nene evolved before. A theory is the Nene evolved 
from Canada geese long ago.from Canada geese long ago.

The Nene fock was down to an The Nene fock was down to an 
estimated 30 birds when Scott con-estimated 30 birds when Scott con-
tacted Schwartz to see if he could tacted Schwartz to see if he could 
arrange for live geese or eggs to be arrange for live geese or eggs to be 
transported to England and his transported to England and his 
Refuge at Slimbridge. The details of Refuge at Slimbridge. The details of 
the transfer are hazy, both among the transfer are hazy, both among 
the Schwartz family and ofcials at the Schwartz family and ofcials at 
Scott’s Wetland Waterfowl Trust. It Scott’s Wetland Waterfowl Trust. It 

THE BOND BETWEEN Missouri THE BOND BETWEEN Missouri 
and England’s Sir Peter Scott is long and England’s Sir Peter Scott is long 
and strong. First there is a deep and strong. First there is a deep 
mutual admiration for the artistic mutual admiration for the artistic 
talents of Scott by the late Charles talents of Scott by the late Charles 
W. Schwartz, a close friend and W. Schwartz, a close friend and 
fellow conservationist. “He’s the fellow conservationist. “He’s the 
greatest waterfowl artist in the greatest waterfowl artist in the 
world,” Schwartz said.world,” Schwartz said.

Scott, son of famed polar explor-Scott, son of famed polar explor-
er Robert Falcon Scott, carved a er Robert Falcon Scott, carved a 
powerful reputation. The younger powerful reputation. The younger 
Scott established a network of wa-Scott established a network of wa-
terfowl refuges in the British Isles. terfowl refuges in the British Isles. 
In England he is widely called “one In England he is widely called “one 
of the fathers of modern conserva-of the fathers of modern conserva-
tion,” a description he shares with tion,” a description he shares with 
America’s Aldo Leopold. America’s Aldo Leopold. 

Scott, born in 1909, barely knew Scott, born in 1909, barely knew 
his famous father, but the elder Scott his famous father, but the elder Scott 
left an indelible legacy. In a letter, left an indelible legacy. In a letter, 
Robert urged his wife to “make the Robert urged his wife to “make the 
boy interested in natural history.” boy interested in natural history.” 

Sir Peter obliged his father, found-Sir Peter obliged his father, found-
ing the World Wildlife Fund, leaving ing the World Wildlife Fund, leaving 
a legacy of wetland conservation in a legacy of wetland conservation in 
the UK and hosting one of the frst the UK and hosting one of the frst 
wildlife television shows anywhere.wildlife television shows anywhere.

In the 1950s Scott developed a In the 1950s Scott developed a 
revolutionary rocket system for pro-revolutionary rocket system for pro-
pelling a net over feeding waterfowl pelling a net over feeding waterfowl 
so they could be studied and identi-so they could be studied and identi-
fed. It was sometime imperfect—the fed. It was sometime imperfect—the 
rockets misfred or sailed of in un-rockets misfred or sailed of in un-
predictable directions. Popular Me-predictable directions. Popular Me-
chanics documented Scott’s method chanics documented Scott’s method 
of catching geese and a couple of of catching geese and a couple of 
Missourians took notice.Missourians took notice.

At the Swan Lake NWR, consum-At the Swan Lake NWR, consum-
mate tinkerer Howard Thornsberry mate tinkerer Howard Thornsberry 
and his boss, Herb Dill, were and his boss, Herb Dill, were 
working on a similar idea. Instead working on a similar idea. Instead 
of rockets they used a form of of rockets they used a form of 
mortar to fire the net. “We cer-mortar to fire the net. “We cer-
tainly don’t credit Peter Scott with tainly don’t credit Peter Scott with 
any portion of the origin of the any portion of the origin of the 
‘boom trap’ which was developed ‘boom trap’ which was developed 
and operated at Swan Lake shortly and operated at Swan Lake shortly 
before we saw an account of Scott’s before we saw an account of Scott’s 
work,” Dill said.work,” Dill said.

   HEAVY NETS  Scott visited Swan 
Lake in 1950 and saw what Dill and Lake in 1950 and saw what Dill and 
Thornsberry were doing with their Thornsberry were doing with their 
pyrotechnic trap. Regardless of who pyrotechnic trap. Regardless of who 
did what when, wildlife management did what when, wildlife management 
took a giant step forward. Thorns-took a giant step forward. Thorns-
berry thought he could improve on berry thought he could improve on 
the rocket net and invented a sort the rocket net and invented a sort 
of mortar that lofted the weighted of mortar that lofted the weighted 
ends of a net over the resting birds. ends of a net over the resting birds. 

The “cannon net” still is the most The “cannon net” still is the most 
widely-used trap system today, widely-used trap system today, 
helping aid in the restoration of the helping aid in the restoration of the 
wild turkey. wild turkey. 

The cannon net has been used to The cannon net has been used to 
capture not only geese and turkeys capture not only geese and turkeys 
but also large animals. Once they’re but also large animals. Once they’re 
netted, they can be banded or radio netted, they can be banded or radio 
monitored, like a 30-year-old banded monitored, like a 30-year-old banded 
barnacle goose that arrived at Caer-barnacle goose that arrived at Caer-
laverock Wetland Centre, one of laverock Wetland Centre, one of 
Scott’s network of refuges, in 2014.Scott’s network of refuges, in 2014.

The cannon net is still used today, helping 
aid in the restoration of wild turkeys.aid in the restoration of wild turkeys.
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News & Views | By Joel M. Vance
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 Sir Peter Scott

Scott, born in 1909, barely knew 

Robert urged his wife to “make the 

In the 1950s Scott developed a 
revolutionary rocket system for pro-

and his boss, Herb Dill, were 

tainly don’t credit Peter Scott with 

The cannon net has been used to 
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might have been an egg transfer or 
a couple or three live birds, but the 
bottom line is that the geese began 
to multiply and today the fock tops 
3,000. Visitors to Slimbridge mingle 
among the Nene geese that are ever 
alert for any dropped morsel of food. 

Scott and Schwartz shared an af-
finity for geese. Both frequently 
painted geese. Scott was the Savior 
of the Nene and Schwartz made a 
movie about Canada geese (Wild 
Chorus, which won the Outdoor 
Writers Association of America best 
wildlife flm award in 1974). After 
a filming session on Hudson Bay 
Charlie and Libby smuggled several 
baby Canada geese across the border, 
nestled in their down (goose) jackets. 
When the goslings would peep ev-
eryone would talk or cough or 
sneeze, anything to mask the sound 
of the little birds.

“What the heck,” Charlie“What the heck,” Charlie said, said“What the heck,” Charlie said, 
“geese fy across the bo“geese fy across the border both 
ways and no one checksways and no one checks their pass-
ports.”

TheyThey got away with their minor gotThey got away with their minor awayThey got away with their minor with thThey got away with their minor 
crime and the geese became Charlie’s crime and the geese became Charlie’s 
family. He learned to talk fluent family. He learned to talk fluent 
goose, a combination of sounds and goose, a combination of sounds and 
hand motions. hand motions. 

   MEN REMEMBERED  Both men    MEN REMEMBERED  Both men 
left a towering legacy of wildlife art. left a towering legacy of wildlife art. 
InIn retirement, Schwartz sculpted a retirement,In retirement, Schwartz sculpted a SchwartzIn retirement, Schwartz sculpted a 
series of wildlife figurseries of wildlife figures, one of 
which, with Charlie’s alwwhich, with Charlie’s always shrewd 
sense of humor, featuresense of humor, featured a coyote 
peeing on a sprung legpeeing on a sprung leg hold trap. 
“Charlie’s art always show“Charlie’s art always showed animals 
doing what they do,” saiddoing what they do,” said a friend.

Maynard Reese, fve-tiMaynard Reese, fve-time winner 
of the coveted waterfowl sof the coveted waterfowl stamp com-
petition, said this about Cpetition, said this about Charlie, “He 
is a superb artist. I’m suis a superb artist. I’m sure Charlie 
could’ve gone any routecould’ve gone any route he wanted 
to.”

“I don’t enter contest“I don’t enter contests,” Charlie 
said, “I’m not interestedsaid, “I’m not interested in compet-
ing. I only compete witing. I only compete with myself.” 
Charlie never sold paintCharlie never sold paintings. “I get 
so darn many requests,”so darn many requests,” he said “I 
give most of them awaygive most of them away.” One he 
gave away to me was a chgave away to me was a chalk drawing 
of a woolly mammoth capof a woolly mammoth captioned “the 
new ice age,” after a henew ice age,” after a heavy snow-
storm.

Schwartz’s art is perfectSchwartz’s art is perfectly captured 
in a monumental book,in a monumental book, done with 

Libby, The Wildlife of Missouri, frst 
published by the University of Mis-
souri in 1959. It has gone through 
three printings and stands as the 
defnitive guidebook to the Show 
Me State’s wildlife.

Schwartz also illustrated the Wild-
life Management Institute’s Big Game 
Animals of North America, not to 
mention being the illustrator for 
Aldo Leopold’s 1948 conservation 
“bible,” A Sand County Almanac, as 
well as his other popular book, Round 
River. The cover illustration for A 
Sand County Almanac was, of course, 
fying Canada geese.

 Scott’s waterfowl paintings were 
also gathered in a book, The Art of 
Peter Scott, published in 1992 with 
all royalties going to his Wildfowl 
and Wetland Trust. Scott also wrote 
about his love of waterfowl in several 
books and about his life in an auto-
biography,biography, The Way of the Wind.The Way of the Wind.

In 1946 he set up the Wildfowl 46In 1946 he set up the Wildfowl he set up the Wildfowl
& Wetlands Trust at Slimbridge as a nds& Wetlands Trust at Slimbridge as a Trust at Slimbridge as a
center for science and conservation. orcenter for science and conservation. science and conservation.
Uniquely at the time, he opened it yUniquely at the time, he opened it at the time, he openedUniquely at the time, he opened it it

to the public so that anyone could 
enjoy getting close to nature. Scott 
and his family presented the BBC’s 
frst live television wildlife programs 
from his artist’s studio overlooking 
the lakes at Slimbridge, from where 
he brought a love for the British 
countryside into millions of homes.

 The Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust 
grew during Scott’s life and since 
his death in 1989. It now welcomes 
a million visitors each year to nine 
Wetland centers. It is the UK’s 
equivalent of the U.S. National Wild-
life Refuge system.

Given their vocation, wildlife 
artists are naturalists by nature but 
the accomplishments of Scott and 
Schwartz eclipse those of almost 
anyone else. Although both are now 
gone, they left a legacy that will 
endure and neither man will be for-
gotten for their commitment to 
conservation. 

It’s trite to say “their like will not 
come again,” but sometimes that’s 
the only way to describe those who 
tower above the masses. ✱

NeWS & VIeWS

 Charlie Schwartz
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I can show you everything I know

about dog training in one hand.
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Sport PRO
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The Sport PRO
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 is so intuitive and effective, I can train my dog with one arm tied

behind my back. It’s designed to be easy to use in one hand with a quick-turn dial

that sits right at my thumb and gives positive clicks when changing between

10 stimulation levels. I’d give it two thumbs up, but one is busy training my dog.



Working in Tandem
Should you hunt your bird dog with another?

HUNTING TWO OR more dogs 
together—yours and someone else’s—together—yours and someone else’s—
can present you with a sweet conun-can present you with a sweet conun-
drum: If you hunt two dogs of drum: If you hunt two dogs of 
roughly equal ability, you should fnd roughly equal ability, you should fnd 
twice as many birds—in theory.  twice as many birds—in theory.  

But rarely does it work out that But rarely does it work out that 
way, and there are several downsides. way, and there are several downsides. 
One of the dogs might decide to One of the dogs might decide to 
chase the other dog rather than chase the other dog rather than 
hunting. Here in Montana, we call hunting. Here in Montana, we call 
that “playing grab-ass.” Second, one that “playing grab-ass.” Second, one 
of the dogs might not be trained to of the dogs might not be trained to 
back. And third, the lesser-trained of back. And third, the lesser-trained of 
the two dogs will almost certainly the two dogs will almost certainly 
tempt the better trained one to break tempt the better trained one to break 
some of the rules it’s learned. But, some of the rules it’s learned. But, 
it’s pretty inconvenient to hunt a dog it’s pretty inconvenient to hunt a dog 
solo for the rest of its life.  solo for the rest of its life.  

Unless I’m running a puppy, I’ll Unless I’m running a puppy, I’ll 
run two of my own dogs together or run two of my own dogs together or 
one of mine with a friend’s. It rarely one of mine with a friend’s. It rarely 
causes a problem, but I’ve learned to causes a problem, but I’ve learned to 
anticipate glitches in advance so I can anticipate glitches in advance so I can 
correct them quickly. You can too.correct them quickly. You can too.

You need to understand what not You need to understand what not 
to do. If I’m running a young dog to do. If I’m running a young dog 
fresh from the summer training fresh from the summer training 
grounds, it’s almost always better to grounds, it’s almost always better to 
run him alone. There’s a good reason run him alone. There’s a good reason 

for that. A dog that doesn’t learn to for that. A dog that doesn’t learn to 
tailgate (chase) other dogs as a young-tailgate (chase) other dogs as a young-
ster probably won’t do it as an adult. ster probably won’t do it as an adult. 

This approach can make for tough This approach can make for tough 
sledding at frst. Puppies almost always sledding at frst. Puppies almost always 
struggle to fnd birds, and until they struggle to fnd birds, and until they 
do, they’re essentially hunting blind. do, they’re essentially hunting blind. 
If a young dog is really struggling, I If a young dog is really struggling, I 
may pair him with an experienced may pair him with an experienced 
dog for a few trips so he gets some dog for a few trips so he gets some 
exposure to birds—not, emphati-exposure to birds—not, emphati-
cally, so the older dog will “teach” cally, so the older dog will “teach” 

him the ropes, which is a death-de-him the ropes, which is a death-de-
fying myth.fying myth.

Once the younger dog has had a Once the younger dog has had a 
few birds under his nose, however, few birds under his nose, however, 
it’s back to hunting solo. Depending it’s back to hunting solo. Depending 
upon how much he hunts and how upon how much he hunts and how 
well he does, he may hunt alone for well he does, he may hunt alone for 
several weeks or his entire first several weeks or his entire first 
season.season.

But that leaves us with the lion’s But that leaves us with the lion’s 
share of the other dogs out there—share of the other dogs out there—
experienced dogs with various levels experienced dogs with various levels 
of training. Will your buddy’s dog, of training. Will your buddy’s dog, 
whose training standards may not be whose training standards may not be 
up to snuf, ruin your dog? No. But up to snuf, ruin your dog? No. But 
he may tempt him to stray.he may tempt him to stray.

Here’s how it works. Let’s say your Here’s how it works. Let’s say your 
dog is whoa broke, and by God you’ve dog is whoa broke, and by God you’ve 

spent plenty of time getting him that spent plenty of time getting him that 
way. Along comes your buddy’s dog, way. Along comes your buddy’s dog, 
who steals your dog’s point and then who steals your dog’s point and then 
breaks when the birds fush. Your dog, breaks when the birds fush. Your dog, 
ignoring everything you’ve drilled ignoring everything you’ve drilled 
into him, breaks and chases as well. into him, breaks and chases as well. 
You’re furious. You’re furious. 

But you can’t expect your buddy’s But you can’t expect your buddy’s 
dog, who hasn’t been trained to back dog, who hasn’t been trained to back 
or remain steady, to honor your dog’s or remain steady, to honor your dog’s 
point; it hasn’t been programmed point; it hasn’t been programmed 
into his system. What you do have into his system. What you do have 

every right to expect is your dog will every right to expect is your dog will 
remain steady regardless. If he doesn’t, remain steady regardless. If he doesn’t, 
he’s presenting you with a perfect he’s presenting you with a perfect 
opportunity to work on his training. opportunity to work on his training. 

This isn’t at all unfair to your dog, This isn’t at all unfair to your dog, 
nor is it particularly difcult to ac-nor is it particularly difcult to ac-
complish. It simply requires you forgo complish. It simply requires you forgo 
shooting for as many birds as it takes shooting for as many birds as it takes 
to correct your dog’s behavior. Your to correct your dog’s behavior. Your 
buddy’s breaking dog is a powerful buddy’s breaking dog is a powerful 
distraction, but once your dog can distraction, but once your dog can 
resist the temptation to follow suit, resist the temptation to follow suit, 
he’ll be practically bomb-proof. he’ll be practically bomb-proof. 

In fact, because my dogs are trained In fact, because my dogs are trained 
in exactly this way, I’m able to hunt in exactly this way, I’m able to hunt 
them with my friend John Wright them with my friend John Wright 
and his expertly trained springer and his expertly trained springer 
spaniels. When one of my dogs goes spaniels. When one of my dogs goes 
on point, Wright will send one of his on point, Wright will send one of his 
spaniels in to fush the bird. When spaniels in to fush the bird. When 
the bird goes up, both dogs remain the bird goes up, both dogs remain 

If you plan for potential problems ahead If you plan for potential problems ahead 

of time, running two dogs together can of time, running two dogs together can 

be an excellent training opportunity.be an excellent training opportunity.

A dog that doesn’t learn to tailgate other dogs 
as a youngster probably won’t do it as an adult. as a youngster probably won’t do it as an adult. 
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Point | By Dave Carty

anticipate glitches in advance so I can anticipate glitches in advance so I can few birds under his nose, however, few birds under his nose, however, few birds under his nose, however, opportunity to work on his training. 



steady until sent to retrieve. Not only 
is hunting this way fun, it works quite 
well. For the record, we kill a lot 
more birds when John is doing the 
shooting.

A dog that won’t honor bothers 
some people and not others. Person-
ally, if another dog refuses to back 
my dog’s point, I don’t get bent out 
of shape. My rules don’t change. Once 
my dog stops to point, and I’ve de-
livered the command “whoa,” he has 
to remain there until I tell him to 
move, regardless of what the other 
dog is doing. If he moves, he has just 
earned a correction. The frst infrac-
tion usually gets a pass, but I’ll be 
ready for him the next time.

Is this fair to your dog? After all, 
he’s the one that found the birds. Well, 
no, in a perfect world it’s not par-
ticularly fair, but I think taking the 
long view here is important. Keeping 
your dog steady or staunch will do 
more for him than any temporary 
justifcation you might have for letting 
him creep forward and regain his 
rightful position. And your friend’s 

dog’s behavior, after all, is his respon-
sibility. I’ve never had a hunting buddy, 
who, following his dog’s refusal to 
honor my dog’s point, didn’t recognize 
that fact and take responsibility for it. 

One common problem often 
happens right out of the gate. Most 
dogs take a long cast at the beginning 
of a hunt; they’re amped up from the 
trip and excited to get going. When 
two dogs hunt together they’ll some-
times try to outdo each other, and 
within minutes you’ll have a pair of 
dogs that are racing through the felds 
like happy idiots and hunting nothing. 

I’ll let this go for a few minutes, 
then I put a stop to it. Since my dogs 
have been trained with an e-collar, I 
wait until I see my dog actively trying 
to pass the other dog, then give it a 
quick nick on a low setting. Tango, 
one of my English pointers, has never 
quite been able to get this competitive 
streak out of her system, and she used 
to chase or try to herd the other dogs 
she hunted with for 45 minutes or 
more.

I fnally had enough. Now I’ll let 

her make one big cast, then remind 
her with a nick what her job is. Once 
she backs of, it only takes her a few 
minutes to refocus and begin hunting. 

So far, I’ve been talking about prob-
lems that you can handle on your end 
of the equation; that is, with your 
dog. But some of them can’t be re-
solved by you alone. If your buddy’s 
dog insists on busting coveys, then 
you’re better of letting him hunt his 
dog alone until he gets that issue 
handled. Ditto for a dog that refuses 
to stop tailgating your dog.  

Ultimately, hunting two dogs to-
gether is supposed to be fun. It’s what 
I always suggest because I enjoy watch-
ing all kinds of dogs work. And as 
often or not, with two good dogs on 
the ground, we fnd a few extra birds 
that we wouldn’t have found other-
wise.

Sure, sometimes the dogs get in 
each other’s way. But the idea is prog-
ress, not canine perfection. I haven’t 
owned a perfect dog yet, and I doubt 
if I ever will. Something tells me that 
would take all the fun out of it. ✱
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The Light Touch
Increasing repetition—not heavy-handed 
punishment—leads to learning.

tinued by saying professional dog 
trainers use everything from electric 
prods to light bird shot fred at a 
distance from a small-gauge shotgun 
when “correcting” feld-trial dogs. 
Thankfully, we’ve come a long way 
since then—remember, this book 
was frst published in 1968—and the 
modern e-collar has supplanted the 
more inhumanemore inhumane methods he men-methodsmore inhumane methods he men-hemore inhumane methods he men-men-more inhumane methods he men-
tioned.    

MorgaMorgan also notes that since the 
feld-trialfeld-trial judges are retriever owners 
themselvthemselves, it is they who set up 
trials thatrials that are so difcult that train-
ers musters must be extremely tough on the 
dogs to bdogs to be competitive. 

AskedAsked about the most brutal kind 
of traininof training, Morgan said, “It is to put 
of the mof the more serious applications (of 
punishmepunishment) and just resort to con-
stant nagging. I think that is the most stant nagging. I think that is the most 
brutal type of training because it will brutal type of training because it will 

make a dog more unhappy than any 
other type.”

Morgan spoke strongly against hol-
lering and yelling at dogs, suggesting 
that often giving the dog a good “lick” 
is quicker and better. He recom-
mended talking softly to dogs and 
letting them learn the tone of your 
voice in diferent learning situations.

“The“The secret of all punishment is secret“The secret of all punishment is of“The secret of all punishment is all“The secret of all punishment is punishment“The secret of all punishment is is“The secret of all punishment is 
that it must be sufcient to be ef-that it must be sufcient to be ef-
fective, applied at the right time and fective, applied at the right time and 
only in the right amount,” Morgan only in the right amount,” Morgan 
fnished. fnished. 

   BAD MANNERS  Over the years,    BAD MANNERS  Over the years, 
I have seen trainers resort to all sorts I have seen trainers resort to all sorts 
of physical force when punishing of physical force when punishing 
their trainees. None of it was pretty, their trainees. None of it was pretty, 
and more to the point, none of it and more to the point, none of it 
was necessary. But that was the way was necessary. But that was the way 
it was done, or sometimes done, 30 it was done, or sometimes done, 30 
to 35 years ago. to 35 years ago. 

Nowadays, the e-collar is com-Nowadays, the e-collar is com-
monly used, but fortunately most monly used, but fortunately most 
professional and amateur trainers professional and amateur trainers 
have learned to use e-collars difer-have learned to use e-collars difer-
ently from those in the past, and the ently from those in the past, and the 
collars themselves have become in-collars themselves have become in-
creasingly sophisticated instruments creasingly sophisticated instruments 
with a multitude of stimulation levels. with a multitude of stimulation levels. 
If you’re new to “the collar,” you If you’re new to “the collar,” you 
should consider paying a good profes-should consider paying a good profes-
sional trainer to instruct you on the sional trainer to instruct you on the 
proper way to utilize it.proper way to utilize it.

One of the best ways to lessen the One of the best ways to lessen the 
need to punish pup is to buy the need to punish pup is to buy the 
right pup—one with the inherited right pup—one with the inherited 
instincts and characteristics to take instincts and characteristics to take 
training in stride and develop into a training in stride and develop into a 
useful gun dog. Check with field useful gun dog. Check with field 
trialers and serious hunters with good trialers and serious hunters with good 
dogs and find out who the good dogs and find out who the good 
breeders are. Check with local breed-breeders are. Check with local breed-
ers, the AKC and magazines such as ers, the AKC and magazines such as 
GUN DOG.GUN DOG.

Generally you do as well by select-Generally you do as well by select-
ing a top breeder than by getting too ing a top breeder than by getting too 
crazy about picking a specifc pup. crazy about picking a specifc pup. 
The best breeders will have the best The best breeders will have the best 

PHYSICAL DISCIPLINE OF 

canines is controversial and can lead 
to heated discussions.

There are laws against animal 
cruelty, many of which are construc-
tive and necessary. Sometimes, 
however, animal rights folks go over-
board and conficts arise, some le-
gitimate and others not. Conficts 
often occur between them and caring 
animal owners, including dog owners, 
trainers, trialers and breeders. 

I have an extensive library of 
outdoor books that cover hunting, 
fshing and related topics. A favorite 
dog training book is Charles Morgan 
on Retrievers, frst published in 1968. 
It’s honest and informative

Morgan, a top professional trainer 
of retrievers for feld trials, was asked 
what a trainer used for disciplining 
dogs. He frst said, “Keep in mind 
that I hate to punish a dog.” He con-that I hate to punish a dog.” He con-

Flush | By John McGonigle
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pups and they will do their best to 
match you with the right dog.

If you want to hunt, participate in 
hunt tests or compete in feld trials, 
you should buy a feld-bred dog. Buy 
from a successful breeder of feld-
bred dogs, and if he/she (or their 
pups) excel in their feld, you will 
probably have a winner.

Pups from these litters will have 
hunting instinct, drive, curiosity, in-
telligence and a desire to please. Do 
not sell that last characteristic short; 
it often makes a huge diference and 
again, will lessen the need for pun-
ishment.

Housebreaking is a situation that 
can lead to frustration for you and 
pup. But you can avoid much of this 
frustration by crate training pup to 
both shorten the housebreaking 
process and to eliminate much of 
the physical discipline that is often 
the result of frustration or anger on 
the owner’s part due to pup’s “mis-
takes.” Crate training is relatively 
simple and a smart pup will speed 
his learning as long as his owner 
follows the procedure properly and 
stays on schedule.

   STAY SHARP   Training dogs is Training dogs is
primarily a system of using repetition 
and consistency. While it is not rocket 
science, it is difcult because most 
of us do not want to put in the req-
uisite time. It takes time to prop-
erly train a gun dog. Fact is, you will 
be reinforcing pup’s training all 
throughout his life if you want to 
keep him sharp.

Yelling and shouting at dogs is un-
productive, and only teaches pup to 
obey when you resort to hollering. 
We want compliance from pup with 
our first command. Make pup 
respond immediately.

 “No” is the command that most 
pups learn frst, and honestly, he will 
hear the word often. But rather than 
repeating “no, no, no,” go to pup and 
move him away from doing the thing 
you want him to avoid.

 A common punishment for young 
spaniels that do not respond to com-
mands is to pick them up by the 
loose skin at the side of their neck, 
below the ears. It is a good way to 
show pup his mistake, yet does not 
hurt him. Even his mom picked pup 

up similarly and moved him when 
he disobeyed. 

Many years ago a young fellow 
named Mike Galleli joined the Valley 
Forge Field Trial Association, a group 
I was very involved with at the time. 
Galleli was an absolute newbie but 
he certainly caught on quickly. Rather 
than holler at his dog or hit it, he 
either walked or ran to pup to correct 
errors.

Galleli repeated and repeated and 
repeated pup’s lessons, both at weekly 
club training sessions and daily at 
home. Over and over he walked or 
ran to his dog, picked him up and 
carried pup back to the point of his 
infraction if necessary. He did not 
holler and he did not hit pup; he just 
repeated and repeated the lesson. He 
made sure to mix things up to keep 
pup’s spirits up.

Galleli showed that a little knowl-
edge applied properly does a lot of 
good. He also learned quickly and 
earned a number of ribbons with his 
frst young dog. That was quite an 
achievement.

Occasionally a dog needs to be 
swatted, but only if he knows he did 
something wrong. If pup truly does 
not know he broke a rule, walk him 
to his former position but do not 
swat him. 

Never call pup to you and then hit 
him when he comes; he’ll think he 
is being punished for coming to your 
command. If pup knows he is wrong, 
run to pup and give him a swat with 
a lead across his lower back/hips—
but go easy initially.

If pup willfully disobeys you once 
he’s gotten a bit older and knows 
what you want, make your swat a bit 
harder, and if pup really ignored you 
knowingly, make it two swats and 
use a bit of vigor. 

As much as possible try to save 
those harder, double swats for when 
you are training alone; don’t beat 
your dog. Rather, add another day or 
two of training each week, add some 
repetitions and add some retrieves 
and other things pup is good at to 
keep him working cheerfully.

A North Carolina gentleman and 
top amateur dog trainer once said to 
me, “John, I punish my dogs the same 
way I did with my children, only as 
much as is absolutely necessary.” ✱
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EXCELLENCE BEGETS EXCELLENCE

STARTED & FINISHED DOGS AVAILABLE NOW

I can remember my Granddad telling me that an 

English Pointer was somewhat like an automatic 

shotgun: effcient, but frigid.

His thoughts on English Setters: like an over-

under: graceful, but without passions. As to all other 

dogs: kind of like an Iver Johnson; you would only 

use one if you had nothing else to hunt with.

There was one exception. To him, an Irish Setter 

Gun Dog was like a well-worn double: comfortable 

and sweet in your hands and joyful at your shoulder. 

We believe that Granddad was right and to that end, 

have been breeding Irish Setter Gun Dogs for over 

25 years. Those of you who follow feld trials know 

the Celtic Red Setters: only Celts have ever won an 

Open All Breed Championship…and they did it twice.

In 1970 we decided to take the old double barrels 

and compare them to the automatics and the over-

unders and so embarked on a feld trial program 

pitting our Irish Setters against the best English 

Setters and English Pointers in the world.

Twice we won Open All Breed Championships: 

no other “minority breed” has ever done this. Just 

this past May, Fireboy was runner-up in the Region I  

Amateur Shooting Dog Championship (against 36 

white dogs, in the heart of New England Bird Dog 

Country). No other minority breed has ever done this 

either.

The Celtic Red Setter win record spans 42 years 

and includes over 1,000 wins against English Setters 

and English Pointers. Having been forged in the fre 

of competition, we now believe that the program has 

earned the right to offer its progeny to the general 

hunting public. 

The Celtic program produces dark, smallish sprites 

which exude class both going and pointing. They 

have been bred primarily for brains, so the training 

is a pleasure; they have been bred secondarily for 

temperament, so that love for humanity is more than 

an afterthought. Those qualities combine to make a 

fne gentleman’s shooting dog, the canine equivalent 

to Granddad’s double Purdey. Call or write with your 

specifc needs and desires; we will do our best to 

match one of our Celts to your home.

CELTIC FARMS
& KENNELS, INC.
Paul R. Ober

1-800-428-0993

234 North 6th Street

Reading, PA 19601

Write or call for our brochure

Now endorsed by Orvis
celtic@oberandassociates.com

Champion Celtic’s Sedition backed by

Champion Celtic’s Superfund
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For Sale:
K-9 Kondos
Keeping your dog comfortable and content 
is Joe Shown’s specialty.

JOE SHOWN BEJOE SHOWN BEGAN his K-9 
Kondo business oKondo business on a bar napkin in a 
beer joint closebeer joint close to his hometown of 
Stapleton, NeStapleton, Nebraska, more than 25 
years ago.

“A frien“A friend of mine and I were dis-
cussingcussing our need for a better door 
for oufor our doghouses. So, on a napkin, 
I sketI sketched what I thought would be 
a big impra big improvement on the fabric faps 
our dogs hadour dogs had been chewing to shreds,” bour dogs had been chewing to shreds,” 
Shown recollects.Shown recollects. “I decided that the 
best material for a dbest material for a dog house door gbest material for a dog house door 
should be thin steel platshould be thin steel plate to resist 
dog teeth.

“A galvanized waterproof coatin“A galvanized waterproof coating 
would be added for rust-resistance. 
The door should quietly swing in and 
out for easy entry and exit. And a 
one-size-fts-all design would be used 
so it could be put on the end of a 
55-gallon plastic barrel as an inex-
pensive, easy-to-fnd, weather-resistant 
dog home.”

The doodle on the bar napkin soon 
was made into a formal blueprint 
which was the working plan for the 
original “K-9 Kondo Kit.” The kit 
included a K-9 Kondo door and a 
plastic platform base to hold the 55-
gallon barrel in a stable ground-
mounted position. A lounging “plat-
form” perch attached to the top of 
the barrel was part of the kit.

“The K-9 Kondo Kit was an im-
mediate best seller and really put our 
company on the map with sales dou-
bling every month. The product was 
soon being shipped to all 50 states, 
all of Canada, and several foreign 
countries,” Shown says. “Though we 
started out supplying plastic 55-gallon 
barrels as part of the kit package, we 
soon discovered that shipping costs 
were too high to justify sending the 
barrel by FedEx or UPS. So, we sug-

gested that customers buy the barrels ustomersgested that customers buy the barrels buy the bargested that customers buy the barrels 
locally for a few dollars and avoid locally for a few dollars and avoid dollarslocally for a few dollars and avoid and avlocally for a few dollars and avoid 
the expense of shipping.”the expense of shipping.”ing.”the expense of shipping.”

Customers found the K-9 Kondo Customers found the K-9 Kondo K-9Customers found the K-9 Kondo KoCustomers found the K-9 Kondo 
Kit to be lightweight, compact, por-Kit to be lightweight, compact, por-ct,Kit to be lightweight, compact, por-pKit to be lightweight, compact, por-
table, easy to construct, easy to clean, table, easy to construct, easy to clean, 
warm in the winter, cool in the warm in the winter, cool in the 
summer, very durable and most im-summer, very durable and most im-
portant, chew-proof. “We got very portant, chew-proof. “We got very 
good reviews from everyone who good reviews from everyone who 
used the K-9 Kondo Kit,” Shown says.used the K-9 Kondo Kit,” Shown says.

   THE “DOG DEN”  A second major    THE “DOG DEN”  A second major 
product at K-9 Kondo is the “Dog product at K-9 Kondo is the “Dog 
Den,” which Shown designed and Den,” which Shown designed and 
manufactured in 1998 as “the best manufactured in 1998 as “the best 
doghouse on the market.” doghouse on the market.” 

“The design and development of “The design and development of 
thethe ‘K-9 Kondo Dog Den’ began Kthe ‘K-9 Kondo Dog Den’ began 
when a gwhen a guy from Annapolis, Mary-
land, calledland, called to order a K-9 Kondo tland, called to order a K-9 Kondo 
door for a fancy adoor for a fancy all-wood doghouse 
he was building for hihe was building for his nine-month-
old Chesapeake retrievold Chesapeake retriever. A few 
weeks after he got the door, hweeks after he got the door, he sent 
me a picture of the doghouse wme a picture of the doghouse with 
a shingled roof and wood sidinga shingled roof and wood siding, all 
of which matched the house he lof which matched the house he lived 
in,” Shown says, “I was impressedin,” Shown says, “I was impressed 
with the picture because the K-9 
Kondo door looked so good in it.”

Then three weeks later another 
picture was sent showing the dog-
house ripped to shreds by the teeth 
and toenails of a dog. “All the shin-
gles were gone and the wooden walls 
were in a pile of torn up lumber. 
The only thing left in one piece was 
the K-9 Kondo door,” Shown recalls.

“This was good advertising for the 
durability of the door, but more im-
portant, this all got me thinking 
about making a doghouse as tough 
as the door.” Beginning with some 
sketches, Shown soon had a blue 
print for his K-9 Kondo Dog Den.

Fabricated from galvanized steel 
plateplate and plastic sheets, the Dog Den, aplate and plastic sheets, the Dog Den, 
which comwhich comes in three confgurations 
and two sizes,and two sizes, is guaranteed chew-
proof and is warraproof and is warranted as rust-resis-
tant. Fully insulatedtant. Fully insulated in the floor, 
walls, and top, the Dogwalls, and top, the Dog Den 1, 2 
and 3 can be shipped 90 peand 3 can be shipped 90 percent 
assembled or sent as a kit which thassembled or sent as a kit which the 
customer can construct in under two 
hours using simple tools. Detailed 
instructions for assembly are includ-
ed in a DVD that comes with each 
K-9 Kondo Dog Den and assembly 
instructions are available on the K-9 
Kondo website. 

“The Dog Den 1, 2, and 3 have 
become our most popular doghouse, 
though we still sell lots of K-9 Kondo 

Spotlight | By Jerry Thoms
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Kits that use a plastic 55 gallon barrel 
as the doghouse,” Shown says. The as the doghouse,” Shown says. The The
Dog Den can be used as an outdoor rDog Den can be used as an outdoor 
or inside doghouse that is portable, or inside doghouse that is portable, 
easy-to-clean (the top pops of for easy-to-clean (the top pops of for 
full access to the inner compartment), full access to the inner compartment), 
and naturally cool in the summer and naturally cool in the summer 
and warm in the winter.and warm in the winter.

“For those dog owners in extreme-“For those dog owners in extreme-
ly cold winter climates, a high-ef-ly cold winter climates, a high-ef-
ciency electric furnace is a popular ciency electric furnace is a popular 
option,” Shown adds.option,” Shown adds.

  CLOSE TO HOME One big advan-  CLOSE TO HOME One big advan-
tagtage for Shown and his customers is istage for Shown and his customers is 
the locthe location of the K-9 Kondo man-man-the location of the K-9 Kondo man-
ufacturingufacturing site. 

“Our shop is“Our shop is about 50 steps from ps“Our shop is about 50 steps from from
our house, so I doour house, so I don’t have to walk to walk

very far to build our products or to yvery far to build our products or to pvery far to build our products or to 
let any prospective buyers know what 
we have in stock when an order is 
called in,” Shown says, “And at night, 
the business phone is switched over ethe business phone is switched over business phone is switched over
to our home, which means we’re rto our home, which means we’re home,to our home, which means we’re which means we’re
available to our customers from 6 toavailable to our customers from 6 our customers from 6
a.m. to 11 p.m. every day.”11 p.m. every day.”

Anyone interested in K-9 Kondo yoneAnyone interested in K-9 Kondo interested in K-9 Kondo
dog doors, barrel kits or dog dens gdog doors, barrel kits or dog dens doors, barrel kits or dog dens
is encouraged to first look at the encouraged to first look at the
K-9Kondo.comK-9Kondo.com website for informa-website for informa-
tion on all K-9 Kondo products. Any 
questions about K-9 Kondo products 
are personally answered by Shown 
with an e-mail to: K-9Kondo.com 
or a phone call to: 1-800-779-3546 
or 308-532-4551.

“I prefer phone calls so I can talk 

pperson-to-person with our customers pperson-to-person with our customers 
to answer questions and give facts 
about everything we sell,” Shown 
emphasizes. Orders placed by noon 
will be shipped the same day. All K-9 
Kondo products are American made 
from materials fabricated in the 
U.S.A.

All K-9 Kondo products also have 
a limited warranty, which Shown 
says, “is seldom used because we 
build our dog doors and doghouses 
right in the frst place.

“All K-9 Kondo products are de-
signed and constructed based on our 
own personal needs for doghouse 
doors and doghouses.

“We have personally tested every-
thing we sell.”

Joe Shown with his two 

chief product testers: Petra, a 

German shorthaired pointer, 

and Rocket, a Labrador 

retriever.  Photo by Jerry 

Thoms and Lana Cool
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Fetch: An Easy Workout
Repetitive retrieves can get a dog in shape quickly.

PERHAPS THE BIGGEST mistPERHAPS THE BIGGEST mistake 
most dog owners make is goinmost dog owners make is going into 
the season with an unconthe season with an unconditioned, 
overweight dog. Not only will this overweight dog. Not only will this ioverweight dog. Not only will this htoverweight dog. Not only will this doverweight dog. Not only will this Noverweight dog. Not only will this toverweight dog. Not only will this 
lessen your chances of fnding and/lessen your chances of fnding and/
or retrieving game, but it’s dangerous or retrieving game, but it’s dangerous 
for the dog, too: an overweight dog for the dog, too: an overweight dog 
is prone to all kinds of injuries.is prone to all kinds of injuries.

In a perfect world, every dog In a perfect world, every dog 
would be hitched to a roading harness would be hitched to a roading harness 
and run until he was in top physical and run until he was in top physical 
condition. But that takes time and condition. But that takes time and 
space, things that not everybody has. space, things that not everybody has. 
A reasonable alternative is to condi-A reasonable alternative is to condi-
tion your dog with a simple game tion your dog with a simple game 
of fetch.of fetch.

If your dog enjoys fetching (some If your dog enjoys fetching (some 
don’t, but that’s another issue), he’ll don’t, but that’s another issue), he’ll 
love this game. Start of easy, and love this game. Start of easy, and 
use an object he enjoys picking up, use an object he enjoys picking up, 
like his favorite canvas bumper or like his favorite canvas bumper or 
Frisbee. If he’s significantly over-Frisbee. If he’s significantly over-
weight, throw him enough retrieves weight, throw him enough retrieves 
until he’s breathing hard, then give until he’s breathing hard, then give 
him a rest, even if the fetching him a rest, even if the fetching 
session lasted just fve minutes.session lasted just fve minutes.

If he’s overweight and older, you If he’s overweight and older, you 
may need to rest him a couple days may need to rest him a couple days 
before he’s ready to go again. You before he’s ready to go again. You 
can monitor his readiness for another can monitor his readiness for another 
fetching session by watching how he fetching session by watching how he 
moves the morning following your moves the morning following your 
previous session. If he’s walking previous session. If he’s walking 
slowly and seems stiff, give him slowly and seems stiff, give him 
another day of rest. another day of rest. 

Eventually, as he becomes more Eventually, as he becomes more 
ft, you’ll want to increase the length ft, you’ll want to increase the length 
of your sessions. Give him longer of your sessions. Give him longer 
throws and pick up the pace. You throws and pick up the pace. You 
want to get him to the point where want to get him to the point where 
he’s breathing hard but not so ex-he’s breathing hard but not so ex-nothe’s breathing hard but not so ex-she’s breathing hard but not so ex-
hausted he loses interest in the game. hausted he loses interest in the game. inhausted he loses interest in the game. thehausted he loses interest in the game. 
Ten to 15 minutes of hard fetching Ten to 15 minutes of hard fetching ofTen to 15 minutes of hard fetching hard feTen to 15 minutes of hard fetching 
isn’t too much to expect once your isn’t too much to expect once your expect onceisn’t too much to expect once your 
dog becomes accustomed to it.dog becomes accustomed to it.accustomeddog becomes accustomed to it.to idog becomes accustomed to it.

If you own one of the retrieving If you own one of the retrieving wnIf you own one of the retrieving one of the retrIf you own one of the retrieving 
brbreeds, you have the option of water youbreeds, you have the option of water have the option ofbreeds, you have the option of water 
workwork. Most retrievers absolutely love Mostwork. Most retrievers absolutely love retrievers absolutelwork. Most retrievers absolutely love 
water, and the advantage is thwater, and the advantage is that you 

can safely condition them even when can safely condition them even when 
it’s hot. They’ll let you know when it’s hot. They’ll let you know when 
they’ve had enough.they’ve had enough.

No water nearby? Running your No water nearby? Running your 
dog up a steep hill is another great dog up a steep hill is another great 
option. Regardless of which venue option. Regardless of which venue 
you choose, keep your dog moving you choose, keep your dog moving 

for the entire length of the fetching for the entire length of the fetching 
session. If he stops or refuses another session. If he stops or refuses another 
retrieve, it’s time to quit. Rest him retrieve, it’s time to quit. Rest him 
for a day or two and then pick up for a day or two and then pick up 
where you left of. He’ll be ready where you left of. He’ll be ready 
for the opening of hunting season for the opening of hunting season 
before you know it.before you know it.

You want to get him to the point You want to get him to the point 
where he’s breathing hard but not where he’s breathing hard but not 

so exhausted he loses interest.so exhausted he loses interest.

✱
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DISCOVER A BREAKTHROUGH 
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learning, awareness or learning, awareness or 
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Bumping Birds 
Regaining control is the key to ensuring proper points.

A MISSED OPPORTUNITY because 
of birds being bumped rather than of birds being bumped rather than 
pointed—it’s an age-old problem, all pointed—it’s an age-old problem, all 
too common and the center of discus-too common and the center of discus-
sion as hunters gather after an early-sion as hunters gather after an early-
season outing. season outing. 

What caused the bird to “bump” or What caused the bird to “bump” or 
fush wildly, leaving us with no op-fush wildly, leaving us with no op-
portunity to shoot? Sure, I know, the portunity to shoot? Sure, I know, the 
dog was too close…but why? dog was too close…but why? 

Maybe it was just plain bad luck. Maybe it was just plain bad luck. 
A dog on a downwind cast can run A dog on a downwind cast can run 
smack over birds or get too close smack over birds or get too close 
without knowing they’re there, which without knowing they’re there, which 
causes birds to fush.causes birds to fush.

Another possibility is an uncertain Another possibility is an uncertain 
nose. A dog hunts with his nose, using nose. A dog hunts with his nose, using 
the wind as he searches the feld to the wind as he searches the feld to 
locate game. With a keen discriminat-locate game. With a keen discriminat-
ing nose, he’s aware of all odors, yet ing nose, he’s aware of all odors, yet 
isolates and identifes each. Quick isolates and identifes each. Quick 
identifcation is critical, as inches can identifcation is critical, as inches can 
make the diference.make the diference.

Once game is scented and identifed Once game is scented and identifed 
his instinct to point is triggered and his instinct to point is triggered and 

the dog freezes in his tracks. When the dog freezes in his tracks. When 
all is right, the bird will also hold all is right, the bird will also hold 
motionless so as not to be located. motionless so as not to be located. 
Both bird and dog are locked in by Both bird and dog are locked in by 
inherent behavior. inherent behavior. 

Here again, timing is critical. With Here again, timing is critical. With 
an uncertain nose, one more step an uncertain nose, one more step 
because of a lack of pointing instinct because of a lack of pointing instinct 
may cause the fush.may cause the fush.

As we’ve discussed before, both As we’ve discussed before, both 
quality of nose and tendency to point quality of nose and tendency to point 
are inherent. Training can play a role are inherent. Training can play a role 
but really great dogs have an inher-but really great dogs have an inher-
ited advantage. Anything less than the ited advantage. Anything less than the 
proper balance of nose and pointing proper balance of nose and pointing 
instinct will detract from the dog’s instinct will detract from the dog’s 
success as a hunter.success as a hunter.

Other considerations are the type Other considerations are the type 
of birds being worked and scenting of birds being worked and scenting 
conditions. Some gamebirds comple-conditions. Some gamebirds comple-
ment dog work more than others. ment dog work more than others. 
Show me a dog who can consistently Show me a dog who can consistently 
work Hungarian partridge or point work Hungarian partridge or point 
every rufed grouse he comes across every rufed grouse he comes across 
and I’ll buy him.and I’ll buy him.

Woodcock tend to “sit tight”; and Woodcock tend to “sit tight”; and 
bobwhites are a pleasure to hunt with bobwhites are a pleasure to hunt with 
a good dog on the right day. But there a good dog on the right day. But there 
are days when they run and flush are days when they run and flush 
wildly and are almost impossible to wildly and are almost impossible to 

work. And of course, pheasants are 
notorious runners that can lead any notorious runners that can lead any 
dog on a merry chase.dog on a merry chase.

Hunters and dog handlers agree Hunters and dog handlers agree 
scenting conditions can change from scenting conditions can change from 
hour to hour, but most don’t know hour to hour, but most don’t know 
why. One day birds are pointed at 10 why. One day birds are pointed at 10 
yards; the next they’re getting yards; the next they’re getting 
bumped.bumped.

Most folks think of bumping as not Most folks think of bumping as not 
being deliberate flushes but more being deliberate flushes but more 
accidental, whether caused by condi-accidental, whether caused by condi-
tions or inability. Depending on the tions or inability. Depending on the 
cause, an occasional bump is excusable.cause, an occasional bump is excusable.

On the other hand, deliberate fush-On the other hand, deliberate fush-
ing by the dog is not excusable. The ing by the dog is not excusable. The 
good news is we can have an infuence good news is we can have an infuence 
on this cause of flushing through on this cause of flushing through 
proper training.proper training.

   STEADY ON GAME   If we agree    STEADY ON GAME   If we agree 
the tendency to point is inherent, we the tendency to point is inherent, we 
should also agree the instinct to should also agree the instinct to 
pounce and catch is too. It’s a natural pounce and catch is too. It’s a natural 
sequence in predatory behavior to sequence in predatory behavior to 
point or freeze when game is scented, point or freeze when game is scented, 
but once location is pinpointed the but once location is pinpointed the 
wild animal will pounce on its prey wild animal will pounce on its prey 
in an efort to catch its evening meal. in an efort to catch its evening meal. 
This is true of most predators—cat, This is true of most predators—cat, 
fox, coyote or dog.fox, coyote or dog.

Through selective breeding, man Through selective breeding, man 
has enhanced the pointing instinct of has enhanced the pointing instinct of 
his “bird dogs,” including their posture his “bird dogs,” including their posture 
and intensity, but this desire to catch and intensity, but this desire to catch 
is still strong in good hunting dogs.is still strong in good hunting dogs.

For the dog to remain on point For the dog to remain on point 
until after the shot is purely obedi-until after the shot is purely obedi-
ence to a learned command. Granted, ence to a learned command. Granted, 
many hunters don’t want their dog many hunters don’t want their dog 
steady to wing and shot, but most steady to wing and shot, but most 
agree they must stand steady to fush. agree they must stand steady to fush. 

We’re not going to discuss the steps We’re not going to discuss the steps 
of “whoa” training here but we will of “whoa” training here but we will 
assume your dog knows the command assume your dog knows the command 
but with excitement in the presence but with excitement in the presence 
of game, he doesn’t hold. Often, of game, he doesn’t hold. Often, 
partially trained dogs will hold until partially trained dogs will hold until 
we’re in close or about to fush before we’re in close or about to fush before 
breaking. breaking. 

These we can afect, both through These we can afect, both through 

A check rope and simple “fank hitch” is a A check rope and simple “fank hitch” is a 

handy tool for controlling and correcting handy tool for controlling and correcting 

a dog who’s breaking or taking birds a dog who’s breaking or taking birds 

out. Here, the trainer demonstrates out. Here, the trainer demonstrates 

how, with the check rope trailing as the how, with the check rope trailing as the 

dog hunts, it’s easy to gain control and dog hunts, it’s easy to gain control and 

enforce steadiness on game by applying enforce steadiness on game by applying 

enough pressure to keep the dog steady.enough pressure to keep the dog steady.

Notes from the Field | By Bob West
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reinforcement of commands and by 
how we handle ourselves before and how we handle ourselves before and 
during the fush. Yes, we may be part during the fush. Yes, we may be part 
of the problem. of the problem. 

Too much noise as we approach Too much noise as we approach 
the pointing dog and his birds can be the pointing dog and his birds can be 
unnerving to both. It’s probable that unnerving to both. It’s probable that 
this noise will cause the birds to run this noise will cause the birds to run 
or at least move as they make ready or at least move as they make ready 
to fush, and seeing or hearing this to fush, and seeing or hearing this 
movement will cause many gun dogs movement will cause many gun dogs 
to break. Because we may not see or to break. Because we may not see or 
hear this movement, the dog will get hear this movement, the dog will get 
the blame when in fact Mr. Bigmouth the blame when in fact Mr. Bigmouth 
is the real cause.is the real cause.

As with many hunting dogs, a heavy As with many hunting dogs, a heavy 
reliance is on the natural pointing reliance is on the natural pointing 
instinct to hold. A noisy approach by instinct to hold. A noisy approach by 
the hunter will penetrate this fragile the hunter will penetrate this fragile 
balance of concentration. Once aware, balance of concentration. Once aware, 
the partially trained dog will likely the partially trained dog will likely 
break. break. 

Still, if the dog rocks back as you Still, if the dog rocks back as you 
approach, preparing to pounce, your approach, preparing to pounce, your 
only chance is commanding him to only chance is commanding him to 
“whoa,” frst in a calm, reinforcing “whoa,” frst in a calm, reinforcing 
tone in an attempt to sooth him. tone in an attempt to sooth him. 
Often this will relax the dog some-Often this will relax the dog some-
what, thereby nurturing and reinforc-what, thereby nurturing and reinforc-
ing his pointing instinct while not ing his pointing instinct while not 
spooking the birds.spooking the birds.

   STAY IN SIGHT  Our next con-   STAY IN SIGHT  Our next con-
sideration is our angle of approach. sideration is our angle of approach. 
Granted, it’s often not within our Granted, it’s often not within our 

control because of cover, creek banks, control because of cover, creek banks, 
fencerows and other obstacles, but fencerows and other obstacles, but 
when possible we should approach when possible we should approach 
the pointing dog from the front or the pointing dog from the front or 
side in his view. This tends to rein-side in his view. This tends to rein-
force obedience and may help hold force obedience and may help hold 
the birds. the birds. 

So when possible, avoid approach-So when possible, avoid approach-
ing your dog from the rear and ing your dog from the rear and 
moving past to make the flush. moving past to make the flush. 
Instead, stay to the side when you Instead, stay to the side when you 
can. As you move past from the rear can. As you move past from the rear 

there’s a strong tendency for the dog there’s a strong tendency for the dog 
to move with you. Whether this is to move with you. Whether this is 
due to greed or competitiveness in due to greed or competitiveness in 
the dog as you move toward his birds the dog as you move toward his birds 
or he picks up on some movement or he picks up on some movement 
as a release command, the outcome as a release command, the outcome 
is probable.is probable.

Working with the dog, thinking Working with the dog, thinking 
and being aware and in control is our and being aware and in control is our 
responsibility. responsibility. 

Still, if you’re doing everything Still, if you’re doing everything 
right and the dog continues to take right and the dog continues to take 
birds out as you approach, you have birds out as you approach, you have 
to use force, quickly making correc-to use force, quickly making correc-
tions—again, assuming the “whoa” tions—again, assuming the “whoa” 
command is learned.command is learned.

You can’t shoot and retrieve birds You can’t shoot and retrieve birds 
then make corrections. When the dog then make corrections. When the dog 
breaks, hand your gun to your hunting breaks, hand your gun to your hunting 
partner, run the dog down, use ap-partner, run the dog down, use ap-
propriate correction, then carry him propriate correction, then carry him 
back to the spot he originally pointed, back to the spot he originally pointed, 
“whoa” him and make him stand for “whoa” him and make him stand for 
some time.some time.

If you’re lucky enough to have If you’re lucky enough to have 
singles scattered ahead, this is a good singles scattered ahead, this is a good 
time for further reinforcement. time for further reinforcement. 

Attach a check rope to his collar, Attach a check rope to his collar, 

run it down his back to the fank area run it down his back to the fank area 
then take a half hitch around the fank, then take a half hitch around the fank, 
leaving the remainder to drag behind. leaving the remainder to drag behind. 

As you move on, periodically As you move on, periodically 
“whoa” the dog while reinforcing with “whoa” the dog while reinforcing with 
a pull on the check rope from the a pull on the check rope from the 
rear. Make him stand a short time rear. Make him stand a short time 
then release him to hunt on.then release him to hunt on.

The best situation would be to The best situation would be to 
move up on the singles, hoping your move up on the singles, hoping your 
dog will establish point. When this dog will establish point. When this 
happens you’re in a good position to happens you’re in a good position to 
make some real progress with his make some real progress with his 
obedience to the “whoa” command. obedience to the “whoa” command. 

Once the dog has pointed, quietly Once the dog has pointed, quietly 
move up and pick up the trailing end move up and pick up the trailing end 
of your check rope, then ask your of your check rope, then ask your 
partner to move in to make the fush. partner to move in to make the fush. 
If the dog breaks, pull him back of If the dog breaks, pull him back of 
his feet with the check rope, pick his feet with the check rope, pick 
him up with a shake and place him him up with a shake and place him 
back in position with a stern back in position with a stern 
command to “whoa.” A couple of command to “whoa.” A couple of 
these sessions will normally regain these sessions will normally regain 
control of the trained but disobedient control of the trained but disobedient 
dog.dog.

Training while hunting is problem-Training while hunting is problem-
atic because it’s hard to have the atic because it’s hard to have the 
control needed in these situations, control needed in these situations, 
but on the other hand, no training but on the other hand, no training 
set-up can perfectly emulate the actual set-up can perfectly emulate the actual 
hunt and this is where it counts. Cor-hunt and this is where it counts. Cor-
rection in the feld is to be expected rection in the feld is to be expected 
and needed with most useful hunting and needed with most useful hunting 
dogs—just have your check rope dogs—just have your check rope 
handy.handy. ✱

Set up the fank hitch with your check rope coming off the collar and 

a half hitch around the fank. The fank area is typically a very effective a half hitch around the fank. The fank area is typically a very effective 

“point of contact” used during basic steadiness training.“point of contact” used during basic steadiness training.

Once game is scented and identifed 
his instinct to point is triggered.his instinct to point is triggered.
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Veterinary Clinic | By John Holcomb, DVM

Eye Irritation
Also, diagnosing seizures

My dog is a 3-year-old spayed 
GeGerman wirehair. She has been to aGerman wirehair. She has been to 
the vetthe vet twice recently for eye prob-
lems. Thlems. The frst time she had a sore 
eye andeye and was squinting. The doctor was squinting.eye and was squinting. The doctor Theeye and was squinting. The doctor doctoreye and was squinting. The doctor 
found an ulcer on the cornea. We 
started ointment for the injury and 

gave all the medication like we were 
supposed to but it didn’t get much supposed to but it didn’t get much 
better.better.

When we went in to get it checked When we went in to get it checked 
out againout again they found a weed seed theyout again they found a weed seed foundout again they found a weed seed a weedout again they found a weed seed seedout again they found a weed seed 
behind the eyelid. Apparently this is 
what was causing the problem all 

along. She got better really fast after 
the weed seed was removed, but we the weed seed was removed, but we weethe weed seed was removed, but we seethe weed seed was removed, but we wasthe weed seed was removed, but we ethe weed seed was removed, but we ovethe weed seed was removed, but we ,the weed seed was removed, but we butthe weed seed was removed, but we wethe weed seed was removed, but we 
still had to give medications.still had to give medications.had to give medications.

My questions are, why wasn’t this y questions are, why wasn’t this
noticednoticed the frst time and what are the frst time and what are
the best medications to have on hand 
for eye problems?  —L 

I have a 9-year-old neutered male 
Lab who has started having seizures.   
They frst occurred when he was 
about 7 or so and he had one about 
every 5 to 6 months. But the last 

two have been one month apart.
I’ve read these are fairly common 

in Labs so I was not too concerned 
as he always comes out of them and 
is fne within a few minutes.  He’s 

been on a high performance diet his 
entire life with great results.  Do 
you think these seizures could be 
due to his aging and perhaps I should 
change his diet?

ANSWER:

ANSWER:

QUESTION:

Probably every veterinarian with 
several years’ experience has been 
involved with a missed weed seed-
type foreign body hidden deep within 
the conjunctival sacs behind the 
eyelids. At the presentation of each 
case of eye irritation, we must decide 
whether we can do an adequate exam 
with the pet fully awake or if seda-
tion is needed. The majority of pets 
can have a very thorough exam with 
manual restraint and numbing drops 
placed in the eye.

Staining of the cornea can help 
reveal corneal ulcers with or without 
sedation. If intravenous sedation is 

used, fushing and exploration of the 
conjunctival sacs is much easier, but 
it comes with additional cost and 
some small anesthetic risk. If surgi-
cal repairs are needed then general 
anesthesia, usually with gas anes-
thetic, will be necessary.

The eye is amazingly tough at times 
and also very sensitive and delicate 
at others. With any eye problem early 
intervention is always the safe move. 
If treatments do not improve the 
situation then we need to recheck 
problem eyes within a few days. In 
your situation, the eye was still ir-
ritated despite the medications, and 

the recheck exam found the deeper 
problem.

The medications to have on hand 
on a hunting trip would be an anti-
biotic ointment for eyes and a saline-
based eye wash like Vetricyn. You 
should not use a combination med-
ication with a steroid like Dexa-
methasone or Betamethasone unless 
it is on the direction of a veterinar-
ian who has examined the dog.

The antibiotic ointment and fush 
can be used safely in an emergency 
situation, but you should follow up 
with a vet’s exam as soon as reason-
ably possible.

Seizures occur from abnormal brain 
activity. Causes include low blood 
sugar, liver disease, toxicosis or poi-
soning, previous head trauma, brain 
tumor, encephalitis from viral, bacte-
rial or parasitic causes and others.

The most common cause of sei-
zures for young to middle-aged adult 
dogs is idiopathic epilepsy, a diagno-
sis usually reached by exclusion of 
other causes. Dogs experiencing sei-
zures should get a physical exam and 
bloodwork done to help rule in/out 

the long list of possible causes.
If your dog has idiopathic epilepsy, 

record any possible episodes to get 
a good picture of the frequency of 
the seizures. With idiopathic epi-
lepsy, we may start medications for 
seizure prevention when they are 1 
to 2 weeks apart. This is not a hard 
and fast rule and depends on discus-
sions between the vet and owner.

The medications must be given on 
schedule and follow-up blood mon-
itoring is needed as side efects are 

possible. Many dogs have a few sei-
zures per year, but do not need 
medication.

Diet change shouldn’t cause seizure 
frequency in this case. Dogs with 
seizures that cannot be adequately 
controlled with common medications 
should be evaluated by a veterinary 
neurologist. ✱

Contact Dr. Holcomb with your questions 
   at john.holcomb.ccac@gmail.com     at john.holcomb.ccac@gmail.com  
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QUESTION:
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Training & Behavior Problems | By Ed Bailey

A STUDENT IN training to become 
a dog behavior therapist and trainer 
sent me the following: “I watched a 
TV program on lateralization in dogs. 
The narrator said right-pawed dogs 
use the left side of the brain and so 
are calmer, handle problems better, 

Paw Preference
Are right-pawed dogs more trainable?

QUESTION

ANSWER

are more easily trained and are more 
likely to succeed in guide dog train-
ing than left-pawed dogs while left-
pawed dogs use the right side of their 
brain so are more aggressive, fearful, 
have stronger fght or fight reactions 
and mostly fail in training to be guide 

dogs. So wouldn’t a test for paw pref-
erence be the perfect way of choos-
ing a puppy or older dog to be sure 
you got the temperamentyou got the temperament you want you want
for a family pet,for a family pet, or a service dog or servicefor a family pet, or a service dog or dog or
a working doga working dog, by only taking right-takinga working dog, by only taking right-right-
pawed dogpawed dogs?” 

After much research, in the last 10 
years there has been an increasing 
interest in lateralization in animals 
and how it relates to behavioral types.

This stems from a publication by 
Dr. Lisa Tomkins from the Univer-
sity of Sidney, Australia, suggesting 
dogs with a right-paw preference in 
the “Kong Test” are more trainable. 
(A Kong toy is stufed with food and 
the percent of time in a four-hour 
test the dog held the toy with itest the dog held the toy with its 
right paw, left paw and both pawright paw, left paw and both paws 
was measured.) The TV show thwas measured.) The TV show the 
student had seen played upstudent had seen played up lateraliza-
tion as a preferred methodtion as a preferred method of picking 
a dog. 

However, when TomkinHowever, when Tomkins and her 
colleagues used a “frst-stcolleagues used a “frst-step test” to 
determine left or righdetermine left or right paw prefer-
ence, the result wence, the result was dogs that pre-
ferred either thferred either their right or left foot 
for the frstfor the frst step had equally good 
training sutraining success as guide dogs. Dogs 
could ncould not be ambidextrous in the 
firstfirst step test because of always 
nneeding to lead with either the left 
or right front foot.or right front foot.

This research group also examined This research group also examined 
the direction of hair whorls, clock-the direction of hair whorls, clock-
wise or counterclockwise, as predic-wise or counterclockwise, as predic-
tive of training success. However, tive of training success. However, 
oonly hair whorls on the chest and to 
a lesa lesser extent on the elbow were 
predictpredictive of training success, and 

the predictions were in opposite di-
rections at the two locations. Anotherections at the two locations. Another 
research group showed no relaresearch group showed no relation 
between lateralization and tebetween lateralization and tempera-
ment in a 2013 study ofment in a 2013 study of 50 client 
dogs.

So what is goingSo what is going on here? First, 
much of the reseamuch of the research on the relation-
ship betweenship between paw preference and 
temperamentemperament is weak or fawed. One 
of the tof the tests used only 10 dogs; 
another 14. There was no control another 14. There was no control 
for age or gender or breed or expe-for age or gender or breed or expe-
rience, all of which are known to rience, all of which are known to 
have an infuence on paw preference. have an infuence on paw preference. 
All the results are in terms of cor-All the results are in terms of cor-
relations, which should never be relations, which should never be 
construed to mean cause and efect. construed to mean cause and efect. 
For example, men who wear neckties For example, men who wear neckties 
at their job are more prone to get at their job are more prone to get 
ulcers than those who wear T-shirts ulcers than those who wear T-shirts 
and no tie. It would be ridiculous to and no tie. It would be ridiculous to 
think this means neckties cause ulcers think this means neckties cause ulcers 
and T-shirts prevent them.and T-shirts prevent them.

Another problem is the lack of Another problem is the lack of 
standardization or agreement between standardization or agreement between 
the various measures of lateralization. the various measures of lateralization. 
Only the “Kong Test” has been shown Only the “Kong Test” has been shown 
to be at all repeatable, but it report-to be at all repeatable, but it report-
edly takes up to four hours to com-edly takes up to four hours to com-
plete and the outcome can depend plete and the outcome can depend 
on the dog’s motivation to get the on the dog’s motivation to get the 
food out of the toy.food out of the toy.

Certainly you could not use it on Certainly you could not use it on 
pre-weaned puppies whose attention pre-weaned puppies whose attention 

span is so short there could never span is so short there could never 
be a four-hour span during which be a four-hour span during which 
they showed enough interest for any they showed enough interest for any 
kind of test. Far better to spend the kind of test. Far better to spend the 
time directly evaluating behavior of time directly evaluating behavior of 
interest for the particular training interest for the particular training 
program (e.g., fearfulness, aggres-program (e.g., fearfulness, aggres-
siveness, cooperativeness, etc.) the siveness, cooperativeness, etc.) the 
dog will undergo.dog will undergo.

Another complicating variable is Another complicating variable is 
pups tend to show a right-paw bias, pups tend to show a right-paw bias, 
which changes as the dog matures. which changes as the dog matures. 
Most dogs become ambidextrous Most dogs become ambidextrous 
with about equal left or right bias with about equal left or right bias 
in the remainder of the population, in the remainder of the population, 
unlike humans, who show a prepon-unlike humans, who show a prepon-
derance of right-handers, a minority derance of right-handers, a minority 
of lefties and only a small number of lefties and only a small number 
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of ambidextrous individuals.
all the research comparing male 

to female dogs for paw preference 
agreed females were predominately 
right-pawed and males predomi-
nately left-pawed. These studies made 
no attempt to relate the lateralization 
to temperament, however. Perhaps 
this is the basis of another myth–
females are better hunters than males. 

There is evidence a disproportion-
ate number of men in prison are 
left-handed, fueling the leap that 
left-handedness is related to social 
deviation. i’ll reiterate: correlation 
does not mean cause and efect. many 
factors enter into making a social 
deviant, be it a dog or a person, with 
handedness doubtfully being one of 
them. There is no compelling evi-
dence that suggests a disproportion-
ate number of left-pawed dogs are 
bad dogs or that right-pawed dogs 
are all brilliant. 

if there is a surrogate measure to 
predict qualities of temperament, 

though sounding very convenient, 
right-footedness is not it. at this 
point, it a misinterpretation of re-
search, a myth in the making. if a 
breeder tells you his pups are all 
going to be great because both 
parents are right-pawed and all pups 
were tested and found to be right-
pawed, get a tight grip on your 
wallet.

Yes, there could be a correlation 
between right-paw tendency and 
making good guide dogs. however, 
there are many other things that go 
into guide dog temperament such as 
age at weaning, genetics, training, 
etc. so do not depend on sensation-
al Tv or internet “authorities” to 
make decisions for you. read the 
research and grasp the truth before 
preaching mythology as gospel. 

The primary goal of any reputable 
breeding program should be to 
improve the dogs’ phenotype. For 
now, this can only be accomplished 
by having a thorough understanding 

of the ontogenetic, epigenetic and 
environmental contributions to phe-
notypic variations. This means the 
understanding and application of valid 
measures of phenotype.

Besides the genetic compatibility, 
performance to a standard, tem-
perament quality, and quality of form 
and function of several generations 
of progenitors—both male and 
female—must be studied, evaluated 
and applied before breeding. Faults 
of any type, especially faults of tem-
perament, must not be simply over-
looked for convenience sake.

This philosophy must be followed 
whether you are acquiring a new 
dog, looking for a male to breed to 
your female or female to breed with 
your male. There is no shortcut avail-
able, footedness and hair whorl direc-
tion notwithstanding. 

For solutions to your dog’s behavior or 
training problems, contact Ed Bailey at 
edbailey@uoguelph.ca

✱
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Several states are fnally seeing upland 
bird numbers on the rise. 

BY CHAD MASON

II
n recent years, pheasant and quail hunters haven’t had much to cheer about. A n recent years, pheasant and quail hunters haven’t had much to cheer about. A 
combination of harsh winters, aberrant rainfall (too much or too little) and habitat combination of harsh winters, aberrant rainfall (too much or too little) and habitat 

loss has driven bird numbers to all-time lows in many places. But 2014 turned out loss has driven bird numbers to all-time lows in many places. But 2014 turned out 
better than expected in some states, and this year might give hunters further reasons better than expected in some states, and this year might give hunters further reasons 
to hope.to hope.

can only take you so far, due to can only take you so far, due to 
regionally sparse populations, declin-regionally sparse populations, declin-
ing CRP and severe-but-uneven ing CRP and severe-but-uneven 
drought. In order to score, you need drought. In order to score, you need 
to be a local—or at least hunt with to be a local—or at least hunt with 
one, regardless of where you go.one, regardless of where you go.

Almost no part of the country Almost no part of the country 
these days will ofer up easy hunting these days will ofer up easy hunting 
for the total stranger unless you just for the total stranger unless you just 
happen tohappen to get lucky. You’ll need an ghappen to get lucky. You’ll need an 

Near my home in central Iowa, Near my home in central Iowa, 
for example, I’ve been seeing pheas-for example, I’ve been seeing pheas-
ants in places where I haven’t seen ants in places where I haven’t seen 
them for years. While bass fshing them for years. While bass fshing 
this spring, I even heard bobwhites this spring, I even heard bobwhites 
wwhistling in the thickets above the 
lakeshore.

The key word in theThe key word in the previous pThe key word in the previous 
paragraph is “home.” To be perfect-paragraph is “home.” To be perfect-
ly honest, a forecast like this one 

2015
FORECAST

Pheasant & Quail

insider’s knowledge of those iso-
lated places where the habitat lated places where the habitat 
remains optimal and the weather remains optimal and the weather 
hasn’t been too bad. In those places, hasn’t been too bad. In those places, 
pockets of birds can be found.pockets of birds can be found.

With that in mind, let’s take a With that in mind, let’s take a 
look at overall trends, season dates look at overall trends, season dates 
and contact info from around the and contact info from around the 
nation to help you nail down a nation to help you nail down a 
hotspot or two.hotspot or two.
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ALABAMA 
Website: outdooralabama.com/huntingWebsite: outdooralabama.com/huntingma.cWebsite: outdooralabama.com/hunting

Quail season: November 7–February 29; 8 daily Quail season: November 7–February 29; 8 daily erQuail season: November 7–February 29; 8 daily 7Quail season: November 7–February 29; 8 daily 
limit.limit.

Outlook: Quail numbers, and corresponding hunter Outlook: Quail numbers, and corresponding hunter 
interest, have dwindled to paltry levels in Alabama.  interest, have dwindled to paltry levels in Alabama.  ointerest, have dwindled to paltry levels in Alabama.  
Management practices on a few public lands have Management practices on a few public lands have 
shown some promise in recent years. For example, shown some promise in recent years. For example, 
nearly seven square miles of longleaf pine restoration nearly seven square miles of longleaf pine restoration 
have been completed on the Barbour WMA, perhaps have been completed on the Barbour WMA, perhaps 
the largest effort in the state. But for the most part, the largest effort in the state. But for the most part, 
the bobwhite’s future in Alabama has been handed the bobwhite’s future in Alabama has been handed 
over to the private sector. The state publishes a guide-over to the private sector. The state publishes a guide-
book for landowners who want to support quail on book for landowners who want to support quail on 
their property. Your best bet is to seek out the scattered their property. Your best bet is to seek out the scattered 
farms or hunting leases (and join the club) where those farms or hunting leases (and join the club) where those 
practices are being employed. The guidebook can be practices are being employed. The guidebook can be 
obtained at http://www.outdooralabama.com/quail.obtained at http://www.outdooralabama.com/quail.

ARIZONAARIZONA
Website: azgfd.gov/h_f/hunting.shtmlWebsite: azgfd.gov/h_f/hunting.shtml

Quail season: Likely October 2–February 6. Daily Quail season: Likely October 2–February 6. Daily 
limit is 15 quail, of which no more than 8 may be limit is 15 quail, of which no more than 8 may be 
Mearns quail.Mearns quail.

Outlook: As this goes to press, the northeastern third Outlook: As this goes to press, the northeastern third 
of Arizona was still locked in severe long-term drought. of Arizona was still locked in severe long-term drought. 
The southwestern two-thirds of the state—traditional The southwestern two-thirds of the state—traditional 
Gambel’s quail range—have seen only slightly better Gambel’s quail range—have seen only slightly better 
moisture conditions. Most traditional Gambel’s and moisture conditions. Most traditional Gambel’s and 
scaled quail range still has low bird populations, com-scaled quail range still has low bird populations, com-
pared to long term averages. Mearns quail have been pared to long term averages. Mearns quail have been 
on the upswing, thanks to some good monsoons. The on the upswing, thanks to some good monsoons. The oodon the upswing, thanks to some good monsoons. The monsoons.on the upswing, thanks to some good monsoons. The Theon the upswing, thanks to some good monsoons. The 
far southeastern corner of Arizona is Mearns country. far southeastern corner of Arizona is Mearns country. afar southeastern corner of Arizona is Mearns country. is Mearns country.
Among western states, Arizona probably makes quail robablyAmong western states, Arizona probably makes quail makes quail
a higher priority than any other. See the state’s up-to-eea higher priority than any other. See the state’s up-to-the state’s up-to-
date quail forecast at this link: http://azgfd.gov/h_f/ttp://azgfd.gov/h_f/
small_game.shtml. Also check out the department’s utsmall_game.shtml. Also check out the department’s the department’s
quail page at http://azgfd.gov/h_f/game_quail.shtml. _f/game_quail.shtml.quail page at http://azgfd.gov/h_f/game_quail.shtml. 

ARKANSASARKANSAS
Website: agfc.com/huntingWebsite: agfc.com/hunting

Quail season: November 1–February 7; 6 daily limit.Quail season: November 1–February 7; 6 daily limit.bruaryQuail season: November 1–February 7; 6 daily limit.7; 6 daily limit.

Outlook: Let’s be honest. The only reason to consider only reason to consider
hunting quail in Arkansas is because you live there and causehunting quail in Arkansas is because you live there and you live there and
don’t want to travel. If you live in Arkansas and don’t vedon’t want to travel. If you live in Arkansas and don’t in Arkansas and don’t
have your own farm or hunting lease that you’re man-nghave your own farm or hunting lease that you’re man-lease that you’re man-
aging for quail, I only have one word for you: Oachita. ne word for you: Oachita.
Quail habitat restoration has been conducted on the asQuail habitat restoration has been conducted on the been conducted on the
Oachita National Forest for several years. Recent winters severalOachita National Forest for several years. Recent winters years. Recent winters
have been cold by Arkansas standards, and this spring ashave been cold by Arkansas standards, and this spring standards, and this spring
was abnormally wet. Still, listen before sunrise on the listen before sunrise on the
Oachita’s restored areas, and you might hear some s,Oachita’s restored areas, and you might hear some and you might hear some
whistles to lead you and your dog in the right direction.your dog in the right direction.

CALIFORNIACALIFORNIA
Website: wildlife.ca.gov/Hunting

Quail season: Not yet posted at press time, and gen-
erally varies widely by zone. Daily limit is usually 10 
quail. See website in late summer for the most current 
regulations.

Pheasant season: Pheasants have all but disappeared 
from California, and the state hasn’t bothered to update 
its harvest statistics since 2008. However, a season is 
still held, running generally from early November until 
just before Christmas. 

Outlook: You have no doubt heard of the epic drought 
in California, and last winter dealt the parched ground 
a sucker-punch. Snowpack in the Sierra Nevada range 
was just 2 percent of normal. California is facing a 
serious water emergency. National Wildlife Refuges and 
the northern reaches of the Central Valley remain the 
last bastion for wild pheasants, but the Central Valley 
has suffered the worst of the drought. California’s three 
species of quail (Valley, Gambel’s and Mountain) have 
also been hurt severely by drought. One possible ex-
ception is the Gambel’s quail in far southeastern Cali-
fornia, where the drought has been least severe.
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the largest effort in the state. But for the most part, 

Gambel’s quail range—have seen only slightly better 



COLORADO
Website: cpw.state.co.us/thingstodo/Pages/SmallGame.
aspx

Quail season: Varies by region, and set in mid-July. 
Generally second Saturday in November through early 
January in some units, and extending through January 
31 in others. Limits also vary by species and unit.

Pheasant season: Varies by region, and set in mid-
July. Generally second Saturday in November through 
early January west of I-25, and extending through 
January 31 east of I-25.

Outlook: Colorado’s quail and pheasant habitat is 
mostly limited to irrigated farmlands along the rivers 
in northeastern and southeastern counties. The status 
of Colorado’s upland game bird populations is, in a 
word, “recovery.” Severe winters and fooding a few 
years ago decimated the birds. But both quail and 
pheasants are on the rebound. Look for bobwhites 
along the South Platte River from Fort Morgan to 
Julesburg. Pheasant hunting is usually best in Yuma, 
Kit Carson, Phillips, Sedgwick, Logan and Washington 
counties. Nearly all quail and pheasant hunting in 
Colorado is on private land. However, check out the 
state’s Walk-in Access program atlas, which is available 
on the small game website listed above.

FLORIDA 
Website: myfwc.com/hunting/by-species/quail/

Quail season: November 14–March 6; 
12 daily limit.12 daily limit.

Outlook: You have to give the Florida Fish & Wildlife Outlook: You have to give the Florida Fish & Wildlife 
Conservation Commission credit for caring about bob-Conservation Commission credit for caring about bob-
whites while most other southeastern agencies have whites while most other southeastern agencies have 
decided deer and turkeys are where the money is. With decided deer and turkeys are where the money is. With 
their northern neighbor, they’ve established the Florida/their northern neighbor, they’ve established the Florida/
Georgia Quail Coalition. Weather hasn’t been helpful Georgia Quail Coalition. Weather hasn’t been helpful 
in recent years, but you can still fnd a few wild bobs in recent years, but you can still fnd a few wild bobs 
in Florida. This year, look to the standard Panhandle in Florida. This year, look to the standard Panhandle 
favorites: Blackwater River State Forest, Apalachicola favorites: Blackwater River State Forest, Apalachicola 
National Forest, and the Blue Springs Unit of Twin National Forest, and the Blue Springs Unit of Twin 
Rivers State Forest. The Jennings State Forest in north-Rivers State Forest. The Jennings State Forest in north-
east Florida may also produce covey fushes, as might east Florida may also produce covey fushes, as might 
the Three Lakes WMA in central Florida.the Three Lakes WMA in central Florida.

GEORGIA
Website: georgiawildlife.org/hunting

Quail season: Not set at press time, but usually No-
vember 15–February 28 with 12 daily limit.

Outlook: The overall trend in quail numbers has been 
positive throughout Georgia in recent years. That’s the 
good news. The “bad” news is that more than 80 
percent of the quail harvested in Georgia today are 
pen-raised. The Di-Lane WMA still offers the best public 
land hunting for quail in Georgia, on a highly coveted, 
limited-quota basis. In coming years, though, keep your 
eye on the newly acquired, 8,800-acre Chattahoochee 
Fall Line WMA in Marion and Talbot Counties. As the 
state works on habitat there over the coming years, 
this area may become a new hotspot. 

IDAHO
Website: fshandgame.idaho.gov/hunt

Quail season: September 19–January 31; 10 daily limit. 
Quail hunting is allowed only in upland game manage-
ment Area 1, which is essentially the western half of 
the state. See website for unit boundaries. Valley quail 
and bobwhites are hunted in Idaho, with valley quail 
by far the more numerous.

Pheasant season: Area 1 (Panhandle), October 10–De-
cember 31; Area 2 (Southeastern Idaho), October 
17–November 30; Area 3 (Southwestern Idaho), October 
17–December 31; 3 cock daily limit statewide. See 
websitewebsite for precise Area boundaries.forwebsite for precise Area boundaries.precisewebsite for precise Area boundaries.Areawebsite for precise Area boundaries.boundarieswebsite for precise Area boundaries.

Outlook: We really should consider moving to Idaho. Outlook: We really should consider moving to Idaho. 
This forecast covers only two of nine species of upland This forecast covers only two of nine species of upland 
birds available for hunters in Idaho. This is one of very birds available for hunters in Idaho. This is one of very 
few states where CRP enrollment has not plummeted, few states where CRP enrollment has not plummeted, 
so more than 600,000 acres of private lands continue so more than 600,000 acres of private lands continue 
to offer good habitat—not to mention all the vast to offer good habitat—not to mention all the vast 
public opportunities. Plus, the weather has been good, public opportunities. Plus, the weather has been good, 
with drought conditions greatly reduced throughout with drought conditions greatly reduced throughout 
most of the state. As a result, many areas are entering most of the state. As a result, many areas are entering 
this season with excellent numbers of quail and pheas-this season with excellent numbers of quail and pheas-
ants on millions of acres of public land, or private lands ants on millions of acres of public land, or private lands 
open to the public through the Access Yes program. open to the public through the Access Yes program. 
Look to the Magic Valley region and Snake River trib-Look to the Magic Valley region and Snake River trib-
utaries west of Twin Falls for quail. Magic Valley is also utaries west of Twin Falls for quail. Magic Valley is also 
good for pheasants, or look to the Clearwater region good for pheasants, or look to the Clearwater region 
for abundant roosters.for abundant roosters.
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ILLINOIS  
Website: dnr.illinois.gov/hunting/uplandgame/Pages/default.aspx

Quail season: North Zone, tentatively November 7— January 8; South Zone, tentatively November 7— January 
15; 8 daily limit.

Pheasant season: Usually same dates as quail season; 2 cock daily limit.

Outlook: Illinois is not exactly a destination state for quail or pheasants. These days, about 10,000 quail hunters 
take approximately fve quail apiece over the course of a season. And yet at that rate, the quail hunting is still 
“better” than the pheasant hunting. About 15,000 pheasant hunters take just barely more than one rooster each. 
Because public land is in such short supply, Illinois has gone to a free lottery system to limit hunter numbers on 
public lands, with an August 1-31 application period. You’ve got a 40 percent chance of hunting upland game 
on public land. See the website for application instructions. Look to southern Illinois for bobwhites, and east-
central Illinois for pheasants.

INDIANA
Website: hunting.in.gov

Quail season: North of I-74, No-
vember 1–December 15 with 4 daily 
limit; South of I-74, November 1–
January 10 with 8 daily limit.

Pheasant season: November 1–
December 15; 
2 cock limit

Outlook: Southwest Indiana has 
scattered pockets of wild quail, and 
Benton County retains a meager 
remnant of wild pheasants. Popula-
tions of both birds entered the 2014 itions of both birds entered the 2014 ftions of both birds entered the 2014 btions of both birds entered the 2014 htions of both birds entered the 2014 bitions of both birds entered the 2014 dtions of both birds entered the 2014 dtions of both birds entered the 2014 htions of both birds entered the 2014 2014tions of both birds entered the 2014 
season at record lows, thanks to season at record lows, thanks to 
widespread habitat loss and mul-widespread habitat loss and mul-
tiple years of horrible weather for tiple years of horrible weather for 
nesting and winter survival. In order nesting and winter survival. In order 
to prevent bird dogs from becom-to prevent bird dogs from becom-
ing completely obsolete in the ing completely obsolete in the 
Hoosier state, pheasants are re-Hoosier state, pheasants are re-
leased for put-and-take hunting on leased for put-and-take hunting on 
several state properties. These hunts several state properties. These hunts 
are no longer available as frst-come, are no longer available as frst-come, 
frst-serve matters at the property. frst-serve matters at the property. 
Reservations must be submitted Reservations must be submitted 
online, starting September 1. See online, starting September 1. See 
the “Reserved Hunt Info” link on the “Reserved Hunt Info” link on 
the website.the website.
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IOWA
Website: iowadnr.gov/Hunting/PheasanWebsite: iowadnr.gov/Hunting/PheasantSmallGame.
aspx

Quail season: Tentatively October 24–JQuail season: Tentatively October 24–January 31; 8 
daily limit.

Pheasant season: Tentatively October 24Pheasant season: Tentatively October 24–January 10; 
3 cock daily limit.

Outlook: Iowa hunters were overdue foOutlook: Iowa hunters were overdue for some good 
news, and we fnally got some with last ynews, and we fnally got some with last year’s August 
roadside survey. Despite a tough winterroadside survey. Despite a tough winter followed by 
cold spring rains, our birds did pretty wcold spring rains, our birds did pretty well, and we 
entered the 2014 seasons with the besentered the 2014 seasons with the best numbers in 
several years. Then we enjoyed a relatseveral years. Then we enjoyed a relatively normal 
winter and a nice spring as this goes towinter and a nice spring as this goes to press. I look 
forward to some good hunting here at hoforward to some good hunting here at home this year. 
Highest pheasant populations are in aHighest pheasant populations are in a broad band 
running generally between the northwest arunning generally between the northwest and southeast 
corners of the state. Quail numbers stilcorners of the state. Quail numbers still aren’t great 
anywhere, but the south-central and sanywhere, but the south-central and southwestern 
counties have shown heartening increascounties have shown heartening increases. Iowa has 
been slow to adopt the private land accbeen slow to adopt the private land access programs 
long enjoyed by other states. But checklong enjoyed by other states. But check out the new 
Iowa Habitat & Access Program (IHAP)Iowa Habitat & Access Program (IHAP) at this link: 
http://www.iowadnr.gov/Hunting/Placestohttp://www.iowadnr.gov/Hunting/PlacestoHuntShoot/
HabitatAccessProgram/

KANSAS
Website: kdwptWebsite: kdwpt.state.ks.us/news/Hunting/Upland-BirdsstWebsite: kdwpt.state.ks.us/news/Hunting/Upland-Birds

Quail seaQuail season: November 14–January 31; 
8 d8 daily limit.i8 daily limit.

Pheasant season: November 14–January 31; Pheasant season: November 14–January 31; 
4 cock limit.4 cock limit.

Outlook: Last fall Kansas quail surprised everybody by Outlook: Last fall Kansas quail surprised everybody by 
increasing 30 to 50 percent over the previous year. increasing 30 to 50 percent over the previous year. 
However, the population remains well below historic However, the population remains well below historic 
averages, and western Kansas especially suffers due to averages, and western Kansas especially suffers due to 
the lingering drought. Best quail numbers this year will the lingering drought. Best quail numbers this year will 
likely be in the eastern third of the state, particularly likely be in the eastern third of the state, particularly 
the Flint Hills region. Click the “Where to Hunt in the Flint Hills region. Click the “Where to Hunt in 
Kansas” link on the website, and look for public lands Kansas” link on the website, and look for public lands 
in that region. Kansas pheasants also remain well below in that region. Kansas pheasants also remain well below 
long-term averages, but modest increases were seen long-term averages, but modest increases were seen 
last season in the prime range of northcentral Kansas. last season in the prime range of northcentral Kansas. 
The state added almost 70,000 acres to its popular The state added almost 70,000 acres to its popular 
Walk-In Hunting Access program recently. For more Walk-In Hunting Access program recently. For more 
information, see http://kdwpt.state.ks.us/news/Services/information, see http://kdwpt.state.ks.us/news/Services/
Private-Landowner-Assistance/Wildlife/Walk-in-HuntingPrivate-Landowner-Assistance/Wildlife/Walk-in-Hunting

KENTUCKYKENTUCKY
Website: fw.ky.gov/Hunt/Pages/Bobwhite-Quail.aspxWebsite: fw.ky.gov/Hunt/Pages/Bobwhite-Quail.aspx

Quail season: Not set at press time. Likely similar to Quail season: Not set at press time. Likely similar to 
last year’s dates, which were as follows: Eastern Zone, last year’s dates, which were as follows: Eastern Zone, 
November 1-7 and November 10–January 31; Western November 1-7 and November 10–January 31; Western 
Zone, November 10–February 10. Daily limit is 8 quail Zone, November 10–February 10. Daily limit is 8 quail 
statewide.statewide.

Outlook: Kentucky’s quail had been on the increase Outlook: Kentucky’s quail had been on the increase 
for several years before a slight (15 percent) dip last for several years before a slight (15 percent) dip last 
season. Then parts of the state received nearly two season. Then parts of the state received nearly two 
feet of snow in March 2015, followed by heavy rains feet of snow in March 2015, followed by heavy rains 
and widespread fooding. It’s too early to tell how badly and widespread fooding. It’s too early to tell how badly 
these factors affected the quail. In any case, Kentucky’s these factors affected the quail. In any case, Kentucky’s 
best public land hunting will be on reclaimed mining best public land hunting will be on reclaimed mining 
lands throughout the state, and on the Peabody WMA lands throughout the state, and on the Peabody WMA 
in Muhlenberg, Hopkins and Ohio counties. Don’t in Muhlenberg, Hopkins and Ohio counties. Don’t 
overlook private lands enrolled in the Conservation overlook private lands enrolled in the Conservation 
Reserve Enhancement Program (CREP) near Bowling Reserve Enhancement Program (CREP) near Bowling 
Green, Glasgow, and Mammoth Cave National Monu-Green, Glasgow, and Mammoth Cave National Monu-
ment.ment.

MICHIGANMICHIGAN
Website: michigan.gov/dnrWebsite: michigan.gov/dnr

Quail season: October 20–November 14; 5 daily limit. Quail season: October 20–November 14; 5 daily limit. 
Quail hunting allowed only in 27 counties in southern Quail hunting allowed only in 27 counties in southern 
Michigan.Michigan.

Pheasant season: Three zones with widely varying Pheasant season: Three zones with widely varying 
seasons. All have 2 cock daily limit.seasons. All have 2 cock daily limit.

Outlook: It seems odd to talk about pheasants and Outlook: It seems odd to talk about pheasants and 
quail in a state so renowned for grouse and woodcock, quail in a state so renowned for grouse and woodcock, 
but here we go…despite a brutal winter in 2013-2014, but here we go…despite a brutal winter in 2013-2014, 
Michigan pheasants entered last year’s hunting season Michigan pheasants entered last year’s hunting season 
in relatively good shape thanks to an ideal spring in relatively good shape thanks to an ideal spring 
nesting season. With a somewhat more normal winter nesting season. With a somewhat more normal winter 
under the belts now, the coming season should be under the belts now, the coming season should be 
decent. Michigan’s wild pheasant are limited to areas decent. Michigan’s wild pheasant are limited to areas 
with less than 15 percent forest cover. That generally with less than 15 percent forest cover. That generally 
means the southeastern part of the state, and the means the southeastern part of the state, and the 
“thumb” region. Quail populations remain very low in “thumb” region. Quail populations remain very low in 
Michigan, with hunting allowed only in the southern Michigan, with hunting allowed only in the southern 
counties. counties. 
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long enjoyed by other states. But check out the new 

Walk-In Hunting Access program recently. For more Walk-In Hunting Access program recently. For more 

overlook private lands enrolled in the Conservation 



MINNESOTA
Website: dnr.state.mn.us/hunting  

Pheasant season: October 10–January 3; 2 cock daily Pheasant season: October 10–January 3; 2 cock daily 
limit.limit.

Most promising: Minnesota pheasants showed them-Most promising: Minnesota pheasants showed them-
selves to be a hardy lot last year, holding steady in selves to be a hardy lot last year, holding steady in 
spite of lousy conditions. Unfortunately, their current spite of lousy conditions. Unfortunately, their current 
“steady” level is almost 60 percent below the 10-year “steady” level is almost 60 percent below the 10-year 
average.  Fortunately, the winter of 2014-2015 was not average.  Fortunately, the winter of 2014-2015 was not 
terribly severe, giving pheasants a slight reprieve. Best terribly severe, giving pheasants a slight reprieve. Best 
numbers coming into the nesting season were in the numbers coming into the nesting season were in the 
southwest, south-central and west-central regions. In southwest, south-central and west-central regions. In 
those areas, last year’s counts ranged from 28 to 62 those areas, last year’s counts ranged from 28 to 62 
birds per 100-mile route. On private lands, look to the birds per 100-mile route. On private lands, look to the 
upper Minnesota River Valley. As in years past, the best upper Minnesota River Valley. As in years past, the best 
public land opportunities will be found on the sprawl-public land opportunities will be found on the sprawl-
ing Lac qui Parle WMA and Big Stone National Wildlife ing Lac qui Parle WMA and Big Stone National Wildlife 
Refuge. Refuge. 

MISSISSIPPIMISSISSIPPI
Website: mdwfp.com/wildlife-hunting/quail-program.Website: mdwfp.com/wildlife-hunting/quail-program.
aspxaspx

Quail season: Not set at press time, but traditionally Quail season: Not set at press time, but traditionally 
from Thanksgiving Day through the frst Saturday in from Thanksgiving Day through the frst Saturday in 
March; 8 daily limit.March; 8 daily limit.

Outlook: Here is, to me, a shocking statistic: hunters Outlook: Here is, to me, a shocking statistic: hunters 
in Illinois harvest two-and-a-half times as many quail as in Illinois harvest two-and-a-half times as many quail as 
hunters in Mississippi. That’s a sad commentary on how hunters in Mississippi. That’s a sad commentary on how 
far the bobwhite has fallen in Mississippi, where the far the bobwhite has fallen in Mississippi, where the 
annual harvest of wild quail is now a paltry 20,000. The annual harvest of wild quail is now a paltry 20,000. The 
state’s southern reaches are the last stronghold for state’s southern reaches are the last stronghold for 
quail. As in past years, the best chances on public land quail. As in past years, the best chances on public land 
will be found on Hell Creek WMA, which offers limited will be found on Hell Creek WMA, which offers limited 
hunting through a permit process. State game manag-hunting through a permit process. State game manag-
ers haven’t completely forgotten about the quail, as ers haven’t completely forgotten about the quail, as 
evidenced by the new “Fire on the Forty” program. evidenced by the new “Fire on the Forty” program. 
See the following link for more info: http://www.mdwfp.See the following link for more info: http://www.mdwfp.
com/wildlife-hunting/private-land-habitat/fre-on-the-com/wildlife-hunting/private-land-habitat/fre-on-the-
forty.aspx.forty.aspx.

105 N. Saginaw St., Pontiac, MI  48342-2113
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MISSOURI
Website: mdc.mo.gov/hunting-trapping

Quail season: November 1–January 15; 8 daily limit.

Pheasant season: Same as quail season; 2 cock daily 
limit. 

Outlook: Missouri can’t be considered a great pheas-
ant state, with an annual harvest of about 19,000 birds. 
Pheasant range is limited to the northern two tiers of 
counties. Your best chance for a bag of roosters can 
be found in the northwestern corner, where bird numbers 
were up 40 percent last year from previous dismal 
years. Those same areas will be tops for quail, too, 
since quail populations doubled last year in those 
regions. But whoa the horses; when you double a really 
small number, you get another number that is still pretty 
small. For that reason, consider the various WMAs 
included in MDC’s Quail Emphasis Area program. These 
areas are listed on the MDC website at the following 
link: http://mdc.mo.gov/hunting-trapping/birds/upland-
game-birds/quail-emphasis-areas. Few states put as 
high a priority on bobwhites these days as Missouri, 
where more than 100,000 quail are harvested annually.

MONTANA
Website: fwp.mt.gov/hunting

Pheasant season: October 10–January 1; 3 daily limit.

Outlook: When last year’s late summer surveysOutlook: When last year’s late summer surveys were were
complete, Montana’s pheasancomplete, Montana’s pheasant population entered the 
season in surprisingly good shseason in surprisingly good shape. Their numbers had 
surged considerably, and in somsurged considerably, and in some areas were 40 percent 
above the long-term averageabove the long-term average. Montana is one of the 
few western states where droufew western states where drought is no longer a factor. 
The northeastern quarter of tThe northeastern quarter of the state (Regions 4 and 
6) has the best pheasant populations, but roosters can 6) has the best pheasant populations, but roosters can 
be found statewide wherever agricultural land exists be found statewide wherever agricultural land exists 
along stream and river courses. Be advised that CRP along stream and river courses. Be advised that CRP 
contracts are expiring at an alarming rate in Montana, contracts are expiring at an alarming rate in Montana, 
so you need to get there while the getting is good.  so you need to get there while the getting is good.  
Last year we told you about the new Open Fields for Last year we told you about the new Open Fields for 
Game Bird Hunters program. It proved so popular the Game Bird Hunters program. It proved so popular the 
state is seeking to continue and hopefully expand the state is seeking to continue and hopefully expand the 
program. For more information see http://fwp.mt.gov/program. For more information see http://fwp.mt.gov/
hunting/hunterAccess/openFields/. hunting/hunterAccess/openFields/. 

NEBRASKA
Website: outdoornebraska.ne.gov/hunting

Quail & Pheasant season: October 31–January 31; 3 
daily limit on pheasants, 6 daily limit on quail.

Outlook: Nebraska pheasant hunters are happy to see 
the end of a long drought in most of the state. Add 
the recent mild winter and nice spring weather, and 
you have a recipe for good pheasant hunting this year, 
especially in the Panhandle region. But bobwhites might 
be bigger news, since their population jumped more 
than 50 percent last year in some areas. Pawnee, 
Johnson and Richardson counties will likely be tops 
again for quail. For public access opportunities on 
private lands in Nebraska, check out the Open Fields 
& Waters program at http://outdoornebraska.ne.gov/
hunting/programs/openaccess/. 

NEVADA
Website: ndow.org/Hunt/

Quail season: Not fnalized at press time, but likely 
October 10–February 1, with daily limit of 10 quail. 
See website for special harvest regulations on mountain 
quail.

Outlook: We’re starting to sound like a broken record, 
but drought continues to depress populations of Gam-
bel’s, mountain and valley quail in Nevada. This year 
is no different as this goes to press. Much of the state 
remainsremains gripped in extreme long-term drought. The grippedremains gripped in extreme long-term drought. The in extreme long-term drought. The
state’s best quail hunting has traditionally been along lstate’s best quail hunting has traditionally been along hunting has traditionally been along
the state’s western edge, north of the “elbow” in its ernthe state’s western edge, north of the “elbow” in its edge, north of the “elbow” in its
border with California. For Nevada public lands managed ornia.border with California. For Nevada public lands managed For Nevada public lands managed
by BLM, check out the maps at this link: http://www.outby BLM, check out the maps at this link: http://www.the maps at this link: http://www.
blm.gov/nv/st/en/prog/blm_special_areas/was.html. n/prog/blm_special_areas/was.html.blm.gov/nv/st/en/prog/blm_special_areas/was.html. 
However, this might be a good year to hire a guide in However, this might be a good year to hire a guide in ghtHowever, this might be a good year to hire a guide in beHowever, this might be a good year to hire a guide in aHowever, this might be a good year to hire a guide in goodHowever, this might be a good year to hire a guide in yearHowever, this might be a good year to hire a guide in toHowever, this might be a good year to hire a guide in hire a guide in
order to capitalize on local knowledge about pockets about pockets
of birds.

NEW MEXICONEW MEXICO
Website: wildlife.state.nm.us/Website: wildlife.state.nm.us/

Quail season: November 15–February 15; 15 daily limit Quail season: November 15–February 15; 15 daily limit 5;Quail season: November 15–February 15; 15 daily limit 15 daily limit
(only 5 may be Mearns’ quail)

Outlook: The effects of long-term drought are not over Outlook: The effects of long-term drought are not over ht are not over
in New Mexico, but much-needed rains last summer nsin New Mexico, but much-needed rains last summer last summer
gave the state’s quail a much needed reprieve. Conse-quailgave the state’s quail a much needed reprieve. Conse-agave the state’s quail a much needed reprieve. Conse-muchgave the state’s quail a much needed reprieve. Conse-neededgave the state’s quail a much needed reprieve. Conse-reprieve.gave the state’s quail a much needed reprieve. Conse-Conse-
quently, some decent hunting was enjoyed last season ecentquently, some decent hunting was enjoyed last season hunting was enjoyed last season
by local hunters who knew where to look. Fair to average whoby local hunters who knew where to look. Fair to average knew where to look. Fair to average
hunting is expected again this year in the least drought-edhunting is expected again this year in the least drought-again this year in the least drought-
stricken zones. New Mexico is home to three kinds of Newstricken zones. New Mexico is home to three kinds of Mexico is home to three kinds of
quail: scaled and Gambel’s quail in southeastern and dquail: scaled and Gambel’s quail in southeastern and Gambel’s quail in southeastern and
southwestern New Mexico, with a few Mearns quail at w Mexico, with a few Mearns quail at
higher elevations in the southwest. Traditionally some shigher elevations in the southwest. Traditionally some in the southwest. Traditionally some
of New Mexico’s best quail counties include Lea, Chavez, bestof New Mexico’s best quail counties include Lea, Chavez, quail counties include Lea, Chavez,
Eddy and Dona Ana. This year, areas around Roswell Ana. This year, areas around Roswell
and Silver City will be good starting points.willand Silver City will be good starting points.be good starting points.
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NORTHNORTH CAROLINACAROLINANORTH CAROLINA
Website: ncwildlife.org/huntingWebsite: ncwildlife.org/hunting

Pheasant season: Not set at press time, but likely Pheasant season: Not set at press time, but likely 
November 21–February 1; 3 cock daily limit.November 21–February 1; 3 cock daily limit.

Quail season: Not set at press time, but likely Novem-Quail season: Not set at press time, but likely Novem-
ber 28–February 28; 6 daily limit.ber 28–February 28; 6 daily limit.

Outlook: It’s no secret that wild quail are rare in North Outlook: It’s no secret that wild quail are rare in North 
Carolina these days. Weather hasn’t helped in recent Carolina these days. Weather hasn’t helped in recent 
years, but the main culprit is loss of early successional years, but the main culprit is loss of early successional 
habitats. Since 2001, the state has been trying to gain habitats. Since 2001, the state has been trying to gain 
momentum on an initiative called Cooperative Upland momentum on an initiative called Cooperative Upland 
Habitat Restoration and Enhancement (CURE). This Habitat Restoration and Enhancement (CURE). This 
program has re-established early successional habitats program has re-established early successional habitats 
on some state game lands, and more than 15,000 acres on some state game lands, and more than 15,000 acres 
of cooperating private farms. Hunting access on many of cooperating private farms. Hunting access on many 
of the private lands is next to impossible, but a bird of the private lands is next to impossible, but a bird 
hunter might have a prayer of fnding a quail on the hunter might have a prayer of fnding a quail on the 
state lands. For more info, see http://www.ncwildlife.state lands. For more info, see http://www.ncwildlife.
org/CURE/.  Wild pheasants are even rarer in North org/CURE/.  Wild pheasants are even rarer in North 
Carolina, but a barely huntable population does still Carolina, but a barely huntable population does still 
exist in the Outer Banks area. Maps to all public hunting exist in the Outer Banks area. Maps to all public hunting 
lands in North Carolina can be found at the following lands in North Carolina can be found at the following 
link: http://www.ncwildlife.org/Hunting/WheretoHunt/link: http://www.ncwildlife.org/Hunting/WheretoHunt/
PublicPlaces.aspx. PublicPlaces.aspx. 

NORTHNORTH DAKOTADAKOTANORTH DAKOTA
Website: gf.nd.gov/hunting/smalluplandWebsite: gf.nd.gov/hunting/smalluplandov/hunting/smalluplandWebsite: gf.nd.gov/hunting/smallupland

Pheasant season: Tentatively October 10–January 3; 3 Pheasant season: Tentatively October 10–January 3; 3 Tentatively October 10–January 3; 3
cock daily limit.

Outlook: North Dakota is an overlooked pheasant Outlook: North Dakota is an overlooked pheasant DakotaOutlook: North Dakota is an overlooked pheasant is an overlooked pheasant
hunting destination, mainly because its southern neigh-n,hunting destination, mainly because its southern neigh-mainly because its southern neigh-
bor is so much more aggressive at marketing itself. morebor is so much more aggressive at marketing itself. aggressive at marketing itself.
North Dakota pheasant hunters average about six birds asantNorth Dakota pheasant hunters average about six birds hunters average about six birds
per hunter each year. That may not sound like much, year.per hunter each year. That may not sound like much, That may not sound like much,
but it’s a very respectable number compared to most pectablebut it’s a very respectable number compared to most number compared to most
states with pheasant seasons. The highest pheasant santstates with pheasant seasons. The highest pheasant seasonsstates with pheasant seasons. The highest pheasant Thestates with pheasant seasons. The highest pheasant higheststates with pheasant seasons. The highest pheasant pheasantstates with pheasant seasons. The highest pheasant 
densities in North Dakota are found south of I-94 and densities in North Dakota are found south of I-94 and 
west of the Missouri River.  Areas around Lake Saka-west of the Missouri River.  Areas around Lake Saka-
kawea should also be good this year. Visiting hunters kawea should also be good this year. Visiting hunters 
should investigate the Private Land Open to Sportsmen should investigate the Private Land Open to Sportsmen 
(P.L.O.T.S.) program for hunting opportunities on private (P.L.O.T.S.) program for hunting opportunities on private 
lands. http://gf.nd.gov/hunting/private-land-open-lands. http://gf.nd.gov/hunting/private-land-open-
sportsmensportsmen
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OKLAHOMA
Website: wildlifedepartment.com/hunting.htm

Pheasant season: Not set at press time but likely De-
cember 1–January 31; 3 cock daily limit (Open only in 
designated areas. See regulation guide for more infor-
mation.)

Quail season: Not set at press time, but likely Novem-
ber 14–February 15 statewide; 10 daily limit.

Outlook: It’s been dry in Oklahoma since 2011, and the 
state continues to suffer severe drought conditionsstate continues to suffer severe drought conditions as 
this goes to press. Nevertheless, pheasants shthis goes to press. Nevertheless, pheasants showed a 
moderate increase last year, and couldmoderate increase last year, and could rebound even rmoderate increase last year, and could rebound even 
further if they get some cool, wet wfurther if they get some cool, wet weather this summer. 
Look for best pheasant huntiLook for best pheasant hunting in the north central 
counties of Kay, Grant,counties of Kay, Grant, Garfeld and Alfalfa. Quail also Gcounties of Kay, Grant, Garfeld and Alfalfa. Quail also 
increased last yeaincreased last year statewide, even in the drought-
stricken primestricken prime quail regions of northwestern and south-
westernwestern Oklahoma. Those parts of the state will still 
offoffer the best chances for a covey fush this year, since 
their quail counts are typically twice the statewide average, their quail counts are typically twice the statewide average, 
and up to 10 times higher than areas in eastern Okla-and up to 10 times higher than areas in eastern Okla-
homa. Up-to-date info will be available in September at homa. Up-to-date info will be available in September at 
http://www.wildlifedepartment.com/hunting/quail.htm.http://www.wildlifedepartment.com/hunting/quail.htm.

OREGONOREGON
Website: dfw.state.or.us/resources/hunting/upland_bird/Website: dfw.state.or.us/resources/hunting/upland_bird/

Pheasant season: Not set at press time, but usually Pheasant season: Not set at press time, but usually 
early October through December 31 with 2 cock daily early October through December 31 with 2 cock daily 
limit.limit.

Quail season: Not set at press time. Season dates and Quail season: Not set at press time. Season dates and 
limits vary dramatically by zone. Check website in late limits vary dramatically by zone. Check website in late 
summer for details.summer for details.

Outlook: Being California’s neighbor, Oregon remains Outlook: Being California’s neighbor, Oregon remains 
trapped in some of the nation’s most severe drought trapped in some of the nation’s most severe drought 
conditions. However, last year’s meager rains did come conditions. However, last year’s meager rains did come 
at the perfect time, so valley quail populations posted at the perfect time, so valley quail populations posted 
a modest increase from their basement-level numbers. a modest increase from their basement-level numbers. 
Keep praying for rain or else this year will not see much Keep praying for rain or else this year will not see much 
improvement. Quail populations statewide remain below improvement. Quail populations statewide remain below 
the long-term average, and hunters last year bagged the long-term average, and hunters last year bagged 
an average of just two or three quail apiece for the an average of just two or three quail apiece for the 
season. Mountain quail have become suffciently scarce season. Mountain quail have become suffciently scarce 
in Oregon that the Division of Fish & Wildlife asks in Oregon that the Division of Fish & Wildlife asks 
hunters to report any sightings. Pheasants also are hunters to report any sightings. Pheasants also are 
down due to drought. Best bets this year will be Malheur, down due to drought. Best bets this year will be Malheur, 
Morrow and Umatilla counties. Be sure to check out Morrow and Umatilla counties. Be sure to check out 
the “Columbia Basin Bird Hunting Guide” on the above the “Columbia Basin Bird Hunting Guide” on the above 
website.website.

PENNSYLVANIA
Website: pgc.state.pa.us

Pheasant season: Split season withPheasant season: Split season with dates varying widely 
among several units; 2 dailamong several units; 2 daily limit. See website for 
season dates in each useason dates in each unit.

Outlook: PennsylOutlook: Pennsylvania is serious about bringing back 
wild pheaswild pheasants. Begun in 2007, the state’s ambitious 
WildWild Pheasant Recovery Area (WPRA) program is on PWild Pheasant Recovery Area (WPRA) program is on 
ttrack to establish a quarter million acres of nesting 
cover and 50,000 acres of winter cover on two million cover and 50,000 acres of winter cover on two million 
acres of farmland by this year. Hunting is still not allowed acres of farmland by this year. Hunting is still not allowed 
on program areas, but stay tuned for next year. In the on program areas, but stay tuned for next year. In the 
meantime, PGC stocks large numbers of pheasants meantime, PGC stocks large numbers of pheasants 
every year on State Game Lands for put-and-take every year on State Game Lands for put-and-take 
hunting. For regional stocking information and maps hunting. For regional stocking information and maps 
of the Game Lands, see the PGC website.of the Game Lands, see the PGC website.

SOUTH CAROLINASOUTH CAROLINA
Website: dnr.sc.gov/hunting.htmlWebsite: dnr.sc.gov/hunting.html

Quail season: Seasons and regulations vary by game Quail season: Seasons and regulations vary by game 
management zone. Additionally, season dates for private management zone. Additionally, season dates for private 
and public lands are not the same in many cases. and public lands are not the same in many cases. 
Consult the online regulation booklet when published Consult the online regulation booklet when published 
late summer.late summer.

Outlook: The South Carolina DNR doesn’t even list Outlook: The South Carolina DNR doesn’t even list 
quail on its “Hunting by Species” web page. One quail on its “Hunting by Species” web page. One 
struggles to fnd any information about quail hunting struggles to fnd any information about quail hunting 
at all. That about sums up the bobwhite quail’s low at all. That about sums up the bobwhite quail’s low 
status as a public resource in South Carolina these status as a public resource in South Carolina these 
days. Today, quail are a private matter in the Palmetto days. Today, quail are a private matter in the Palmetto 
State. South Carolina’s best wild quail hunting occurs State. South Carolina’s best wild quail hunting occurs 
on private plantations in the coastal plains region. Those on private plantations in the coastal plains region. Those 
properties are managed for quail, and they boast fush properties are managed for quail, and they boast fush 
rates as high as four coveys per hour in some cases. rates as high as four coveys per hour in some cases. 
Elsewhere in South Carolina, you’ll probably hunt two Elsewhere in South Carolina, you’ll probably hunt two 
hours or more for every covey fush. For a chance at hours or more for every covey fush. For a chance at 
quail on public land, try the Francis Marion National quail on public land, try the Francis Marion National 
Forest in Berkeley and Charleston counties, or the Forest in Berkeley and Charleston counties, or the 
Sumter National Forest in Newberry and Union coun-Sumter National Forest in Newberry and Union coun-
ties. Portions of those lands are managed in ways that ties. Portions of those lands are managed in ways that 
beneft quail. See http://www.fs.usda.gov/scnfs/ for beneft quail. See http://www.fs.usda.gov/scnfs/ for 
more info.more info.

2015 Pheasant & Quail Forecast
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SOUTH DAKOTA
Website: gfp.sd.gov/hunting

Pheasant season: October 17–January 3; 3 daily limit.Pheasant season: October 17–January 3; 3 daily limit.

Outlook: South Dakota is facing nothing short of a Outlook: South Dakota is facing nothing short of a 
pheasant crisis, thanks to the loss of almost two million pheasant crisis, thanks to the loss of almost two million 
acres of CRP lands over the past 10 years. That’s an acres of CRP lands over the past 10 years. That’s an 
area equal to the state of Delaware. If you last hunted area equal to the state of Delaware. If you last hunted 
South Dakota pheasants in, say, 2005 or 2006, you South Dakota pheasants in, say, 2005 or 2006, you 
wouldn’t recognize it today. Still, there are some en-wouldn’t recognize it today. Still, there are some en-
couraging signs for this season. First, it’s all relative, couraging signs for this season. First, it’s all relative, 
and what South Dakotans consider a “crisis” would and what South Dakotans consider a “crisis” would 
probably be deemed a banner year by hunters in probably be deemed a banner year by hunters in 
Michigan or Illinois. Second, the “moderate drought” Michigan or Illinois. Second, the “moderate drought” 
conditions in South Dakota stem from light snowfall conditions in South Dakota stem from light snowfall 
totals, which bodes well for pheasant survival. If nesting totals, which bodes well for pheasant survival. If nesting 
season conditions are good, pheasants could see another season conditions are good, pheasants could see another 
good bump this year like they did last year. The central good bump this year like they did last year. The central 
part of the state—bounded generally by the towns of part of the state—bounded generally by the towns of 
Mitchell, Huron, Pierre and Chamberlain—will likely be Mitchell, Huron, Pierre and Chamberlain—will likely be 
tops this year. Second, recognition of the crisis goes tops this year. Second, recognition of the crisis goes 
all the way to the governor’s offce. The GF&P is working all the way to the governor’s offce. The GF&P is working 
feverishly with organizations like Pheasants Forever to feverishly with organizations like Pheasants Forever to 
create a strategy for long-term sustainability of the create a strategy for long-term sustainability of the 
state’s pheasant population. Let’s hope they succeed.state’s pheasant population. Let’s hope they succeed.

TENNESSEETENNESSEE
Website: tn.gov/twra/quail.htmlWebsite: tn.gov/twra/quail.html

Quail season: Not set at press time, but typically early Quail season: Not set at press time, but typically early 
November through the end of February with a daily November through the end of February with a daily 
limit of 6 quail.limit of 6 quail.

Outlook: Quail have almost completely vanished from Outlook: Quail have almost completely vanished from 
much of Tennessee, and the remaining survivors weren’t much of Tennessee, and the remaining survivors weren’t 
helped by record snowstorms last winter. Meanwhile, helped by record snowstorms last winter. Meanwhile, 
it has taken the Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency it has taken the Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency 
(TWRA) no less than seven years to hatch a plan for (TWRA) no less than seven years to hatch a plan for 
bobwhite restoration, which was released in 2014—and bobwhite restoration, which was released in 2014—and 
it’s a mere six pages long. I’m not holding my breath it’s a mere six pages long. I’m not holding my breath 
for a surge in Tennessee quail.for a surge in Tennessee quail.

TEXASTEXAS
Website: tpwd.state.tx.us/huntwildWebsite: tpwd.state.tx.us/huntwildstate.tx.us/huntwildWebsite: tpwd.state.tx.us/huntwild

Quail season: Not set at press time, but likely October Quail season: Not set at press time, but likely October tQuail season: Not set at press time, but likely October set at press time, but likely October
24–February 21 with a 15 daily limit.th24–February 21 with a 15 daily limit.a 15 daily limit.

Outlook: Drought continues in some parts of central ontinuesOutlook: Drought continues in some parts of central in some parts of central
and northern Texas, but much of the state has seen butand northern Texas, but much of the state has seen much of the state has seen
relief. Consequently, quail are on the rise in the Lone uailrelief. Consequently, quail are on the rise in the Lone are on the rise in the Lone
Star State. The Rolling Plains (north-central) and Gulf PlainsStar State. The Rolling Plains (north-central) and Gulf (north-central) and Gulf
Prairies (southeastern) regions should have good hunting onsPrairies (southeastern) regions should have good hunting should have good hunting
this year. Public land is not abundant in Texas, but the abundant in Texas, but the
Gene Howe and Matador WMAs are worth a look in WMAsGene Howe and Matador WMAs are worth a look in are worth a look in
the Rolling Plains region. In the Gulf Prairies, focus on hethe Rolling Plains region. In the Gulf Prairies, focus on Gulf Prairies, focus on
areas with native prairie habitat.t.

UTAH
Website: wildlife.utah.gov/hunting-in-utah/hunting-in-Website: wildlife.utah.gov/hunting-in-utah/hunting-in-n-utah/hunting-in-Website: wildlife.utah.gov/hunting-in-utah/hunting-in-
formation/upland-game.htmlformation/upland-game.html

Quail season: Not set at press time. See website in Quail season: Not set at press time. See website in SeeQuail season: Not set at press time. See website in website in
late summer.

Pheasant season: Not set a press time. See website Pheasant season: Not set a press time. See website 
in late summer.in late summer.

Outlook: Look to Washington County and the Uinta Outlook: Look to Washington County and the Uinta 
Mountains for good quail hunting this year in Utah. Mountains for good quail hunting this year in Utah. 
Despite the ongoing severe drought, quail pulled off Despite the ongoing severe drought, quail pulled off 
a good hatch in 2014 and entered the mild winter in a good hatch in 2014 and entered the mild winter in 
good shape. Gambel’s and valley quail were both above good shape. Gambel’s and valley quail were both above 
10-year averages. If decent precipitation comes in late 10-year averages. If decent precipitation comes in late 
spring and summer, 2015 could be a very good year. spring and summer, 2015 could be a very good year. 
Pheasants have also increased lately in Utah. Look to Pheasants have also increased lately in Utah. Look to 
private lands in northern Utah for best pheasant hunting, private lands in northern Utah for best pheasant hunting, 
and you can obtain access to many good areas through and you can obtain access to many good areas through 
the Walk-In Access program at http://wildlife.utah.gov/the Walk-In Access program at http://wildlife.utah.gov/
walkinaccess/. To increase interest in upland game walkinaccess/. To increase interest in upland game 
among a typically big game-focused populace, Utah among a typically big game-focused populace, Utah 
has created the intriguing “Upland Slam” program. has created the intriguing “Upland Slam” program. 
Check it out at http://wildlife.utah.gov/hunting-in-utah/Check it out at http://wildlife.utah.gov/hunting-in-utah/
uplandgame/1450-uplandgame-slam.html.uplandgame/1450-uplandgame-slam.html.
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VIRGINIA
Website: dgif.virginia.gov/hunting

Quail season: Tentatively November 7–January 31; 6 daily limit.Quail season: Tentatively November 7–January 31; 6 daily limit.

Outlook: Quail were already backed against the ropes when the epic Outlook: Quail were already backed against the ropes when the epic 
snowstorms of last winter struck the eastern seaboard. As this goes to snowstorms of last winter struck the eastern seaboard. As this goes to 
press it’s too early to tell how devastating the winter was, but things don’t press it’s too early to tell how devastating the winter was, but things don’t 
looklook promising. The only bright spot these days for Virginia quail is in the promising.look promising. The only bright spot these days for Virginia quail is in the Thelook promising. The only bright spot these days for Virginia quail is in the onlylook promising. The only bright spot these days for Virginia quail is in the brightlook promising. The only bright spot these days for Virginia quail is in the spotlook promising. The only bright spot these days for Virginia quail is in the theselook promising. The only bright spot these days for Virginia quail is in the dayslook promising. The only bright spot these days for Virginia quail is in the forlook promising. The only bright spot these days for Virginia quail is in the Virginialook promising. The only bright spot these days for Virginia quail is in the quaillook promising. The only bright spot these days for Virginia quail is in the islook promising. The only bright spot these days for Virginia quail is in the inlook promising. The only bright spot these days for Virginia quail is in the thelook promising. The only bright spot these days for Virginia quail is in the 
state’s southeastern corner. But “bright” doesn’t exactly mean brilliant, 
since even there it takes 1.5 to 2 hours of hunting to fnd a covey. Much 
of the land there is private, anyway, and inaccessible to most hunters. 
Nevertheless, Virginians haven’t given up hope for quail yet. For compre-
hensive Virginia quail hunting information, check out the state’s page 
devoted entirely to quail: http://www.dgif.virginia.gov/quail/. 

WASHINGTON
Website: wdfw.wa.gov/hunting/upland_birds/index.html 

Quail season: Dates and limits vary widely by zone. See website for details.

Pheasant season: Dates and limits vary widely by zone. See website for 
details.

Outlook: Washington pheasants rebounded slightly in 2014 from an his-
toric low in 2013. They got a mild winter this year, but it remains to be 
seen if late spring and summer will be kind to hens and chicks as this 
goes to press. Best bets for 2015 will likely be the tried-and-true range 
in Yakima, Whitman and Grant counties. This will probably be a good year 
for valley quail, too, but scratch Okanogan County off your list. An epic 
wildfre there last year will probably set habitat back for a few years. For 
a mixed bag, try eastern Washington’s District 2, which has about 60,000 
acres of public land. In late summer the Washington Department of Fish 
& Wildlife (DFW) offers incredibly detailed regional forecasts at:  http://
www.wdfw.wa.gov/hunting/prospects/.

WISCONSIN
Website: dnr.wi.gov/topic/hunt/smgame.html

Pheasant season: Tentatively October 17—December 31; usually 1 daily 
limit on opening weekend, 2 thereafter.

Outlook: The loss of 450,000 acres of CRP has shoved Wisconsin’s wild 
pheasants onto limited range in the western part of the state. At least the 
winter wasn’t too bad this year. Your best bets in 2015 will be Polk and 
St. Croix counties, wherever you can fnd suitable habitat. In order to fll 
the gap created by the wild birds’ demise, the Wisconsin DNR operates 
a game farm. The DNR stocks pheasants for put-and-take hunting on 
dozens of public hunting lands throughout southeastern Wisconsin. See 
http://dnr.wi.gov/topic/hunt/PheasantMap.html for a map of places where 
you can get the dogs into some action.
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A classic breed for the modern hunter.

BY JERRY THOMS

WW
hen Jill, the 18-month-old English setter, was released in the 20-acre hayfield, hen Jill, the 18-month-old English setter, was released in the 20-acre hayfield, 
the 45-pound white, orange and black dog took off like she was on fire. In the 45-pound white, orange and black dog took off like she was on fire. In 

just a few minutes, Jill covered most of the 20 acres so fast and with such fury that just a few minutes, Jill covered most of the 20 acres so fast and with such fury that 
finding a bird seemed unlikely, maybe even impossible.finding a bird seemed unlikely, maybe even impossible.

TODAY’STODAY’STODDAAYYSSTOODAYSTOODDAAYSTOODAYS
ENGLISH ENGLISH 

ODA
SETTERSETTER
AAYYSS
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Then, way down in the furthest 
corner of the cover she slammed corner of the cover she slammed 
into a solid motionless point—some-into a solid motionless point—some-
thing like an English setter from a thing like an English setter from a 
classic painting or famous sculpture classic painting or famous sculpture 
or a well-done photograph. Anyone or a well-done photograph. Anyone 
watching this gun dog at work would watching this gun dog at work would 
quickly understand why this breed quickly understand why this breed 
has been, still is, and will be so has been, still is, and will be so 
popular with hunters who appreciate popular with hunters who appreciate 
high style combined with an intense high style combined with an intense 
bird fnding ability on anything from bird fnding ability on anything from 
ruffed grouse and woodcock to ruffed grouse and woodcock to 
prairie grouse, all species of quail, prairie grouse, all species of quail, 
and, of course, ringneck pheasants.and, of course, ringneck pheasants.

The reason for this breed’s popu-The reason for this breed’s popu-
larity is evident. Field trialers, hunt larity is evident. Field trialers, hunt 
testers and hunting competitors have testers and hunting competitors have 
all added to the development of the all added to the development of the 
English setter to make the breed into English setter to make the breed into 
the easily recognized and much re-the easily recognized and much re-
spected dog we see today in North spected dog we see today in North 
America, Europe, and throughout America, Europe, and throughout 
the world. the world. 

Anyone interested in owning an Anyone interested in owning an 
English setter needs to understand, English setter needs to understand, 
however, that there are many types however, that there are many types 
and lines of this breed, ranging from and lines of this breed, ranging from 
75-pound show dog beauties that 75-pound show dog beauties that 
might have trouble hunting for their might have trouble hunting for their 
food dish to 45-pound gun dogs in food dish to 45-pound gun dogs in 
a compact package bred to hunt all a compact package bred to hunt all 
species of gamebirds and, like Jill, species of gamebirds and, like Jill, 
do so at a sizzling pace.do so at a sizzling pace.

   HOW TO HUNT   “Five friends    HOW TO HUNT   “Five friends 
and I hunt our English setters on and I hunt our English setters on 
rufed grouse and woodcock at rufed grouse and woodcock at 
least 30 days each season here in least 30 days each season here in 
Michigan and on road trips from Michigan and on road trips from 
Maine to Minnesota with occa-Maine to Minnesota with occa-
sional trips into Canada,” says sional trips into Canada,” says 
Roger Henderson, who lives in Roger Henderson, who lives in 
Lansing, Michigan. Lansing, Michigan. 

“We have a line of English setters “We have a line of English setters 
wwe’ve developed for more than 35 
years byyears by breeding the dogs we hunt 
with and occwith and occasionally crossing out 
to other proven huto other proven hunters that have 
lots of prey drive, spelots of prey drive, speed and coop-alots of prey drive, speed and coop-
eration. We like dogs thaeration. We like dogs that range out rangeeration. We like dogs that range out oueration. We like dogs that range out 
but regularly check in with us to see 
where the guns are going,” Hender-
son says.

“Yes, we use e-collars with beeper 
locations and electric collars with 
GPS locators as insurance policies to 

keep track of some dogs when on 
point or when they might get out point or when they might get out 
too far and get lost in thick cover,” too far and get lost in thick cover,” 
Henderson adds as a suggestion to Henderson adds as a suggestion to 
anyone hunting anywhere far from anyone hunting anywhere far from 
home.  “Even our oldest setters get home.  “Even our oldest setters get 
disoriented sometimes and any elec-disoriented sometimes and any elec-
tronics that help fnd them can keep tronics that help fnd them can keep 
a good hunt from turning into a di-a good hunt from turning into a di-
saster.”saster.”

On the subject of keeping track On the subject of keeping track 
of dogs in the feld, Don Allen from of dogs in the feld, Don Allen from 
Gainesville, Florida, says, “I’ve used Gainesville, Florida, says, “I’ve used 
English setters and English pointers English setters and English pointers 
to hunt bobwhites in nine states from to hunt bobwhites in nine states from 
Florida and Alabama to Texas and Florida and Alabama to Texas and 
Oklahoma over 50 years. Though I Oklahoma over 50 years. Though I 
like both breeds of dogs, the English like both breeds of dogs, the English 
setters tend to be easier to handle setters tend to be easier to handle 
because they’re team players that stay because they’re team players that stay 
closer to me when we hunt. The closer to me when we hunt. The 
English pointers run further and fnd English pointers run further and fnd 
lots of birds way of in the distance lots of birds way of in the distance 
so we have to spend lots of time so we have to spend lots of time 
looking for them.looking for them.

“The setters cover the ground up “The setters cover the ground up 
close for birds that the pointers might close for birds that the pointers might 
over-run and miss. So, in the end over-run and miss. So, in the end 
the setters seem to produce as many the setters seem to produce as many 
quail as the pointers do,” Allen adds. quail as the pointers do,” Allen adds. 
“And they do so with less efort and “And they do so with less efort and 
more comfort for shotgunners.”more comfort for shotgunners.”

Wicker Bill Crist, a professional Wicker Bill Crist, a professional 
gamebird hunting guide from Pierre, gamebird hunting guide from Pierre, 

South Dakota, uses his English setters South Dakota, uses his English setters 
with clients for combination hunts with clients for combination hunts 
for pheasants and sharptails. “My for pheasants and sharptails. “My 
setters automatically adjust to the setters automatically adjust to the 
diferent birds even when they’re in diferent birds even when they’re in 
the same pasture, hay lands, crop the same pasture, hay lands, crop 
felds, and ravines,” Crist says.felds, and ravines,” Crist says.

“When working pheasants in corn “When working pheasants in corn 
or sorghum or tracking them up and or sorghum or tracking them up and 
down mile-long gullies, my dogs down mile-long gullies, my dogs 
shorten up their range and wait for shorten up their range and wait for 
the guys with guns to catch up with the guys with guns to catch up with 
them. Likewise, when searching for them. Likewise, when searching for 
grouse out in a fve-mile wide hayfeld, grouse out in a fve-mile wide hayfeld, 
the setters will run wide, fast, and the setters will run wide, fast, and 
far, then, when they find grouse, far, then, when they find grouse, 
they’ll stay back and wait for my they’ll stay back and wait for my 
hunters to get there,” Crist says. hunters to get there,” Crist says. 

English setters, in Crist’s experi-English setters, in Crist’s experi-
ence, are a breed of gun dog good at ence, are a breed of gun dog good at 
learning these diferent requirements learning these diferent requirements 
for hunting diferent gamebirds.for hunting diferent gamebirds.

“We use our English setters to hunt “We use our English setters to hunt 
desert quail,” says Carol Ann Smith desert quail,” says Carol Ann Smith 
from Tucson, Arizona. “And we often from Tucson, Arizona. “And we often 
go with friends who use English point-go with friends who use English point-
ers and German shorthairs. The ers and German shorthairs. The 
English pointers tend to range out far English pointers tend to range out far 
and wide, sometimes on the edge of and wide, sometimes on the edge of 
getting out of sight while the German getting out of sight while the German 
shorthairs usually stay in real close, shorthairs usually stay in real close, 
almost underfoot at times,” Smith almost underfoot at times,” Smith 
says.says.

“Our setters hunt at distances pretty “Our setters hunt at distances pretty 
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English setter needs to understand, 

species of gamebirds and, like Jill, 

to other proven hunters that have 
lots of prey drive, speed and coop-

diferent birds even when they’re in 

learning these diferent requirements learning these diferent requirements learning these diferent requirements 

shorthairs usually stay in real close, 



much between these other breeds 
and cover as much ground as the 
others do. People without their own 
dogs who hunt with us say that our 
dogs produce more birds than these 
other breeds on the average.

“There is a problem for our setters 
in desert heat, but that issue is re-
solved by clipping their coats,” Smith 
adds. “And in some places we hunt, 
there are sharp rocks and cactus that 
bother our dogs’ feet, but nylon and 
leather boots take care of this 
problem in most cases.”

   VERSATILE BREED   For 40-plus For 40-plus
years, Frank Spaeth and his wife, 
Nancy, have raised, trained and hunted 
their own line of English setters. As 
a long-time member of and judge in 
the North American Versatile Hunting 
Dog Association (NAVHDA), Spaeth 
trains and hunts his English setters 
as versatile gun dogs with a couple 
of them earning the title of Versatile 
Champion.

“My setters will retrieve ducks and 
geese on land and out of water, 
though we use our dogs to mainly 

hunt rufed grouse and woodcock 
because these birds are in our back-
yard where we live in northern Min-
nesota,” Frank says. “In breeding our 
line of setters, we select for good 
nose, great desire and strong coop-
eration.

“Most all our dogs have the typical 
genial English setter temperament so 
we can have three or four living with 
us in the house at the same time. We 
also test all our breeding stock for 

hip dysplasia and other genetic issues. 
In addition, we select for standard 
size and conformation so we have 
dogs that look like typical English 
setters. Pups are available on occasion.

“Though all our dogs are versatile 
hunters, the males are easier to 
handle and better team players,” he 
notes. “The females tend to range 

further and, in the woods, always 
wear bells, beepers, and GPS collars 
so we can fnd them when on point.

“All our brood stock dogs are in-
stinctively good retrievers, but we 
force-fetch them just like they were 
feld trial Labradors to ensure that 
they will pick up and bring to hand 
any gamebird we shoot.”

   PROPER LINES   “Yeah, I guess I “Yeah, I guess I
could be called a ‘backyard breeder’ 
because I have no big-time famous 
kennel or big winners in feld trials,” 
says Vern Austin, an English setter 
owner, breeder and hunter from 
Decatur, Arkansas. “Along with my 
friends and family, I have raised my 
line of setters for 50 years using 
whatever dogs we thought would 
make good bird hunters.

“If I think we need more speed 
and range, I’ll bring in some feld 
trial stock. Or if I want more coop-
eration and close-in dog work, I’ll 
bring in Llewellin lines,” Austin ex-
plains as an example of his breeding 
policy. 

“Our method for testing over dogs 
is to hunt them a lot and watch each 
one for signs of a good nose and 
intense prey drive as well as natural 
point, quartering, backing and re-
trieving,” Austin emphasizes. “We 
hunt all over, 30 to 40 days each 
year on quail in Arkansas, Missouri, 
Kansas, and Texas, and on pheasants 
and prairie grouse in South Dakota. 
We also sometimes run a few select 
dogs in hunting contests as another 

way to prove their potential in our 
breeding program.

“Do we always have pups available 
for sale? No, with our line of English 
setters, we only breed ‘em when we 
need ‘em,” Austin says. “We’re not 
in breeding to make money but 
instead to make good gun dogs.”

“More than 85 percent of my 

 “People who hunt with us say our dogs produce 
more birds than other breeds on the average.”

TODAY'S ENGLISH SETTEr
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English setters have been real natural 
retrievers out of the dozens of dogs 
in the line I have had for more than 
50 years,” Austin continues. “I’ve bred 
for retrieve and I train for retrieve 
starting when pups are six weeks 
old. Some youngsters are better than 
others early on, but by the time 
they’re a year old most all of them 
will fetch any bird we shoot on land 
and in water.”

Peter Mafai of Willow Lake, South 
Dakota, is a proponent of force-
fetching. “All my English setters are 
sent to a full-time professional trainer 
for a complete ‘force fetching’ 
program lasting several weeks,” he 
says. “I want guaranteed retrievers 
on prairie grouse on the grasslands 
in the western part of the state and 
on pheasants and ducks here around 
home.

“My trainer uses the same ‘trained 
retrieve’ method on setters that he 
does for Labradors, so whendoes for Labradors, so when my dogs mydoes for Labradors, so when my dogs dogsdoes for Labradors, so when my dogs 
are fnished they will brare fnished they will bring back any 
gamebird we hunt.”

What about the beliefWhat about the belief that English 
setters are slow-startsetters are slow-starters? “Some 
people say that Englishpeople say that English setters are 
not early bloomers ornot early bloomers or easy to train 
under a year of age,”under a year of age,” says Chuck 
Wilson from Waco, TWilson from Waco, Texas. “I have 
found this to be afound this to be a misconception, 
especially with mespecially with my line of Llewellin 
setters.

“We sta“We start all our pups at seven 
weeks wweeks with basic obedience and yard 
workwork. We then progress through in-
trtroduction to guns and gamebirds, 
so that our young dogs are ready for so that our young dogs are ready for 
their frst hunting season when they their frst hunting season when they 
are still under 1 year old. They are still under 1 year old. They 
perform like most other breeds of perform like most other breeds of 
gun dogs and just need exposure and gun dogs and just need exposure and 
experience early on to turn into good experience early on to turn into good 
hunters as they get older.”hunters as they get older.”

Ed Erickson from Autumn Breeze Ed Erickson from Autumn Breeze 
Training Kennel in Isle, Minnesota, Training Kennel in Isle, Minnesota, 
agrees. “I guess there are some lines agrees. “I guess there are some lines 
of English setters that might be slow of English setters that might be slow 
to mature, but most all the young to mature, but most all the young 
English setters that I have trained in English setters that I have trained in 
the past 35 years have acted like the past 35 years have acted like 
other breeds of pointing dogs,” Er-other breeds of pointing dogs,” Er-
ickson says.ickson says.

“I treat English setters like any 
other kind of versatile gun dog and 
expect them to hunt and retrieve all 
upland gamebirds as well as fetch 
wounded and dead ducks and geese 
on land and in water. There’s no 
reason I can see to wait for so-called 
later maturity to begin this standard 
training program.”

   PUP PROSPECTS  Finding English Finding English
setter puppies for sale and trainers 
for adult English setter gun dogs is 
fairly easy just by looking on the 
Internet or checking the classifed 
ad section of GUN DOG. 

For example, High Fly’n KennFor example, High Fly’n Kennels 
owned and operated by Growned and operated by Greg and 
Carla Fryar in Elko, MiCarla Fryar in Elko, Minnesota, 
almost always has availablalmost always has available new litters 
of Llewellin setters frof Llewellin setters from parents that 
have won in Shohave won in Shoot to Retrieve con-
tests, have Mtests, have Master Hunter titles in 
AKC HuntAKC Hunt tests, and have top titles 
inin National Llewellin Gun Dog Club Natioin National Llewellin Gun Dog Club 
Championship Field Trials. Check Championship Field Trials. Check 
out the website at highfynkennels.out the website at highfynkennels.
com or call 612-840-8013.com or call 612-840-8013.

The Decoverly line of English The Decoverly line of English 
setters is the main focus for Bill setters is the main focus for Bill 
Sordini at Decoverly Kennels in Falls, Sordini at Decoverly Kennels in Falls, 
Pennsylvania, where Sordini breeds Pennsylvania, where Sordini breeds 

and trains his own and customers’ 
dogs year round. The Decoverly 
setter, distinctive for natural abilitysetter, distinctive for natural ability 
and desire, is also famous for goand desire, is also famous for good 
temperament and “classic” settetemperament and “classic” setter good 
looks. See the website atlooks. See the website at decover-
lykennels.com or call 57lykennels.com or call 570-378-3357 
or 570-592-4300.

In addition to bIn addition to breeding and train-
ing his personaling his personal line of English setters 
for customfor customers, Jim Gourley, in 
BeverlyBeverly, Kansas, offers wild quail 
huntshunts close to his home in the north-
ccentral part of the state. Using his 
own and customers’ English setters, own and customers’ English setters, 
Gourley hunts bobwhites from early Gourley hunts bobwhites from early 
November to the end of January. November to the end of January. 
Customers say this is a great way to Customers say this is a great way to 
have a setter trained by Gourley then have a setter trained by Gourley then 
proven in the feld. See his website proven in the feld. See his website 
at setterdogs.com or call 785-249-at setterdogs.com or call 785-249-
4316.4316.

Little River Kennels, owned and Little River Kennels, owned and 
operated by George Gubitose, is operated by George Gubitose, is 
located in the lake region of New located in the lake region of New 
Hampshire where Gubitose produc-Hampshire where Gubitose produc-
es four or fve litters of Llewellin es four or fve litters of Llewellin 
setter pups each year. All the parents setter pups each year. All the parents 
are registered in the American Field are registered in the American Field 
dog Stud Books and are DNA tested. dog Stud Books and are DNA tested. 
See littleriverkennels.com or call See littleriverkennels.com or call 
603-875-8804.603-875-8804. ✱
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Milford Hills is a pheasant hunter’s 
dream in a grouse man’s state.

BY JOE GENZEL

Finally the pheasant could hold 
tight no longer, and it sprung high tight no longer, and it sprung high 
and fast…and right at my hunting and fast…and right at my hunting 
buddy Drew Mormann. It dumped buddy Drew Mormann. It dumped 
Drew on his backside, a blur of feath-Drew on his backside, a blur of feath-
ers and talons, more of an attack ers and talons, more of an attack 
than fush. Two shots rang out, but than fush. Two shots rang out, but 
no “dead bird.” It was as wild as re-no “dead bird.” It was as wild as re-
leased pheasant hunting gets.leased pheasant hunting gets.

Just a few minutes earlier I had Just a few minutes earlier I had 
pulled the same rooster faux pas, pulled the same rooster faux pas, 
knocking the tailfeathers of a bird knocking the tailfeathers of a bird 
Millie and running mate Cowboy Millie and running mate Cowboy 
had cornered at the base of a tree. had cornered at the base of a tree. 
My follow-up was a complete whif My follow-up was a complete whif 
as the bird tried to land on a branch, as the bird tried to land on a branch, 

DD
ick Krings’ eight-month old German shorthair had ick Krings’ eight-month old German shorthair had 
taken over our hunt for the moment. Locked up taken over our hunt for the moment. Locked up 

tighter than an Illinois governor, Millie Girl’s nose went tighter than an Illinois governor, Millie Girl’s nose went 
low, creeping delicately through the snow-covered switch-low, creeping delicately through the snow-covered switch-
grass. The feisty little pointer was seconds away from grass. The feisty little pointer was seconds away from 
putting up one of Milford Hills’ mega-roosters.putting up one of Milford Hills’ mega-roosters.

RAISED-UP
RINGNECK
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which brought out a “I’ll never tell 
anyone about that…ever,” from our 
Wisconsin host, Krings.

ThoseThose two fushes were the most twoThose two fushes were the most fushesThose two fushes were the most wereThose two fushes were the most theThose two fushes were the most mostThose two fushes were the most 
memorable of our two-day hunt—and memorable of our two-day hunt—and 
an awesome/lucky over-the-shoulder an awesome/lucky over-the-shoulder 
shot I made on a screaming rooster shot I made on a screaming rooster 
after Krings and Drew had emptied after Krings and Drew had emptied 
their guns on the frst morning—at their guns on the frst morning—at 
Milford, even though we barely Milford, even though we barely 
scratched a feather. The hunting was scratched a feather. The hunting was 
fast-paced and lively (and can be for fast-paced and lively (and can be for 
you as well, if you so choose on these you as well, if you so choose on these 
500 acres of corn, switch grass and 500 acres of corn, switch grass and 
sorghum). sorghum). 

Wisconsin is a special place for Wisconsin is a special place for 
me. Like so many Illinois kids, my me. Like so many Illinois kids, my 
parents crossed state lines each parents crossed state lines each 
summer to invade its spectacular summer to invade its spectacular 
lakes and fowages for pan fsh, pike lakes and fowages for pan fsh, pike 
and maybe a musky. It’s a place full and maybe a musky. It’s a place full 
of salt-of–the-earth types where ev-of salt-of–the-earth types where ev-
eryone is a friend, even if you’re a eryone is a friend, even if you’re a 
fatlander as Illinoisans are so afec-fatlander as Illinoisans are so afec-
tionately referred to (there are other, tionately referred to (there are other, 
more colorful nicknames) by the more colorful nicknames) by the 
natives. And it’s cool that a place natives. And it’s cool that a place 
known more for whitetails, grouse, known more for whitetails, grouse, 
cheese and the Pack is now becom-cheese and the Pack is now becom-
ing a beacon for pheasant hunters. ing a beacon for pheasant hunters. 
At least that’s the plan at Milford.At least that’s the plan at Milford.

Guide Dick Krings with a 

brace of Wisconsin roosters. 
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   HOW IT BEGAN  Brothers Dan Brothers Dan
and Lloyd Marks grew up running 
dogs on pheasants. After a wrestling 
career at Iowa State, Dan was given 
his frst Lab as a graduation present 
and the two farmer’s sons decided 
to make a career out of what they 
knew best—cultivating sustainable 
habitat for upland birds. It was the 
last thing anyone in their family ex-
pected after both men had com-
pleted college degrees. But farmers 
tend to want to farm.

“My uncle said ‘you’re going to do 
what?’” Dan said with a laugh. “But, 
I just love pheasant hunting and the 
dogs…My buddies and I started our 
own little pheasant club, and it 
started growing from there.”

Milford Hills began as a barn with 

no running water on 180 acres of 
Marks family ground. It was made 
up of no more than 20 local hunters, 
scarfing down day-old donuts at 
breakfast and soggy sandwiches at 
lunch. That’s hard to imagine now 
with the gourmet bar foods (get the 
pheasant club, trust me), craft beers, 
and a huge lodge with elk, sheep and 
local bucks mounted on the walls. 
There’s also a new bunkhouse that 
can sleep eight with a pool table and 
fat-screen TVs, 12-station sporting 
clays, fve-stand, 100-yard range and 
the Trading Post, which can outft 
any hunter for the uplands. You can 
even get married at Milford.

“I think the lodging is something 
that will really make Milford more 
of a destination than it already is, 

RAISeD-UP RIngneck
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becausebecause there’s really no place to 
stay arostay around here,” Dan said. “We’re 
hopinghoping to build more cabins around 
the prothe property in the future.”

HoweHowever you hunt, Milford has a 
ffeld for it. Older guys can walk the ldfeld for it. Older guys can walk the forfeld for it. Older guys can walk the 
fatter, more sparse tracts, and if you fatter, more sparse tracts, and if you 
have a new gun dog, or like to hunt have a new gun dog, or like to hunt 
birds a certain way, the staf will set birds a certain way, the staf will set 
up accordingly. up accordingly. 

   BACK TO WORK   Our first    BACK TO WORK   Our first 
morning, Dick let us hunt over his morning, Dick let us hunt over his 
veteran GSP Tex, who was featured veteran GSP Tex, who was featured 
in GUN DOG’s December ’14 issue. in GUN DOG’s December ’14 issue. 
The old man (Tex, not Dick) worked The old man (Tex, not Dick) worked 
a couple switchgrass rows and a couple switchgrass rows and 
pointed a few roosters, though pointed a few roosters, though 
younger Cowboy wanted to make younger Cowboy wanted to make 
every retrieve. Krings lets his dogs every retrieve. Krings lets his dogs 
range out, and you better be ready range out, and you better be ready 
to shoot. It was February and the to shoot. It was February and the 
birds were running on the frosted-birds were running on the frosted-
over snow, which made the early over snow, which made the early 
portion of our hunt more like a track portion of our hunt more like a track 
meet.meet.

We scratched down a few, trying We scratched down a few, trying 
our best to contribute to the 50,000 our best to contribute to the 50,000 
pheasants shot here every year. Dan pheasants shot here every year. Dan 
said actually only 60 to 65 percent said actually only 60 to 65 percent 
of the released birds are killed each of the released birds are killed each 
season. So even though you’re shoot-season. So even though you’re shoot-
inging pen-released roosters, a good 
numbernumber of them have been on the 
farm afarm a while, dodging red-tailed 

hawks, coyotes and lead shot, so they hawks, coyotes and lead shot, so they 
know the game.know the game.

Dick put Tex up for the day and Dick put Tex up for the day and 
the three of us made our way into the three of us made our way into 

a timbered bottom with Millie and a timbered bottom with Millie and 
Cowboy. Drew was making his way Cowboy. Drew was making his way 
through the thickets with one of the through the thickets with one of the 
dogs and Dick and I were on the dogs and Dick and I were on the 

outskirts. A few felds converged on outskirts. A few felds converged on 
this particular spot where missed this particular spot where missed 
birds fy in for sanctuary. And what birds fy in for sanctuary. And what 
ensued is why it’s so much fun to ensued is why it’s so much fun to 
hunt released birds. Drew was pasting hunt released birds. Drew was pasting 
ringnecks in the woods and we were ringnecks in the woods and we were 
cleaning up cripples and flushed cleaning up cripples and flushed 
pheasanpheasants that didn’t head his way. 
In 20 minutes,In 20 minutes, we must have shot 
10 or 12 birds, our10 or 12 birds, our orange vests 
spilling rooster tails.

The next morning Dick wasThe next morning Dick was 
preaching to us from his very own 
Pheasant Bible: “Sure, you boys shot 
some roosters, but it’s time in 
between, when you’re just in the 
feld with buddies you will remem-
ber the most.”

So true. And at Milford Hills, 
Drew and I had it all—good hunts 
with great friends. 

See you next year, Wisconsin. 

  Field Tests  

During both hunts I shot the new Hevi-Upland from 
Hevi-Shot and Winchester’s Rooster XR. Hevi-Upland Hevi-Shot and Winchester’s Rooster XR. Hevi-Upland 
(2¾-inch, No. 5s) devastated many birds inside 30 yards, (2¾-inch, No. 5s) devastated many birds inside 30 yards, 
though beyond that required a second shot. But these though beyond that required a second shot. But these 
pen-raised roosters were bigger birds. Most of them were pen-raised roosters were bigger birds. Most of them were 
the size of a well-fed mallard, maybe a touch smaller. And the size of a well-fed mallard, maybe a touch smaller. And 
it was very cold (5 degrees), which affects the ballistics it was very cold (5 degrees), which affects the ballistics 
of shotshells. But I also made a 50-yard kill on a rooster of shotshells. But I also made a 50-yard kill on a rooster 

that was fying high and away from us with this load, so that was fying high and away from us with this load, so 
it does have long-range capability. it does have long-range capability. 

Winchester’s Rooster was the same size shell, just heavier at 1¼ ounces compared Winchester’s Rooster was the same size shell, just heavier at 1¼ ounces compared 
to Hevi-Upland’s 1 1/8-ounce load. It’s billed as an extended-range shell and delivered. to Hevi-Upland’s 1 1/8-ounce load. It’s billed as an extended-range shell and delivered. 
At shorter distances it thumps hard; I only At shorter distances it thumps hard; I only 
had to shoot one bird twice and that was had to shoot one bird twice and that was 
my error. If you hunt over a close-ranging my error. If you hunt over a close-ranging 
pup, go with the Hevi-Upland; it does the pup, go with the Hevi-Upland; it does the 
job and is cheaper. For birds out to 40 and job and is cheaper. For birds out to 40 and 
50 yards, XR is the way to go.50 yards, XR is the way to go.

A place known more for whitetails, grouse, 
cheese and the Pack is now becoming cheese and the Pack is now becoming 

a beacon for pheasant hunters.a beacon for pheasant hunters.

RAISeD-UP RInGneCK
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Drew Mormann (left) and the 

author with the morning’s bag.author with the morning’s bag.

because there’s really no place to 

However you hunt, Milford has a 

fatter, more sparse tracts, and if you fatter, more sparse tracts, and if you 
have a new gun dog, or like to hunt 

morning, Dick let us hunt over his morning, Dick let us hunt over his 

The old man (Tex, not Dick) worked 

range out, and you better be ready range out, and you better be ready 

meet.
We scratched down a few, trying Dick put Tex up for the day and Dick put Tex up for the day and 





THE ULTIMATE

UPLANDUPLAND
CHECKLISTCHECKLIST

BY SCOTT LINDENBY SCOTT LINDEN

You’re excited for the hunt, we know;
just remember to pack accordingly.

“D
on’t leave home without it” was a popular advertisingon’t leave home without it” was a popular advertising catch phrase a couple 
decades ago. While originally referring to a credit cardecades ago. While originally referring to a credit card, as a bird hunter’s 

maxim it still holds true. Over the years, I’ve forgotten shotgumaxim it still holds true. Over the years, I’ve forgotten shotguns, sleeping bags and 
on a particularly hectic day I almost left a dog in the front yard.on a particularly hectic day I almost left a dog in the front yard. Starting on the long 
drive following one of those debacles, and then over the years odrive following one of those debacles, and then over the years on my blog with help 
from my television show’s fans (thanks, everyone!), I created whatfrom my television show’s fans (thanks, everyone!), I created what is now the “Ultimate 
Upland Checklist.”Upland Checklist.”

I ofer a copy of this list at my I ofer a copy of this list at my 
seminars, and there’s always one seminars, and there’s always one 
participant who tells me the only participant who tells me the only 
thing not on the list is the semi-truck thing not on the list is the semi-truck 
required to haul all the gear, gadgets required to haul all the gear, gadgets 
and gewgaws on it. He’s probably and gewgaws on it. He’s probably 
right, but everyone (including the right, but everyone (including the 
comedian) ends up fnding something comedian) ends up fnding something 
on the list that they now simply can’t on the list that they now simply can’t 
live without.live without.

If you’ve ever left your ammo If you’ve ever left your ammo 

languishing on the porch or your languishing on the porch or your 
beer in the fridge, this list is dedi-beer in the fridge, this list is dedi-
cated to you. NASA doesn’t launch cated to you. NASA doesn’t launch 
a space fight without a checklist; a space fight without a checklist; 
neither should you start a hunt neither should you start a hunt 
without the confdence that comes without the confdence that comes 
from knowing you have all the nec-from knowing you have all the nec-
essary gear.essary gear.

So get out your wallet, fnd an So get out your wallet, fnd an 
extra dufe bag, and start shopping extra dufe bag, and start shopping 
for a new truck. Everything on this for a new truck. Everything on this 

list has been added due to my—or list has been added due to my—or 
my fans’—hard-won and sometimes my fans’—hard-won and sometimes 
brutal experience. When the nearest brutal experience. When the nearest 
town is 50 miles away and your dog town is 50 miles away and your dog 
is bleeding, I hope you will see the is bleeding, I hope you will see the 
wisdom in this document. wisdom in this document. 

A free download of the whole list A free download of the whole list 
is available at www.gundogmag.com. is available at www.gundogmag.com. 
In the meantime, here is some of In the meantime, here is some of 
the gear you might not have thought the gear you might not have thought 
to bring…but should.to bring…but should.

Desolate country like this Desolate country like this 

punishes the unprepared.punishes the unprepared.

SST
T LINDEN
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 YOUR OWN KIT  
You’ll be the envy of bird camp when you break out a boot

dryer. Don’t forget vitamins and pain reliever (ensuring a better

dryer. Don’t forget vitamins and pain reliever (ensuring a better

night’s sleep and well-rested hunt). Brush chaps are handy

night’s sleep and well-rested hunt). Brush chaps are handy

when you need them and easy to stow when you don’t.

when you need them and easy to stow when you don’t.A real bandanna of silk or rayon (from a western or ranch

A real bandanna of silk or rayon (from a western or ranch

store) performs as a neck warmer, pot holder, sling, bandage,

store) performs as a neck warmer, pot holder, sling, bandage,

and sweatband. “Town shoes” are like wearing pillows on

and sweatband. “Town shoes” are like wearing pillows on

your feet after a day in the hills, and add a touch of panache

your feet after a day in the hills, and add a touch of panache

to your big night out.
to your big night out.

 CAMP CAMP

You may as well rough it smoothly. Folding lawn chairs make

You may as well rough it smoothly. Folding lawn chairs make

campfres more comfortable. Ditto for a small folding table.

campfres more comfortable. Ditto for a small folding table.

A vapor barrier under your tent foor adds ten degrees of

A vapor barrier under your tent foor adds ten degrees of

warmth by preventing moisture from seeping into your aging

warmth by preventing moisture from seeping into your aging

bones—handy when the temperature plummets to 12 below

bones—handy when the temperature plummets to 12 below

on the Nevada desert.
on the Nevada desert.

Zip-style plastic bags hold dog snacks, cleaned birds, choke 

Zip-style plastic bags hold dog snacks, cleaned birds, choke 

tubes and those wild strawberries you found along that

tubes and those wild strawberries you found along that

grouse ridge. Still use white-gas lanterns? Tape extra mantles

grouse ridge. Still use white-gas lanterns? Tape extra mantles

to the bottom of the fuel tank.
to the bottom of the fuel tank.

Your pillow from home ensures a better night’s sleep. If

Your pillow from home ensures a better night’s sleep. If

you hunt from a recreational vehicle, don’t forget spare

you hunt from a recreational vehicle, don’t forget spare

keys, leveling blocks, wheel chocks and a water hose. (Fill

keys, leveling blocks, wheel chocks and a water hose. (Fill

up near your destination and you’ll get an extra mile or two

up near your destination and you’ll get an extra mile or two

per gallon in fuel savings). 
per gallon in fuel savings). 

❏

❏ A
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❏
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 FOR YOUR DOG    FOR YOUR DOG   

❏ ❏ Our dogs often get short shrift when it comes to Our dogs often get short shrift when it comes to 

so-called “luxuries,” but think about how much betterso-called “luxuries,” but think about how much better

he’d perform if he was safe, well-nourished, warm,he’d perform if he was safe, well-nourished, warm,

dry, and rested.dry, and rested.

❏ Bring a high-fat, low-volume supplement for quick 

in-feld energy. Dogs process fat like we do simplein-feld energy. Dogs process fat like we do simple

carbohydrates. A burst of energy is best fueled by corncarbohydrates. A burst of energy is best fueled by corn

oil (not corn syrup), butter, hamburger, or a commercialoil (not corn syrup), butter, hamburger, or a commercial

concoction containing similar ingredients. A full gut notconcoction containing similar ingredients. A full gut not

only impedes performance; it brings some risk of bloatonly impedes performance; it brings some risk of bloat

and stomach twist. Carry something that delivers a lotand stomach twist. Carry something that delivers a lot

of fat calories and little bulk. I like a tube of “Nutri-Cal”of fat calories and little bulk. I like a tube of “Nutri-Cal”

from the Drs. Foster & Smith catalog.from the Drs. Foster & Smith catalog.

❏❏ Tie-out stakes give dogs a change of scenery and a Tie-out stakes give dogs a change of scenery and a 

chance to safely stretch their legs at lunch stops orchance to safely stretch their legs at lunch stops or

fnal destinations. Put clips at both ends of the chainfnal destinations. Put clips at both ends of the chain

so you can attach to a truck bumper or fence post ifso you can attach to a truck bumper or fence post if

you can’t drive a stake in the ground.you can’t drive a stake in the ground.

❏ A big envelope contains a “Lost Dog” kit including records

of his microchip number, photo, license number andof his microchip number, photo, license number and

fyers to post in the area with your cell phone numberfyers to post in the area with your cell phone number

prominent (add a home or local number where cell prominent (add a home or local number where cell 

service is spotty). A dedicated dog towel or chamois service is spotty). A dedicated dog towel or chamois 

(real or synthetic) keeps your truck a bit cleaner and(real or synthetic) keeps your truck a bit cleaner and

your hunting partner warmer. Stow an extra collar withyour hunting partner warmer. Stow an extra collar with

ID tags just in case.ID tags just in case.

❏❏ You bring one for yourself, so why not carry a little You bring one for yourself, so why not carry a little 

“survival kit?” Distilled water in a squirt bottle cleans“survival kit?” Distilled water in a squirt bottle cleans

wounds and washes eyes; hydrogen peroxide brings wounds and washes eyes; hydrogen peroxide brings 

up most of the yucky stuff he swallows; antihistamineup most of the yucky stuff he swallows; antihistamine

reduces tissue swelling in the windpipe caused by reduces tissue swelling in the windpipe caused by 

snakebite and insect stings; a hemostat pulls porcupinesnakebite and insect stings; a hemostat pulls porcupine

quills. EMT Gel and that hemostatic gauze could stemquills. EMT Gel and that hemostatic gauze could stem

bleeding and save his life. Duct tape is the cheapestbleeding and save his life. Duct tape is the cheapest

dog boot you’ll fnd. Keep it compact or you won’t putdog boot you’ll fnd. Keep it compact or you won’t put

it in your hunting vest.it in your hunting vest.

❏ Spend fve minutes compiling a list of veterinarians in

the area you hunt, with emergency numbers—your dogthe area you hunt, with emergency numbers—your dog

would do the same for you! Your human hunting partnerswould do the same for you! Your human hunting partners

will be ever grateful if you brought “Nature’s Miracle,”will be ever grateful if you brought “Nature’s Miracle,”

a liquid skunk-odor eliminator that requires no mixing.a liquid skunk-odor eliminator that requires no mixing.

❏ I take a favorite chew toy, retrieving bumper or ball,

throw in some poop-scoop bags and my four-footedthrow in some poop-scoop bags and my four-footed

hunting buddies are good to go. Now, let’s get serious hunting buddies are good to go. Now, let’s get serious 
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❏

A real bandanna of silk or rayon (from a western or ranch

store) performs as a neck warmer, pot holder, sling, bandage,

and sweatband. “Town shoes” are like wearing pillows on

your feet after a day in the hills, and add a touch of panache

to your big night out.

 CAMP CAMP

You may as well rough it smoothly. Folding lawn chairs make

campfres more comfortable. Ditto for a small folding table.

❏

❏

bleeding and save his life. Duct tape is the cheapest



✱

ON TO THE HUNT  

❏ If you’ve ever been 200 miles from home with a broken fring

pin, you know to pack a spare shotgun. Don’t forget choke
pin, you know to pack a spare shotgun. Don’t forget choke

tubes and a wrench just in case birds are fushing farther or
tubes and a wrench just in case birds are fushing farther or

closer. A soft gun case or sock protects my shooter when I’m
closer. A soft gun case or sock protects my shooter when I’m

too lazy to break it down for stowage in a hard case.
too lazy to break it down for stowage in a hard case.

❏ If you’re not carrying a GPS, it’s only a matter of time before

(as mountain man Jim Bridger once said) you’ll be “mighty
(as mountain man Jim Bridger once said) you’ll be “mighty

bewildered” for an uncomfortable amount of time. Many 
bewildered” for an uncomfortable amount of time. Many 

states require a hunter’s education certificate—even for
states require a hunter’s education certificate—even for

adults--before selling you a hunting license, so make sure
adults--before selling you a hunting license, so make sure

you’ve done your homework.
you’ve done your homework.

❏ Stash a spare truck key somewhere on the vehicle and a
are truck key somewhere on the vehicle and a

partner. Score points with landowners, camp neighbors and
partner. Score points with landowners, camp neighbors and

helpful biologists by packing small, non-perishable gifts.
helpful biologists by packing small, non-perishable gifts.

A headlamp trumps hand-held fashlights while plucking,
A headlamp trumps hand-held fashlights while plucking,

cooking and answering Nature’s call in the wee small hours
cooking and answering Nature’s call in the wee small hours

(pardon the pun).(pardon the pun).

❏ If you don’t carry two-way radios in your vests, you might

still be looking for your hunting buddy, who could be on the
still be looking for your hunting buddy, who could be on the

next ridge…or not. For the record, everyone should be carrying 
next ridge…or not. For the record, everyone should be carrying 

the “ten essentials”: duct tape, paracord, map and compass,
the “ten essentials”: duct tape, paracord, map and compass,

waterproof matches and alternate fre starter, space blanket,
waterproof matches and alternate fre starter, space blanket,

aluminum foil, water purifcation tabs or flter plus container,
aluminum foil, water purifcation tabs or flter plus container,

whistle and multi-tool.whistle and multi-tool.

❏ Find a spot in the truck for chargers, 12-volt adapters and

user manuals for all your electronics. No explanation required,
user manuals for all your electronics. No explanation required,

right? Add reading glasses if you’re over forty.
right? Add reading glasses if you’re over forty.u
rYOUR VEHICLE  

YOUR VEHICLE  

❏ Your rig will get you there and back again if you pack a spareserpentine belt, tire-sealant gunk in a can, and box of fuses.

serpentine belt, tire-sealant gunk in a can, and box of fuses.The newest generation of rechargeable jump-starters will ft in
The newest generation of rechargeable jump-starters will ft ina glove compartment. Last season, I learned the hard way that

a glove compartment. Last season, I learned the hard way thateven the most up-to-date GPS may not have your destination
even the most up-to-date GPS may not have your destinationin its database, so pack paper maps.
in its database, so pack paper maps.

❏ A recovery or “jerk” strap takes you from zero to hero when someone else’s truck is stuck in a ditch. A come-along will save
someone else’s truck is stuck in a ditch. A come-along will saveyour own bacon when it’s your turn to slide off the muddy road.

your own bacon when it’s your turn to slide off the muddy road.My credit cards (and credit rating) are in bad enough shape
My credit cards (and credit rating) are in bad enough shapewithout having to use them as windshield ice scrapers—stow
without having to use them as windshield ice scrapers—stowa real one under your driver’s seat.
a real one under your driver’s seat.

   WHY NOT BRING IT?  
You may not need all of this gear, You may not need all of this gear, needYou may not need all of this gear, all of this gear,
maybe not even most of it. But when mostmaybe not even most of it. But when of it. But when
I’m not making television shows, I televisionI’m not making television shows, I shows, I
often hunt the darkest spot on a night-stoften hunt the darkest spot on a night-spot on a night-
time satellite photo of the continen-oftime satellite photo of the continen-the continen-
tal U.S. It is an unforgiving landscape, vingtal U.S. It is an unforgiving landscape, landscape,
where everything scratches, bites or hes,where everything scratches, bites or bites or
stings you, and a false step could be pstings you, and a false step could be could be
your last. In that desolate place, you lace,your last. In that desolate place, you you
are farther from a hospital (and a (andare farther from a hospital (and a a
Starbucks) than anywhere in the lower lowerStarbucks) than anywhere in the lower 
48. I’d rather bring it and not use it 48. I’d rather bring it and not use it e48. I’d rather bring it and not use it it
than limp, shiver or bleed while lethan limp, shiver or bleed while 
wishing I had.wishing I had.

I’ve driven hundreds of grueling I’ve driven hundreds of grueling 
miles to fetch forgotten wallets, vests, miles to fetch forgotten wallets, vests, 
ammo, and dog food. I’ve bought ammo, and dog food. I’ve bought 
replacements of so much gear I could replacements of so much gear I could 
outft my clone, complete with dog. outft my clone, complete with dog. 
That’s plenty of windshield time and That’s plenty of windshield time and 
wasted money...and a lousy way to wasted money...and a lousy way to 
embark on a hunting trip that is sup-embark on a hunting trip that is sup-
posed to be fun.posed to be fun.

So download the list, customize it So download the list, customize it 
to meet your needs, and the next to meet your needs, and the next 
time we pass on the highway, we’ll time we pass on the highway, we’ll 
both be headed toward a birdy covert both be headed toward a birdy covert 
rather than home again to grab those rather than home again to grab those 
gosh-darned tent poles.gosh-darned tent poles.

For a complete upland checklist, go to For a complete upland checklist, go to 
gundogmag.com/ultimate-upland-check-gundogmag.com/ultimate-upland-check-
listlist

The UlTImaTe Upland CheCklIST
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user manuals for all your electronics. No explanation required,

serpentine belt, tire-sealant gunk in a can, and box of fuses.

My credit cards (and credit rating) are in bad enough shape
a real one under your driver’s seat.

stings you, and a false step could be stings you, and a false step could be 

replacements of so much gear I could 

rather than home again to grab those 



STAY FOR THE FISHINGCOME FOR THE HUNTING

Bag a ringneck and reel in a walleye when you come

to Watertown, South Dakota. Enjoy hometown hospitality 

and the Redlin Art Center, home to the original artworks 

of outdoor and Americana artist Terry Redlin. 

Watertown. My Great Place in South Dakota.

VisitWatertownSD.com • 800.658.4505 
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JONES TRAILER COMPANY
For more than 35 years, Jones Trailer Company has 

designed, manufactured and sold thousands of dog 

trailers built from aluminum and stainless steel. Stan-

dard features include torsion bar axle suspension, 

full insulation, ventilation by louvers and fan, built-in 

watering tanks, external and internal lighting and 

choices of top- and side-mounted storage areas. 

Stalls range from two compartments to as many as 

24 or more. Also in the Jones Company product line 

are truck chassis-mount multi-stall boxes as well as 

dog crates that can be mounted on ATVs. All Jones 

Company products come in standard models or can 

be custom designed and manufactured. 

jonestrailer.com 

MASON FENCE COMPANY
Mason Fence Company has been designing and distributing outdoor 

and indoor dog kennel runs for over 125 years with worldwide sales. 

Mason specializes in ready-made or custom-made fence panels and 

doors in galvanized or stainless steel chain link in sizes for one dog 

or dozens of them. Options include fberglass partitions resistant to 

scratching, stains, odors and moisture. Silver Seal is a waterproof 

sealant for a clean, disease-resistant kennel foor. Design assistance 

and cost estimates are free. 

masonco.com

Whether buying your frst or up-
grading an old one—dog crates, grading an old one—dog crates, 
trailers, doghouses and kennels— trailers, doghouses and kennels— 
every gun dog owner should know every gun dog owner should know 
these products. Here are some of these products. Here are some of 
the best dog confnement, main-the best dog confnement, main-
tenance and transportation prod-tenance and transportation prod-
ucts on the market…make that in ucts on the market…make that in 
the world.the world.

BY JERRY THOMSBY JERRY THOMS&CRATES,   
KENNELSKENNELS&&TRAILERSTRAILERS&&
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NORTHSTAR PLASTICS

The specialties at Northstar Plastics are standard and custom 

dog crates and dog trailers made from durable, lightweight and 

easy-to-clean “welded” polyethylene plastic. Standard features 

include stainless steel hinges, door latches, and loading handles 

as well as a “grated” foor designed to collect water, dirt, and 

mud. Options available are built-in water tanks, top-mounted 

storage compartments with lift-up lids, or bottom slide-out 

drawers, and fan-powered air circulating systems. The Northstar 

staff will help all customers design custom products.

northstarplasticsinc.com

CANINE CARGO CARRIER

The Canine Cargo Carrier is a custom trailer for the hunter 

who needs to haul lots of dogs and a large assortment of gear. 

Features include: “walk-in” dimensions, air conditioning, electric 

heat, rollout awnings, side or rear entry doors, and storage big 

enough to hold an ATV. Though the full-size custom cargo trailer 

is one specialty at Canine Cargo Carrier, the “Honey Comb” dog 

crates are also popular with hunters who need to carry multiple 

dogs in a tight space. Molded in one piece from polyethylene, 

the Honey Comb Crates are cast in a six-sided shape so several 

crates can be stacked on top of one another in a space-saving 

confguration. A new “slide out” storage system option has been 

added to the Honey Comb design.

920-427-7774

EASYLOADER DOG CRATES BY CUSTOM 

LOADING SERVICES

Made from a strong, sun-resistant, lightweight polymer plastic, 

the Easy-Loader two-compartment crate will easily hold two dogs 

up to 100 pounds each.  Two doors are welded of powder-coated 

steel with spring-loaded latches that can be opened and closed 

with one hand. The Easy-Loader comes in two sizes, one to ft 

in the back of a full-size pickup or Suburban and the other to ft 

smaller pickups, SUVs, vans, and station wagons. Easy Loader can 

be shipped unassembled via UPS and assembled in 30 minutes. 

easyloaderkennels.com

REDWING HOUND HAULER

Need to transport a dog a long distance across country but don’t 

have the time to do it yourself or the money to send the dog by 

plane? Call Chuck Thomas for a quotation on having your canine 

picked up then carried in Thomas’s multi-stall trailer to anywhere 

in the lower 48 states. All dogs on the road are contained in their 

own compartment, are walked and aired at six-hour intervals, 

and are regularly fed and watered.

509-680-2602
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PA DUTCH BUILDERS

Need an outside kennel run and an inside dog house area but 

lack the time or resources to lay a cement pad, put up a fence 

and build a big indoor window enclosure? If your answer is yes, 

PA Dutch Builders can solve the problem with a custom-designed, 

pre-built, and totally-portable single-unit outside kennel run 

and inside dog house that can contain one or several dogs. The 

outside run features welded-wire fencing and a water-resistant 

durable foor made from construction-grade decking and is 

covered with a weather shingled roof. The inside enclosure is 

fully insulated, has room for a doghouse, and can be equipped 

with 110 volt heat or air conditioning. Once ordered and built the 

PA Dutch unit can be delivered anywhere in the lower 48 states.

padutchbuilders.com

ALUMILENE

Alumilene specializes in the design and manufacture of dog crates, 

hunting equipment, storage drawers, and cargo-access devices 

made to ft every vehicle from full-size trucks and Suburbans to 

mini-vans and station wagons. All products are fabricated from 

high density polyethylene and fberglass-reinforced plastic. Dog 

crates are custom-made with a choice of front, back, and side 

doors as well as optional storage compartments and sliding 

equipment drawers. Other options include built-in watering 

systems, ventilation blowers and fans, LED lights, and movable 

“Kargo Glide” frames that let kennels slide out for easy access.

alumilene.com

K-9 KONDO

For more than 25 years, Joe Shown has been providing doghouses 

and doghouse doors to thousands of gun dog owners across 

North America and throughout the rest of the world. He began 

the K-9 Kondo business with the K-9 “Kennel Door” made from 

chew-proof, rust-proof galvanized metal that quietly swings 

open and closed yet keeps out rain and wind. Though originally 

designed for a 55-gallon barrel as a house, the Kennel Door now 

also fts on the “Dog Den,” a new style of doghouse made from 

chew-proof, zinc-plated steel and tooth- and nail-resistant plastic 

sheeting. The Dog Den is fully foam insulated, comes in three 

sizes, can be shipped partially or fully assembled, and has an 

optional electric heater.

k-9kondo.com

BITTER CREEK DOG CRATES

AND DOG TRAILERS

The Bitter Creek Company designs and fabricates custom dog 

crates and dog trailers with welded aluminum frames, optional 

seamless steel outer skins and inner walls, standard one-inch 

insulation, louvered and barred doors, and adjustable side vents 

and cooling fans. Also included are extended top rails and grab 

handles, lockable t-handles, and an easy-to-wash-out compart-

ment design. All trailers have torsion bar axles, aluminum wheels, 

a top-wind tongue jack, and optional top, front, and rear storage 

as well as water tanks and LED lighting.

bittercreekhunting.com
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“THAT’LL HOLD A CUP-A-JOE.

OR A GALLON 
OF YEEHAW!”

GUARANTEED…FOR  LIFE.

Even the most ofensive spills are no match for the X-act Contour®. 
The patented Form-Fit Edge™ will contain a mistake better than 
any other liner on earth. So drink your decaf soy hazelnut latte on 
that logging road we call life… You’ve got Husky Liners®.

H U S K Y L I N E R S . C O M

*

*Actual volume of liquid containment is based upon the specific part number of liner.



With just a shotgun, vest, and an e-collar you and your 
pup can take to the feld and hunt. It really can be that 
simple. Training can be as well, with a bumper, the simple. Training can be as well, with a bumper, the 
same collar and maybe a whistle or two.same collar and maybe a whistle or two.

Dive a little deeper, however, and you’ll see that Dive a little deeper, however, and you’ll see that 
other pieces of equipment can make things much easier other pieces of equipment can make things much easier 
and much more enjoyable. This goes for backyard train-and much more enjoyable. This goes for backyard train-
ing sessions as well as those 1,000-mile road trips in ing sessions as well as those 1,000-mile road trips in 
pursuit of South Dakota ringnecks or perhaps Texas pursuit of South Dakota ringnecks or perhaps Texas 
quail. What you train with and what you pack for a quail. What you train with and what you pack for a 
hunt will allow you to take advantage of the time spent hunt will allow you to take advantage of the time spent 
doing both. doing both. BY TONY J. PETERSONBY TONY J. PETERSON

MISCELLANEOUS 

GEARGEAR
ADAK ADVENTURE TRAILERS 11’ 9” 

If you’ve never seen an ADAK trailer, you probably don’t under-

stand how awesome they are. With the option to load the 11’ 9” 

version up with all of the amenities of home like a two-burner 

stove, microwave, air conditioner, and hot water heater, ADAK’s 

trailer is a cut above the rest. Of course, they are also built like 

Sherman tanks, meaning you can haul them down bumpy two-

track roads without worrying about any damage from the rough 

terrain. The 11’ 9” weighs 2925 pounds and when measured fully, 

tapes out at 16’ 8” in length and eight feet in width. 

adaktrailers.com
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DOGS UNLIMITED

Say you need a new e-collar, or perhaps a lead to train an eight-week 

old puppy? Or maybe, a kennel, a frst-aid kit or just about any sporting-

dog-related product you can think of? You could visit 10 different brick-

and-mortar stores…or just go to Dogs Unlimited’s website and order up 

everything you need. The lineup of quality products at Dogs Unlimited 

is so comprehensive it needs to be seen to be believed. In fact, even if 

you don’t feel like you need anything to train or hunt with your dog, you 

might want to check out the selection anyway—odds are, you’ll stumble 

across something you have to have. 

dogsunlimited.com 

AVERY HEXABUMPER

True to its clever moniker, the HexaBumper from Avery features 

six fat sides, which promote easier gripping and holding. The 

leak-proof HexaBumper also employs VGrips to promote soft 

mouth, while further encouraging a superior hold. Choose from 

white, orange, or black/white fasher in two sizes of this train-

ing bumper that sports a 10-inch throwing rope so you can get 

out and chuck it far enough to work on long-distance retrieves. 

averyoutdoors.com

ALPINE PUBLICATIONS

JimJim Spencer has been writing easy-Spencer has been writing easy-

to-comprehendto-comprehend dog training books dog training books

forfor years. And whether you are new years. And whether you are new

toto the sporting dog world or have the sporting dog world or have

had a retriever by your side for 

decades,decades, his tutorials will help you his tutorials will help you

and your feld buddy have better 

successsuccess (and more fun) this fall. (and more fun) this fall.

From blind retrieves to marking 

and even hunt tests, Spencer goes 

beyond the basics, so you get the 

most out of the dog.  

alpinepub.com



Fine Italian Shotguns for the American Shooter (410) 901-1131    GUERINIUSA.COM
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OUTDOOR SAFETY 

PRO MODEL 2000

Hard-charging bird dogs will get injured 

in the feld at some point. Whether it’s a 

run-in with a porcupine, a cactus spine 

in the paw or something else, prepare 

yourself with a Pro Model 2000 frst-aid 

kit from Outdoor Safety. This kit is seri-

ously comprehensive and is a must-have 

for all sporting-dog owners. A splint, 

digital thermometer, thermal blanket, 

tick remover, and frst aid book are just 

a few of the things included in the Pro 

Model 2000. This is truly one of the most 

necessary products on the market and if 

you don’t have one, you’ll almost surely 

regret it at some point. 

dogkits.com

HOWLING DOG 

ALASKA SPOTTER

Designed with durable, windproof fabric, 

the Spotter from Howling Dog Alaska is 

ideal for upland birders. Four sizes are 

available, with each providing a tight ft 

while protecting your dog’s chest from 

potential injury. Not only does the Spotter 

protect your dog from jabbing sticks and 

barbed-wire fences, it will also keep him 

warm. Lastly, to ensure that your dog is 

safe in the thickest of cover, the Spotter 

is highly visible meaning you’ll be able to 

keep eye contact on him at all times—and 

so will everyone else in your hunting party. 

howlingdogalaska.com

HARDCORE 

UPLAND FIELD VEST 

Every one of us has sent our dog into thick 

cover and heard him yip as he caught a 

stick to the sternum. Occasionally, that 

stick or metal fencepost or other hazard 

causes serious damage. To avoid this, 

consider strapping an Upland Field Vest 

from Hardcore on your pheasant dog. 

Available in three sizes, the Upland Field 

Vest provides serious protection while 

making your dog highly visible in the 

field—a further safety benefit. Simple 

hook-and-loop attachments make the 

Upland Field Vest an easy-to-use option 

for anyone looking to keep their dogs a 

little safer this season. 

hardcore-brands.com

GUN DOG SUPPLY

If Gun Dog Supply doesn’t have what you’re 

looking for, you probably don’t really need 

it. From dummies to launchers to hunting 

supplies and e-collars, Gun Dog Supply 

has a huge lineup of products that are 

perfect for the upland hunting crowd. 

This family-owned and operated company 

provides some of the fastest service in the 

industry and is truly a one-stop-shop for 

the amateur or professional trainer, as well 

as the weekend warrior  or the die-hard, 

can’t-get-enough hunt-everything that 

fies kind of hunter. 

gundogsupply.com 

ELECTRONIC SHOOTERS 

PROTECTION ESP STEALTH

There is a reason my father leans into 

conversations with his left ear. He spent 

far too much time shooting roosters and 

other winged targets in his younger years 

without hearing protection, and he regrets 

it every day. To not end up like him, it’s 

wise to employ hearing protection like 

the ESP Stealth from Electronic Shoot-

ers Protection. The custom-molded ESP 

Stealth, provides high-quality digital sound 

while fltering out potentially deleterious, 

loud noises. To round out this hearing 

saver, each can be custom programmed 

to match an individual’s hearing. 

espamerica.com 

DOKKEN DEADFOWL 

TRAINER PHEASANT

Upland hunters looking to train their 

dogs with each retrieve need to pick up 

a Dokken Dog Supply DeadFowl Trainer 

Pheasant. This realistic rooster features 

a hard head that smacks your dog in the 

jowls if he gets a little too aggressive and 

starts shaking the dummy. The DFT’s head, 

along with the hard feet, teach your dog to 

grab the dummy in the middle of its body 

on every retrieve, which further enhances 

the training sessions. If you’ve got a pup, 

or perhaps a dove dog or a quail dog or 

a duck retriever you can fnd a Deadfowl 

Trainer to ft your specifc needs. You can 

also apply some Dokken’s Dog-Training 

Scent to your dummies to increase the 

education level with each training session. 

deadfowltrainer.com
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PELICAN PROGEAR 80QT 
ELITE COOLER
For that week in Montana where you 

focus on sharptails, roosters and whatever 

else your license is good for, consider a 

cooler that will store all of your meals 

Rolls Royce of top-end coolers, and since you’re bound to load it 

up with some serious ice and food, it also features eight inch wheels and an extended 

handle for mobility. 

pelican.com

RUGGED GEAR 
4-GUN SHOOTING CART 
Hold up to four shotguns and ensure you 

never run out of shells with the 4-Gun 

Shooting Cart. It is designed with plenty of 

pockets and storage areas. It also collapses 

down small enough to ft inside smaller 

vehicles, and if you’re into looking good 

while you outshoot your buddies consider 

this—three new two-tone colors are avail-

able including Burgundy with Smoke, Black 

with Smoke, and Olive Drab with Taupe. 

ruggedgear.com

YETI HOPPER 20

and 840-denier DryHide construction, the Hopper 20 

is the ideal portable cooler for upland hunters. Each 

Hopper 20 features a HydroLok Zipper (the kind used 

in HazMat suits), and ColdCell Insulation ensuring that 

your post-hunt cold ones stay truly cold, or that your 

danger of spoiling after a week of hard hunting. 

yeticoolers.com

OAK CREEK KENNEL 
CUSTOM LANYARD 
If you divide your time between duck blinds and 

the grouse woods, consider a Five Duck Loop One 

Whistle Custom Lanyard from Oak Creek Kennels. 

This eight-strand, sturdy lanyard is handcrafted 

with kangaroo leather and is capable of holding 

up to fve different duck calls and a whistle. To 

customize your setup, all fve duck loops can be 

adjusted by simply sliding them up and down. 

A litany of color options is available so you can 

personalize your lanyard. 

leatherlanyards.com

MASTER’S VOICE
GUNSHY CURE SYSTEM
There are a lot of ways to screw up a bird 

dog but one of the toughest to recover 

from is gunshyness. Once a pup develops 

that fear, it’s a long road back to erase it. To 

navigate that road, the best bet is to employ 

Master’s Voice Gunshy Cure System, which 

uses state-of-the-art behavior modifcation 

methods to gradually re-introduce your pup to 

gunfre. This corrective action often takes hold in a month or 

so, which is amazing when considering that a lot of methods for treating 

gunshyness never work, let alone in as little as four weeks. 

mastersvoice-dog.com

LION COUNTRY SUPPLY 
REMOTE BACKING DOG
Teaching a dog to honor another dog’s point is one of 

the toughest jobs of any professional or amateur trainer. 

But this job is made a lot simpler with the Remote Back-

ing Dog from Lion Country Supply. To train your dog to 

back, honor or stop when he sees another dog pointing, 

the remote-operated Remote Backing Dog pops up 

in the feld on “command” and can be operated from 

as far away as 250 yards. Designed with a steel base 

and a realistic, wooden silhouette, this unique product 

can be added to your existing LCS e-collar and bird 

launcher system. 

lcsupply.com

and your days-end spoils. The ProGear 

80QT Elite Cooler is an excellent choice for 

just such a hunt thanks to its ice retention capabili-

ties and its exacting standards of quality. This is truly the 

After the success of the Hopper 30, YETI has released 

the soft-sided Hopper 20. With its 4.6-gallon capacity 

pheasant breasts from the frst morning won’t be in any 











Soft-Kicking Stoeger
The 3000 has the look and feel of more expensive
autos with the same functionality.

THE STOEGER 3000 is a lot of 
shotgun for the money, but let’s start 
at the beginning. In 1903 Danish 
gunsmith Crister Sjörgren developed 
a semi-automatic inertia shotgun 
called “The Normal.” When the shot 
was fred, the bolt remained station-
ary under spring pressure while the 
gun itself moved rearward in recoil. 
When the gun stopped, the bolt then 
unlatched, extracted the fred hull, 
ejected it and then returned to 
battery after picking up a live round 
from the magazine.

While unique, not many were ever 
sold. In the 1960s, Benelli adopted 
this operating system and down 
through the ensuing decades has 
refned it and made it the mainstay 
of their shotgun line. It is not a secret 
that along the way, Beretta bought 
Benelli, Franchi and Stoeger, and 
from that alliance has come a line 
of less expensive inertia-operated 
semi-autos under the Franchi and 
Stoeger names.

Earlier Stoeger brought out the 
2000, and the 3000 and 3500 are 
refnements of the earlier version. 
The 3500 is chambered for 3½-inch 
shells, the 3000 for 2 ¾- and 3-inch 
shells. I chose the 3000, as I see little 
added downrange lethality for the 
added recoil from the 3½-inch 
ammo.

The Turkish-made 3000 is an at-
tractive shotgun clad in Realtree Max 
5 camo, and in the feld it was a real 
winner. It arrived just before the 
opening of the 2014 Maryland migra-
tory goose season, and I gave it a 
good trial on my Eastern Shore lease. 
With the 18.5-inch constriction 
choke tube marked modifed, I shot 
several loads—Winchester Blind Side, 
Federal Black Cloud Snow Goose, 
Hevi-Steel, and Kent’s Fasteel, and 
every one worked like a champ with 

no malfunctions, failure to feeds, etc. 
On the business end, it handled very 
well and I made kills on Canadas in 
the decoys and at longer ranges.

   PLEASANT SHOTS  For a 7-pound, For a 7-pound,
6-ounce gun, recoil was manageable 
with no whiplash to my neck. Al-

though inertia shotguns do not spread 
out the recoil sensation as well as a 
gas-operated semi-auto, the 3000 
was pleasant to shoot. One improve-
ment from the 2000 is the softness 
and resilience of the recoil pad. 

To add to the 3000’s appeal is the 
inclusion of a shim kit that allows 

Shotgun Report | By John M. Taylor
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you to adjust the stock for drop and 
cast. This helps in the management 
of recoil and most importantly 
enables the shooter to adjust his stock 
so that the gun shoots where he is 
looking. It’s a simple procedure re-
quiring only a 13mm deep socket, 
which is available at about any home 
improvement or hardware store. 

Out of the box, the stock’s length 
of pull measured 147/16 inches with 
the drop at the comb 1½ inches and 
at the heel 29/16 with just ⅛-inch 
of cast of. It’s a relatively straight 
stock that can be adapted to a lefty 
with the shims.

The three included choke tubes 
come pretty close to industry stan-
dard when their constriction is com-
pared against the cylinder bore of 
the gun. In the 3000’s case, the cyl-
inder bore, measured with my digital 
micrometer, was .720, on the tight 

side of the nominal 12-gauge bore 
of .725. The improved cylinder tube’s 
constriction measured .007, the 
modifed .185 and the tight turkey 
tube .605. The 28-inch barrel is set 
of with a vent rib, at one time an 
expensive extra, but now common-
place even on a bargain shotgun like 
the 3000.

   SOFT TRIGGER   Typically, the Typically, the
trigger pulls on repeaters are stif, 
and although the 3000’s averaged 
7.12 ounces, that’s not really heavy 
in comparison to some that are set 
for a gorilla’s paw.

On the range, I shot a series of 
patterns with the modifed, tube. 
Many hunters normally dismiss 
factory chokes in favor of one of the 
many after-market tubes. Perhaps we 
shouldn’t be so hasty, as the short 
factory tube shot excellent 40-yard 

patterns. Using Kent Fasteel’s 1⅛-
ounce load of steel BBs at 1,560 fps, 
the highest 30-inch recorded pattern 
was 76 percent and the lowest 66 
with an overall average of 71 percent; 
full choke performance.

The patterns were fairly well dis-
tributed across the 30-inch circle 
with 30 percent of the counted 80 
BBs in the outer ring and 69 percent 
in the inner 20-inch circle—the two 
circles, 20-inch inner and 30-inch 
outer each contain equal areas, hence 
an accurate way to compare results. 
Although the 3000 showed consider-
able central thickening of the pat-
terns, it didn’t seem to matter in 
the feld; if I did my part, the 3000 
did its part very well.

The one fault with the Stoeger 
2000 was that if it was set down 
hard on its butt, the rotating bolt 
would become slightly disengaged 
from battery, and the gun would then 
fail to fre. I banged the 3000 down 
fairly hard several times and this is 
apparently old business. From a per-
formance standpoint it works with 
the best of them, and is a good step 
up to a semi-auto for anyone. ✱

STOEGER 3000

Safety: Trigger blocking cross boltTrigger blocking cross bolt
Magazine:Magazine: 4 2 ¾- or 3-inch shells with installed two-shot plug, 4 2 ¾- or 3-inch shells with installed two-shot plug, 

Barrel:Barrel: 26- or 28-inch vent rib26- or 28-inch vent rib
Sights:Sights: Orange luminescent-style front barOrange luminescent-style front bar
Stock:Stock: Synthetic pistol-grip; LOP: 14 7/16”Synthetic pistol-grip; LOP: 14 7/16”

Overall Length:Overall Length: 49 5/8” 49 5/8” 
Weight:Weight: 7 lbs., 6 oz.7 lbs., 6 oz.
Chokes:Chokes: IC, MOD, extra-full turkey, choke-tube wrenchIC, MOD, extra-full turkey, choke-tube wrench
MSRP:MSRP: $649$649

It handled very well and I made kills on 
Canadas in the decoys and at longer ranges.
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STOEGER 3000STOEGER 3000STOEGER 3000STOEGER 3000STOEGER 3000STOEGER 3000STOEGER 3000

Manufacturer:Manufacturer:Manufacturer:Manufacturer:Manufacturer:Manufacturer:Manufacturer:Manufacturer:Manufacturer:Manufacturer:Manufacturer:Manufacturer:Manufacturer:  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com  Stoeger Industries; stoegerindustries.com 
Action type:Action type:Action type:Action type:Action type:Action type:Action type:Action type:Action type:Action type:Action type:Action type:Action type: Inertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automaticInertia-operated semi-automatic

Gauge: Gauge: Gauge: Gauge: Gauge: Gauge: 12, 2 ¾- and 3-inch shells12, 2 ¾- and 3-inch shells12, 2 ¾- and 3-inch shells12, 2 ¾- and 3-inch shells12, 2 ¾- and 3-inch shells12, 2 ¾- and 3-inch shells12, 2 ¾- and 3-inch shells12, 2 ¾- and 3-inch shells12, 2 ¾- and 3-inch shells12, 2 ¾- and 3-inch shells12, 2 ¾- and 3-inch shells12, 2 ¾- and 3-inch shells12, 2 ¾- and 3-inch shells12, 2 ¾- and 3-inch shells12, 2 ¾- and 3-inch shells12, 2 ¾- and 3-inch shells12, 2 ¾- and 3-inch shells12, 2 ¾- and 3-inch shells12, 2 ¾- and 3-inch shells12, 2 ¾- and 3-inch shells12, 2 ¾- and 3-inch shells
Trigger:Trigger:Trigger:Trigger:Trigger:Trigger:Trigger:Trigger:Trigger:Trigger: 7.12 pounds7.12 pounds7.12 pounds7.12 pounds7.12 pounds7.12 pounds7.12 pounds7.12 pounds7.12 pounds7.12 pounds7.12 pounds
Safety:Safety: Trigger blocking cross bolt
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Retriever
Gear Roundup
IT HAS BEEN a long time since I’ve done any sort of “gear review” because 
I honestly don’t buy a lot of stuf. I tend to be a minimalist, and somewhat I honestly don’t buy a lot of stuf. I tend to be a minimalist, and somewhat 
jaded about gadgets and gizmos. For me, the less junk I have crammed into jaded about gadgets and gizmos. For me, the less junk I have crammed into 
my pockets or hanging around my neck, the better.my pockets or hanging around my neck, the better.

Call it an antiquarian aesthetic if you want, but my enjoyment of our great Call it an antiquarian aesthetic if you want, but my enjoyment of our great 
sport seems directly proportional to the simplicity with which I approach sport seems directly proportional to the simplicity with which I approach 
it. Nevertheless, over the past several months even I have discovered some it. Nevertheless, over the past several months even I have discovered some 
extremely cool dog gear that adds a great deal of enjoyment to the sport. extremely cool dog gear that adds a great deal of enjoyment to the sport. 

something you’d see hanging around something you’d see hanging around 
a basketball referee’s neck.a basketball referee’s neck.

These are $5 whistles, and more These are $5 whistles, and more 
than adequate for most hunters, es-than adequate for most hunters, es-
pecially for upland bird hunting. But pecially for upland bird hunting. But 
when I started going to retriever when I started going to retriever 
hunt tests and feld trials, I quickly hunt tests and feld trials, I quickly 
discovered the limitations of this discovered the limitations of this 
style of whistle. If you put enough style of whistle. If you put enough 
air through them to get a dog’s at-air through them to get a dog’s at-
tention at 200 yards (or more) in a tention at 200 yards (or more) in a 
stif breeze, your own ears might stif breeze, your own ears might 
ring for the rest of the day.ring for the rest of the day.

A much better option is a whistle A much better option is a whistle 
with a closed barrel that channels with a closed barrel that channels 
the noise down-range, away from the noise down-range, away from 

PRESENTED BYPRESENTED BY

your ears. One great example is the 
Dallesasse Hunt Tester, which retails Dallesasse Hunt Tester, which retails 
for about $15. Another good option for about $15. Another good option 
I see on some test and trial handlers I see on some test and trial handlers 
is Roy Gonia’s Mega Series, par-is Roy Gonia’s Mega Series, par-
ticularly “The Answer” Mega Whistle. ticularly “The Answer” Mega Whistle. 
It’s an absolute steal for around $8. It’s an absolute steal for around $8. 
You can get both whistles at gun-You can get both whistles at gun-atYou can get both whistles at gun-gun-
dogsupply.com. 

   E-COLLARS   I am old enough to    E-COLLARS   I am old enough to I   E-COLLARS   I am old enough to am old enough to
remember when electronic training enremember when electronic training electronic training
collars were a subject of heated debate. subject of heated debate.
Many of us called them “shock collars” calledMany of us called them “shock collars” them “shock collars”
back then, a brusque term that has n,back then, a brusque term that has a brusque term that has
been replaced by “e-collar” in today’s lacedbeen replaced by “e-collar” in today’s by “e-collar” in today’s

   CUSTOM GARMENTS    Earlier 
this year, at an AKC retriever hunt this year, at an AKC retriever hunt 
test in Minnesota, I met a plucky test in Minnesota, I met a plucky 
lady named Sue Liemohn. She had a lady named Sue Liemohn. She had a 
display table and several racks of display table and several racks of 
clothing with custom embroidered clothing with custom embroidered 
designs. There were shirts, hats and designs. There were shirts, hats and 
hunting vests with beautiful head hunting vests with beautiful head 
studies of Labs, goldens, Chessies studies of Labs, goldens, Chessies 
and American water spaniels.and American water spaniels.

She also had garments with rufed She also had garments with rufed 
grouse, mallards, pheasants and geese. grouse, mallards, pheasants and geese. 
They were so richly textured and They were so richly textured and 
accurate I fgured she was a master accurate I fgured she was a master 
embroiderer with decades of experi-embroiderer with decades of experi-
ence.ence.

“I just started last year,” she said. “I just started last year,” she said. 
“I needed something to keep me “I needed something to keep me 
from going crazy in retirement, so from going crazy in retirement, so 
I took this up.”I took this up.”

Sue explained she uses state-of-the Sue explained she uses state-of-the 
art technology to produce her art technology to produce her 
designs. She has a 10-needle mecha-designs. She has a 10-needle mecha-
nized embroidering machine, guided nized embroidering machine, guided 
by computer imaging. From a good by computer imaging. From a good 
photograph, she can stitch classy photograph, she can stitch classy 
reproductions of favorite companions.reproductions of favorite companions.

This is a great gift idea, or a great This is a great gift idea, or a great 
way to honor an old dog whose way to honor an old dog whose 
career has come to its twilight. For career has come to its twilight. For 
orders, contact Sue at sliemohn@orders, contact Sue at sliemohn@
gmail.com. Just give her plenty of gmail.com. Just give her plenty of 
time. She’s a one-woman operation.time. She’s a one-woman operation.

   WHISTLES   I’ve been handling    WHISTLES   I’ve been handling 
dogs for over 30 years but only re-dogs for over 30 years but only re-
cently learned I’d been subjecting cently learned I’d been subjecting 
myself to needless discomfort—and myself to needless discomfort—and 
possible hearing loss—with my possible hearing loss—with my 
whistles. I’ve always used compact, whistles. I’ve always used compact, 
open whistles like the Acme Thun-open whistles like the Acme Thun-
derer and Tornado. They look like derer and Tornado. They look like 
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kinder and gentler gun dog lexicon.
Most of the controversy has dis-

sipated. The vast majority of gun dog sipated. The vast majority of gun dog 
owners have come to recognize the owners have come to recognize the 
benefts and humaneness of proper benefts and humaneness of proper 
training with an e-collar.training with an e-collar.

I’ll admit that I came around very I’ll admit that I came around very 
slowly to the e-collar. My objection slowly to the e-collar. My objection 
had nothing to do with reservations had nothing to do with reservations 
about the supposed “cruelty” of e-about the supposed “cruelty” of e-
collars. Like I said, I’m simply an collars. Like I said, I’m simply an 
antiquarian. I hate having a transmit-antiquarian. I hate having a transmit-
ter around my neck, and a black box ter around my neck, and a black box 
on my dog’s throat. on my dog’s throat. 

Certainly it was more humane than Certainly it was more humane than 
the harsh techniques favored by some the harsh techniques favored by some 
of my Kentucky ancestors, which at of my Kentucky ancestors, which at 
times involved such varied instru-times involved such varied instru-
ments as boot toes, willow switches ments as boot toes, willow switches 
and No. 8 shot at “safe” distances. and No. 8 shot at “safe” distances. 
All were accompanied by a hail of All were accompanied by a hail of 
invective seldom spoken by Baptists, invective seldom spoken by Baptists, 
at least not in front of other Baptists.at least not in front of other Baptists.

Retriever people were at the fore-Retriever people were at the fore-
front of the e-collar movement. The front of the e-collar movement. The 
frst e-collars I can remember were frst e-collars I can remember were 
the old Retriever-R-Trainer models the old Retriever-R-Trainer models 
from Tri-Tronics. A waterfowl re-from Tri-Tronics. A waterfowl re-
triever’s job description often entails triever’s job description often entails 
complex maneuvers requiring a high complex maneuvers requiring a high 
level of control and communication. level of control and communication. 
The e-collar revolutionized the The e-collar revolutionized the 
process of honing these maneuvers process of honing these maneuvers 
to an amazing level of precision.to an amazing level of precision.

Yes, you can still train a retriever Yes, you can still train a retriever 
without an e-collar. But now the without an e-collar. But now the 
question is, why would you? Please question is, why would you? Please 
note, however, an e-collar will not note, however, an e-collar will not 
make a beginner into a master trainer. make a beginner into a master trainer. 

My own entry into the e-collar My own entry into the e-collar 
world came in 1995 with a D.T. world came in 1995 with a D.T. 
Systems 500. It had three levels of Systems 500. It had three levels of 
stimulation, and I can’t really say that stimulation, and I can’t really say that 
I “trained” with an e-collar. I bought I “trained” with an e-collar. I bought 
it to break a pointing dog from it to break a pointing dog from 
chasing deer. More than once I rolled chasing deer. More than once I rolled 
him end-over-end in mid-chase with him end-over-end in mid-chase with 
Level 3, and that damned dog never Level 3, and that damned dog never 
did quit chasing deer. I guess he did quit chasing deer. I guess he 
fgured the pleasure was worth the fgured the pleasure was worth the 
price.price.

My old Lab, Woody, was the frst My old Lab, Woody, was the frst 
dog I ever owned that was truly dog I ever owned that was truly 
trained with modern e-collar trained with modern e-collar 
methods. His breeder, Rick McCo-methods. His breeder, Rick McCo-
nico of Old Oak Retrievers, trained nico of Old Oak Retrievers, trained 
him for me, and I was stunned by him for me, and I was stunned by 
the results.the results.

I’d had a lot of good dogs, includ-I’d had a lot of good dogs, includ-
ing a few retrievers, and even the ing a few retrievers, and even the 

most stubborn among them was 
generally under good control. But generally under good control. But 
never before had I owned a fully never before had I owned a fully 
automatic, heat-seeking, radar-automatic, heat-seeking, radar-
equipped, remote-control dog. It was equipped, remote-control dog. It was 
incredible. No yelling. No fuss or incredible. No yelling. No fuss or 
frustration. Just pure and quiet en-frustration. Just pure and quiet en-
joyment, with every hunt being a joyment, with every hunt being a 
natural dance of man and dog natural dance of man and dog 
working together to fll the bag. I working together to fll the bag. I 
was an overnight believer.was an overnight believer.

Woody’s coursework with Rick Woody’s coursework with Rick 
was completed by 14 months of age. was completed by 14 months of age. 
Rick warned me that I should have Rick warned me that I should have 
an e-collar on hand in case Woody an e-collar on hand in case Woody 
needed refresher sessions, so I bought needed refresher sessions, so I bought 
a new one that same week. But a new one that same week. But 
Woody turned nine years old in Woody turned nine years old in 
March, and he has never worn an March, and he has never worn an 
e-collar since the day he came home e-collar since the day he came home 
from Old Oak. He has never needed from Old Oak. He has never needed 
it. it. 

There still are some exciting new There still are some exciting new 
things in the e-collar world, even things in the e-collar world, even 
after all this time. Our June/July after all this time. Our June/July 
issue profled several new models, issue profled several new models, 
including the SportDog SD1825. including the SportDog SD1825. 
However, the simpler 825 model is However, the simpler 825 model is 
a dream collar for simpletons like a dream collar for simpletons like 
me. At a mere $209, the 825 has me. At a mere $209, the 825 has 
everything 95 percent of us will ever everything 95 percent of us will ever 
need. Check it out at sportdog.com. need. Check it out at sportdog.com. 

   DUMMY LAUNCHERS   I’ve had    DUMMY LAUNCHERS   I’ve had 
the good fortune to use three great the good fortune to use three great 
dummy launchers over the years. dummy launchers over the years. 
Their names are Sarah, Hannah and Their names are Sarah, Hannah and 
Katherine. My daughters threw the Katherine. My daughters threw the 
dummies whenever I needed one dummies whenever I needed one 
thrown at a distance. Seriously, thrown at a distance. Seriously, 
helpers are great if you’ve got them, helpers are great if you’ve got them, 
but not everyone does, and some-but not everyone does, and some-
times a mechanical thrower is better times a mechanical thrower is better 
anyway.anyway.

One good option that does not One good option that does not 
require great strength to load is the require great strength to load is the 
DT Systems RDL 1209 Super-Pro. DT Systems RDL 1209 Super-Pro. 
For my pocketbook, it’s not exactly For my pocketbook, it’s not exactly 
cheap at $399. Then again, it’s a lot cheap at $399. Then again, it’s a lot 
cheaper than having kids. Find it at cheaper than having kids. Find it at 
dtsystems.comdtsystems.com

   TRAVEL GOODIES     TRAVEL GOODIES  
Finally, Hard Core Brands (hardcore-Finally, Hard Core Brands (hardcore-
brands.com) has two cool products brands.com) has two cool products 
for taking dogs on the road. Hard for taking dogs on the road. Hard 
Core’s dog food dry bag & bowl Core’s dog food dry bag & bowl 
combo and Deluxe Insulated Dog combo and Deluxe Insulated Dog 
Kennel Cover will help your re-Kennel Cover will help your re-
triever travel in style and comfort.   triever travel in style and comfort.   ✱

ReTRIeve
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Mini DV Cameras
& Digital Camcorders

Check fle settings 
Images may lack detailImages may lack detail

Digital Still Cameras
Check fle settings
Low compressionLow compression

Cellular Phones
Images too compressed
Poor image dimensionsPoor image dimensions

d

PHOTO SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

We prefer to work with original 
digital images (not print-outs), or digital images (not print-outs), or 
with photo prints from flm cameras. with photo prints from flm cameras. 
If you are submitting prints, please If you are submitting prints, please 
send them to us to scan, to:  Snap send them to us to scan, to:  Snap 
Shots, Shots, GununoGGuMagazine, PO uMagazine, PO 
Box 35803, Des Moines, IA 50315. Box 35803, Des Moines, IA 50315. 
Digital images may be submitted on Digital images may be submitted on 
a CD mailed to the same address.a CD mailed to the same address.

Most modern digital cameras Most modern digital cameras 
take excellent quality photos, but take excellent quality photos, but 
please make sure your camera is please make sure your camera is 
set on the highest quality setting set on the highest quality setting 
available—consult your camera’s available—consult your camera’s 
manual for instructions. Sorry, but we cannot accept photos taken with cell manual for instructions. Sorry, but we cannot accept photos taken with cell 
phones—the quality simply isn’t good enough for magazine reproduction. phones—the quality simply isn’t good enough for magazine reproduction. 

Our minimum size requirements for images are 5” x 3” at 300 dpi, or 1500 Our minimum size requirements for images are 5” x 3” at 300 dpi, or 1500 
pixels by 900 pixels. Again, consult your manual.pixels by 900 pixels. Again, consult your manual.

Your images will not be returned, so be sure you keep duplicates. Also, Your images will not be returned, so be sure you keep duplicates. Also, 
submission does not guarantee publication. And fnally...please submit no submission does not guarantee publication. And fnally...please submit no 
more than two images, and include your dog’s name, age, breed and any more than two images, and include your dog’s name, age, breed and any 
additional interesting details, plus your complete contact information.additional interesting details, plus your complete contact information.

Nicolet is my 11-year-old Labrador and this photo is especially 
meaningful because it was taken the year after she had surgery 
to repair a ruptured CCL. Nothing keeps her from getting a bird 
or her DeadFowl dummy!  —Brian Krivsky, Racine, Wisconsin

Izzy was just 8 weeks old and playing with her frst duck wing 
when this photo was taken by Jeremy Daus of PowderDay Studios. 
She is spunky, fearless and a pure ball of energy.  —Peter & Julie 
Flood, Sun Prairie, Wisconsin

Fisher (yellow) and Jack (chocolate) are brothers and were six weeks 
old when this shot was taken. It wasn’t long after this that they 
were out there with the big boys!  —Eric Robinson, Wayne, Ohio

Cooper, my yellow Lab, was 18 months old when I took this picture. 
He loves to retrieve birds from the size of doves to geese and 
everything in between.  –Scott Hillesheim, Morgan, Minnesota

Snap Shots | From Our Readers
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For more than a century, we’ve been making  

a name for ourselves. Forging new paths in  

toughness, durability, and comfort. Conquering 

those places untamed and unforgiving. And 

we’re proud to say it’s a tradition just as strong 

today as it was more than 118 years ago.

< Swamp Tuff Pro Max-5® 1000G

       Unparalleled warmth. Unrivaled durability.

      LaCrosseFootwear.com



Woodies are the ultimate cross-over quarry 
for uplanders looking to expand their bird 
hunting opportunities

FF
or most of my life I could never understand why anyone would hunt ducks when or most of my life I could never understand why anyone would hunt ducks when 
there were pheasants and grouse available. The appeal just wasn’t there and I never there were pheasants and grouse available. The appeal just wasn’t there and I never 

gave waterfowl a fair shot. It wasn’t until a few years ago that I realized pheasants gave waterfowl a fair shot. It wasn’t until a few years ago that I realized pheasants 
weren’t really available anymore—at least not in anything approaching decent popula-weren’t really available anymore—at least not in anything approaching decent popula-
tions close to my home in Minnesota. Grouse had always required a long drive, so the tions close to my home in Minnesota. Grouse had always required a long drive, so the 
options for my golden retriever and myself were pretty limited. options for my golden retriever and myself were pretty limited. 

of water work so I wasn’t worried of water work so I wasn’t worried 
about her ability to follow the script about her ability to follow the script 
and bring any downed ducks to hand. and bring any downed ducks to hand. 

We hiked the full mile back to the We hiked the full mile back to the 
quarter-acre pond and situated our-quarter-acre pond and situated our-
selves beneath an overhanging willow selves beneath an overhanging willow 
tree. I cleared a spot to shoot through tree. I cleared a spot to shoot through 
and we waited. Long before shooting and we waited. Long before shooting 
light I could hear ducks whistling light I could hear ducks whistling 
overhead as well as the distant overhead as well as the distant 
honking of geese. honking of geese. 

As the opening bell neared a pair As the opening bell neared a pair 
of woodies, a drake and a hen, strafed of woodies, a drake and a hen, strafed 
their way through before skidding to their way through before skidding to 
a stop on the pond’s surface. It was a stop on the pond’s surface. It was 
still too dark to shoot so I watched still too dark to shoot so I watched 
the pair paddle around while trying the pair paddle around while trying 
to shush Lux, who was low-growling to shush Lux, who was low-growling 
at the feathered intruders. When my at the feathered intruders. When my 
phone showed it had fnally become phone showed it had fnally become 
shooting light, I didn’t really know shooting light, I didn’t really know 
what to do. So I stood up, fushed what to do. So I stood up, fushed 
the pair and dropped the drake. the pair and dropped the drake. 

He hit the water and I sent Lux He hit the water and I sent Lux 

Unsure of how to proceed, the Unsure of how to proceed, the 
answer dropped into my lap while answer dropped into my lap while 
hanging a treestand on public land hanging a treestand on public land 
late one September morning. A late one September morning. A 
swooshing sound caught my attention swooshing sound caught my attention 
and I peered down from my aerial and I peered down from my aerial 
seat to watch a fock of wood ducks seat to watch a fock of wood ducks 
land on a nearby pond. The pond, land on a nearby pond. The pond, 

also on public land, was ringed by also on public land, was ringed by 
mature trees and looked like a great mature trees and looked like a great 
place to sit and shoot a few. place to sit and shoot a few. 

So I bought my appropriate duck So I bought my appropriate duck 
stamps, some steel shells and woke stamps, some steel shells and woke 
up well before sunrise after the up well before sunrise after the 
season opener to take Lux to the season opener to take Lux to the 
pond. She had already received plenty pond. She had already received plenty 

GGatewaatewaY
DUCKS

BY TONY J. PETERSON
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in. She swam right past the downed 
duck several times until I was forced duck several times until I was forced 
to wade out to it. I stopped about to wade out to it. I stopped about 
six feet short of the foating bird and six feet short of the foating bird and 
pointed it out to Lux as cold, smelly pointed it out to Lux as cold, smelly 
pond water sucked into my boots pond water sucked into my boots 
and my temper fared.and my temper fared.

When Lux got downwind, which When Lux got downwind, which 
is where I should have started her, is where I should have started her, 
she immediately swam to the duck she immediately swam to the duck 
and brought it to hand. As with most and brought it to hand. As with most 
of our dogs’ problems, the blame for of our dogs’ problems, the blame for 
this faux pas rested pretty heavily on this faux pas rested pretty heavily on 
my shoulders. my shoulders. 

After judicious praising, we took After judicious praising, we took 
our seats again and over the follow-our seats again and over the follow-
ing hour added two more wood ducks ing hour added two more wood ducks 
to our bag, which rounded out the to our bag, which rounded out the 
limit. The distant drone of rush hour limit. The distant drone of rush hour 
flled the air as Lux and I carried flled the air as Lux and I carried 
our prizes home. I had a sneaking our prizes home. I had a sneaking 

suspicion that wouldn’t be the last suspicion that wouldn’t be the last 
time we sat pond-side waiting for time we sat pond-side waiting for 
some wood ducks to cruise through.some wood ducks to cruise through.

And it wasn’t, of course. Up until And it wasn’t, of course. Up until 
Lux’s early death, wood ducks Lux’s early death, wood ducks 
became our go-to bird for much of became our go-to bird for much of 
September and October. We mixed September and October. We mixed 

in doves, woodcock and grouse as in doves, woodcock and grouse as 
well, but nothing was as reliable as well, but nothing was as reliable as 
the diminutive wood duck with his the diminutive wood duck with his 
over-the-top coloring. over-the-top coloring. 

After Lux’s passing, I half-con-After Lux’s passing, I half-con-
vinced myself—along with some vinced myself—along with some 
prodding by Tom Dokken—to pick prodding by Tom Dokken—to pick 
up a more duck-friendly dog. The up a more duck-friendly dog. The 
reality that my life as a strict upland reality that my life as a strict upland 
hunter had been tainted by the love hunter had been tainted by the love 
of wood ducks was too much to of wood ducks was too much to 
ignore. So I picked up a black Lab ignore. So I picked up a black Lab 
puppy. Luna, having now completed puppy. Luna, having now completed 
her second fall of bird hunting, has her second fall of bird hunting, has 
an equal love for wood ducks (and an equal love for wood ducks (and 
all other gamebirds). all other gamebirds). 

I still love upland hunting and I still love upland hunting and 
always will, but there doesn’t seem always will, but there doesn’t seem 
to be a strong case for a serious to be a strong case for a serious 
rebound in the pheasant population, rebound in the pheasant population, 
which leaves me with few options. which leaves me with few options. 
So instead of roosters, I’ve opted to So instead of roosters, I’ve opted to 
hunt ducks more. hunt ducks more. 

You might want to as well.You might want to as well.

When the migration is on,  you might When the migration is on,  you might 
fnd yourself  with more birds than fnd yourself  with more birds than 

you know what to do with.you know what to do with.
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   WOOD DUCKS RULE  Open any Open any
serious waterfowl publication and 
you’ll see scads of bearded, bad-to-
the-bone-looking hunters toting limits 
through the marsh. Most of the time 
they’ll all be greenheads too, just in 
case you’re not paying attention. 
There is nothing wrong with mal-
lards, nor any other kind of duck, 
but if you’re thinking of sticking your 
toes into the duck water a bit, it 
might be best to think about wood 
ducks frst. 

The reasons for this are many, but 
my personal favorite is that wood 
ducks can be scouted in many places. 
Near my home, wood ducks are 
handled with kid gloves, meaning 
anyone who owns a pond also owns 
a couple of wood-duck houses. That 
creates a solid local population, which 
is a bonus, but it also gives me the 
chance to scout out ponds and 
streams. 

Wood ducks are creatures of habit 
and if you see them in a certain pond 
one day, or maybe landing on a small 
creek some morning, odds are they’ll 
do it again. This is a huge advantage 
to anyone just starting out in the 
duck-hunting world. 

In addition to predictability, wood 
ducks also seem to prefer small 
water. They are called wood ducks 
for a reason, and if that small body 
of water happens to have some dead-
falls or periscoping timber, all the 
better. Their tendency to cozy right 
up to wood in the water makes it 
necessary to carry binoculars for 
your scouting trips. Wood ducks 
won’t always be found foating in the 
wide open where the naked eye can 
pick them out immediately.

Small-water hunting is much easier 
than going big during your initial 
eforts. In fact, some of my favorite 
hunting spots are oversized puddles. 
This makes retrieves easier for dogs 
that aren’t too familiar with ducky 
ways, and it has a tendency to funnel 
duck movement in front of your 
shotgun barrel.

   PUBLIC-LAND BONUS   With With
upland game, public hunting can be 
a tough proposition. Depending on 
where you’re at, especially with 
pheasants and quail, the birds that 

live on Uncle Sam’s ground can be 
either very adept at avoiding hunters 
or simply nonexistent because they’ve 
been shot out. 

Just like migrating woodcock, 
wood ducks often don’t know the 
diference between private and public 
ground. This is one of my favorite 
reasons to hunt woodies. With that 
said, it’s imperative that I note that 
they do catch on quickly, especially 
local birds.

If they get blasted at every time 
they fy a certain route or try to land 
on a good-looking pond, they’ll move 
on to areas with less pressure. That 

doesn’t mean you can’t take a limit 
on public land, though. It just takes 
a little more work.

When the migration is on, however, 
you might fnd yourself on public 
land with more birds than you know 
what to do with. A hunting partner 
and I ran into this situation this past 
fall in central Minnesota. The Rum 
River forms one boundary of the 
property and late-summer rains had 
brought the river out of its banks.

One 10-acre piece of the prop-
erty that had fooded held water in 
low spots throughout the timber and 
deep into the season. It was loaded 

Little ponds and streams are ideal for 

wood ducks. And small waters are wood ducks. And small waters are 

perfect for upland dogs that don’t have perfect for upland dogs that don’t have 

a ton of experience waterfowling. a ton of experience waterfowling. 

GATeWAy DUckS
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with white oak trees that started 
dropping just before duck season 
opened. In other words, the combi-
nation of perfect wood duck food 
(acorns) and very small fooded back-
waters created an oasis for wood 
ducks.

We snuck in there and had a blast 
for several days, often having to set 
up shop fairly close to other hunters 
or having them set up close to us. 
Everyone who had found the birds 
knew the routine so there weren’t 
any issues, and judging by the amount 
of shooting from the other hunters, 
it was a smorgasbord for all. 

   CONSIDER THIS  If you’re looking If you’re looking
to make the transition from upland 
to waterfowl via wood ducks, you’ll 
want to consider a few things with 
your dog. The first is the water 
aspect. Even hunting small, woodie-
friendly water will require your dog 
to navigate ponds and streams.

If your dog has never been prop-
erly introduced to water, or has never 
retrieved in a current, work some 
training drills well ahead of time. I 
often train my dogs in the very ponds 
and streams I plan to hunt, which is 
ideal. By the time season opens, the 
routine is familiar and there are no 
surprises. 

You’ll also want to make sure your 
dog can handle sitting at your side 
for extended periods of time. I don’t 
typically hunt wood ducks for more 
than maybe two hours per morning, 
so it’s not an all-day afair but even 
two hours can be a lot for a dog that 
has spent its life coursing through 
CRP felds to roust up pheasants. If 
your dog won’t stay at your side, 
consider bringing a stake and a short 
leash so he’s not milling around or 
breaking at the shot. 

It’s also a good idea to get your 
dog used to wearing a neoprene vest. 
Even though most wood duck hunting 
is conducted during mild, early-
season weather, mornings can be 
cold. Add to that the fact that your 
dog will get wet and have to sit still, 
and it’s a good idea to give them an 
extra layer.

I train my Lab, Luna, in water 
throughout most of the year and it 
still surprises my how quickly she 

gets cold during duck hunts. It’s the 
combination of relative inactivity and 
sudden spurts of getting wet that get 
to them so quickly. An upland dog 
that is not used to these conditions 
will be shivering before you know 
it. 

I know for some the appeal of 
ducks isn’t the same thing as a covey 
of quail busting from cover or a 
rooster cackling his head of while 
his tailfeathers wave erratically behind 

him, but trust me, you don’t want 
to sell ducks short. This is especial-
ly true for wood ducks, which just 
might save your hunting season and 
give you and your dog something to 
think about as autumn closes in.

Give them a chance and you might 
fnd yourself spending more and more 
time sitting next to a small, duck-
weed-covered pond, awaiting the 
swooshing of wings and the soft “peep 
peep peep” of my favorite ducks. ✱

Great wood-duck hunts often take place on mild days in early fall. That 

doesn’t mean you shouldn’t pay attention to weather and consider a 

neoprene vest or a shorter hunt for your dog in cooler temps. 

Wood ducks are more predictable than mallards. If you fnd a few small bodies of water 

holding woodies, get in there the next morning and get ready for a fun, fast-paced shoot.

GATEWAY DuCks
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Pole Position
Part waterfowl and part upland, a hunt for marsh 
hens offers some fast East-Coast gunning. 

BY MIKE MARSH

I gave the pI gave the pole a fnal shove, pro-
pelling the bopelling the boat through the green 
standing grassstanding grass surrounding the foat-
ing mat. Theing mat. The rails had ducked their 
heads to hidheads to hide as we approached. 
Now, as the bNow, as the bow pressed down the 
grass, they lifgrass, they lifted of.

Three shoThree shots fired. Three birds 
downed. Anodowned. Another fushed, but was 
safe as the othsafe as the other three rails had flled 
my limit of kmy limit of kings and clappers.

Tinker marTinker marked them as they fell. 

I sent her for the frst, took it, then I sent her for the frst, took it, then 
sent her after the other two before sent her after the other two before 
helping her into the boat. helping her into the boat. 

“That is the most amazing example “That is the most amazing example 
of precision work between hunter of precision work between hunter 
and dog I have ever seen,” said my and dog I have ever seen,” said my 
wife, Carol. “I wish I could have wife, Carol. “I wish I could have 
videoed it.”videoed it.”

Of course, she could not because Of course, she could not because 
she had been holding my shotgun, she had been holding my shotgun, 
handing it to me when the birds handing it to me when the birds 
fushed. That hunt took place in Sept. fushed. That hunt took place in Sept. 

2014, fulflling her birthday wish.2014, fulflling her birthday wish.
With our Labs, I have taken hun-With our Labs, I have taken hun-

dreds of rails over more than 40 dreds of rails over more than 40 
years. I fnd it interesting that in my years. I fnd it interesting that in my 
home state of North Carolina, the home state of North Carolina, the 
USFWS estimates between zero and USFWS estimates between zero and 
500 hunters pursue rail. Those who 500 hunters pursue rail. Those who 
hunt them with a passion refer to hunt them with a passion refer to 
them as marsh hens, but old-timers them as marsh hens, but old-timers 
call only the bantam-sized kings and call only the bantam-sized kings and 
clappers by that name, refusing to clappers by that name, refusing to 
shoot the sparrow-sized Virginia and shoot the sparrow-sized Virginia and 
sora rails. I usually take the smaller sora rails. I usually take the smaller 
species because my dog does not care species because my dog does not care 
how big a bird is as long as she gets how big a bird is as long as she gets 
to retrieve it.to retrieve it.

On Carol’s birthday, I navigated On Carol’s birthday, I navigated 
the boat into the marsh, arriving two the boat into the marsh, arriving two 
hours before high tide. NOAA charts hours before high tide. NOAA charts 
predict peak tides, which occur twice predict peak tides, which occur twice 
in one month and may occur over in one month and may occur over 
two to fve consecutive days. A good two to fve consecutive days. A good 
marsh hen tide can occur during a marsh hen tide can occur during a 
new moon or full moon, when the new moon or full moon, when the 
water is high enough to cover most water is high enough to cover most 
of the vegetation where the birds of the vegetation where the birds 
normally hide.normally hide.

The key is catching the rising tide The key is catching the rising tide gThe key is catching the rising tide heThe key is catching the rising tide risingThe key is catching the rising tide tide
a couple of hours before the peak pa couple of hours before the peak ea couple of hours before the peak ofa couple of hours before the peak hoursa couple of hours before the peak before the peak
and hunting a couple of hours after 
it begins to fall. Other atmospheric 
factors, including barometric pressure 

T
inkerinker sat at heel on the bow of my 20-foot Jones 
BrothBrothers Bateau, watching the cordgrass intently for 

any sign oany sign of movement. Due to my higher vantage point, 
I had spotI had spotted several heads with long bills poking above 
a raft of da raft of dead grass.

Holding a clapper rail, Tinker is looking for a lift over the gunwale.Holding a clapper rail, Tinker is looking for a lift over the gunwale.overHolding a clapper rail, Tinker is looking for a lift over the gunwale.theHolding a clapper rail, Tinker is looking for a lift over the gunwale.gunwale.
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The key is catching the rising tide 

I had spotted several heads with long bills poking above 



and wind may push an astronomical 
high tide even higher. For example, high tide even higher. For example, 
a northeasterly wind in my hunting a northeasterly wind in my hunting 
area, separated from the Atlantic area, separated from the Atlantic 
Ocean by a narrow strip of sand, can Ocean by a narrow strip of sand, can 
increase the tide level more than a increase the tide level more than a 
foot.foot.

   TWO-MAN TACTICS  Few hunters    TWO-MAN TACTICS  Few hunters 
can master poling a half-ton boat, so can master poling a half-ton boat, so 
they use smaller johnboats or canoes. they use smaller johnboats or canoes. 
However, smaller boats often don’t However, smaller boats often don’t onHowever, smaller boats often don’t tHowever, smaller boats often don’t 
have enough capacity for one hunter have enough capacity for one hunter pacityhave enough capacity for one hunter forhave enough capacity for one hunter one hunter
toto pole and another to shoot with poleto pole and another to shoot with and another to shoot with
room for a retriever. But like most 
Lab-lovers, I would rather not hunt 
than leave my dog at home.

It is easier for two hunters to pole 
a large boat while one shoots. 
Hunters then change places as they 

fll their limits. This tactic has the 
added advantage of allowing three added advantage of allowing three 
hunters to bring home limits and for hunters to bring home limits and for 
a dog to retrieve them all.a dog to retrieve them all.

The daily bag is 15 kings and clap-The daily bag is 15 kings and clap-
pers plus 30 sora and Virginia rails. pers plus 30 sora and Virginia rails. 
That is so much shooting and retriev-That is so much shooting and retriev-
ing, most hunters in such a narrow ing, most hunters in such a narrow 
time window can’t grasp it until they time window can’t grasp it until they 
have actually experienced it.have actually experienced it.edhave actually experienced it.it.have actually experienced it.

Carol’s birthday hunt was a prime Carol’s birthday hunt was a prime sCarol’s birthday hunt was a prime birthdayCarol’s birthday hunt was a prime hunt was a prime
example. She had hunted all species 
of gamebirds for decades, yet had 
never taken rail. She had been listen-
ing to my pals’ stories of the fantas-
tic hunting we were having while 
she was busy baking marsh hen pies. 
Tinker was her birthday gift six years 
earlier so she wanted to experience 
a hunt with her dog in the marsh, 

which is located a minute’s ride from 
our dock.our dock.

When we arrived in the marsh, When we arrived in the marsh, 
tussocks of cordgrass and black need-tussocks of cordgrass and black need-
lerush poked up here and there from lerush poked up here and there from 
the glassy water. I stopped the engine, the glassy water. I stopped the engine, 
stood on the back seat and began stood on the back seat and began eganstood on the back seat and began 
poling while she uncased and loaded poling while she uncased and loaded uncasedpoling while she uncased and loaded and loaded
herher Remington 11-87.Remingtonher Remington 11-87.11-87.

I poled a short distance, told her 
to be ready then shoved the pole 
into the bottom and gave a hard push. 
More than a dozen rails erupted from 
the tussock as the boat brushed the 
grass. They fushed in singles, pairs 
and multiples. Some swam under-
water before launching out of gun 
range. She downed three.

I poled across the marsh, connect-
ing the high spots like a dot-to-dot 
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increase the tide level more than a 

have enough capacity for one hunter 

pers plus 30 sora and Virginia rails. pers plus 30 sora and Virginia rails. pers plus 30 sora and Virginia rails. pers plus 30 sora and Virginia rails. the glassy water. I stopped the engine, the glassy water. I stopped the engine, the glassy water. I stopped the engine, 
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puzzle. Knowing this particular marsh 
well, I saved the best cover for last. 
I poled the boat to a grassy island. I poled the boat to a grassy island. 
The grass was too dense to pole The grass was too dense to pole 
through, so I stopped at its edge and through, so I stopped at its edge and 
sent Tinker, handling her as I would sent Tinker, handling her as I would 
on an upland bird hunt with whistle on an upland bird hunt with whistle 
stops and hand signals.stops and hand signals.

Birds fushed. Carol fred. Birds Birds fushed. Carol fred. Birds 
fell. She reloaded. Tinker marked fell. She reloaded. Tinker marked 
them. She continued swimming and them. She continued swimming and 
digging through the grass, fushing digging through the grass, fushing 
more. When I tried to give her con-more. When I tried to give her con-
structive advice on reloading without structive advice on reloading without 
looking at her gun so she could watch looking at her gun so she could watch 
for fushing rails, Carol gave me a for fushing rails, Carol gave me a 
look that said, “That’s enough com-look that said, “That’s enough com-
mentary.”mentary.”

I returned my attention to Tinker I returned my attention to Tinker 
and marking fallen birds. I kept and marking fallen birds. I kept 
count, telling Carol to stop shooting count, telling Carol to stop shooting 
when she reached her limit. Tinker when she reached her limit. Tinker 
retrieved seven rails out of the 21 retrieved seven rails out of the 21 
sshe had fushed at that one spot.

TThe whole point of bringing a re-
trievetriever is the high number of retrieves 
that are possible, which can polish that are possible, which can polish 
the handling precision it takes to the handling precision it takes to 
turn a good dog into a great one. turn a good dog into a great one. 
Most marsh hens fall in open water Most marsh hens fall in open water 
or fooded grass where they are highly or fooded grass where they are highly 
visible to the hunter, but often less visible to the hunter, but often less 
so to the dog where the grass is high.so to the dog where the grass is high.

The number of marks can soar so The number of marks can soar so 

high that no retriever can remember 
them all and the number of blind them all and the number of blind 
retrieves can overwhelm the memory retrieves can overwhelm the memory 
of the hunter-handler. Nevertheless, of the hunter-handler. Nevertheless, 
handling the dog efciently is para-handling the dog efciently is para-
mount to the hunt’s fow. Disrupt mount to the hunt’s fow. Disrupt 
the hunt’s flow and lose precious the hunt’s flow and lose precious 
minutes of tide.minutes of tide.

  DIVING DOWN The biggest disrup-  DIVING DOWN The biggest disrup-
tion to any marsh hen hunt is a tion to any marsh hen hunt is a 
crippled bird. Marsh hens may not crippled bird. Marsh hens may not 
fy fast, but they can dive like a can-fy fast, but they can dive like a can-
vasback and swim like a fsh. They vasback and swim like a fsh. They 
hold their breath long minutes while hold their breath long minutes while 

a hunter waits for them to emerge. a hunter waits for them to emerge. 
They can poke a bill tip above the They can poke a bill tip above the 
surface beside a grass stem, take a surface beside a grass stem, take a 
sip of air and the hunter never sees sip of air and the hunter never sees 
them.them.

Waiting them out is one option. Waiting them out is one option. 
Sending the dog to snif them out is Sending the dog to snif them out is 
another. Sometimes the best thing is another. Sometimes the best thing is 
to continue the hunt, watching the to continue the hunt, watching the 
water for the crippled bird to reap-water for the crippled bird to reap-
pear. It sometimes resurfaces after pear. It sometimes resurfaces after 
the boat is at what it perceives as the boat is at what it perceives as 
safe distance away. When this happens, safe distance away. When this happens, 
the hunter anchors the bird with a the hunter anchors the bird with a 
shot because it is unlikely the dog shot because it is unlikely the dog 
will be able to fnd it if it dives again.will be able to fnd it if it dives again.

Carol tried to pole the boat for Carol tried to pole the boat for 
me, but only made about 30 feet. I me, but only made about 30 feet. I 
told her I had always wanted someone told her I had always wanted someone 
to be my gun bearer. Handing her to be my gun bearer. Handing her 
the shotgun, I again picked up the the shotgun, I again picked up the 
pole.pole.

Mike Marsh took this clapper during a hunt at a coastal salt marsh. Most hunters Mike Marsh took this clapper during a hunt at a coastal salt marsh. Most hunters 

who encounter a clapper for the frst time are surprised by the bird’s large size.who encounter a clapper for the frst time are surprised by the bird’s large size.

Carol Marsh takes a clapper rail 

from her Lab, Tinker, during a 

hunt at a coastal salt marsh.

Pole PoSITIoN
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triever is the high number of retrieves triever is the high number of retrieves triever is the high number of retrieves triever is the high number of retrieves 
that are possible, which can polish 
the handling precision it takes to the handling precision it takes to 

visible to the hunter, but often less visible to the hunter, but often less 
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the hunter anchors the bird with a 

Mike Marsh took this clapper during a hunt at a coastal salt marsh. Most hunters Mike Marsh took this clapper during a hunt at a coastal salt marsh. Most hunters 





I poled from cover to cover, fush-
ing marsh hens. When they fushed, 
I dropped the pole as she handed me 
the gun. Before the tide fell too far, 
I fnished my limit of kings and clap-
pers with those three perfect shots 
followed by Tinker’s three perfect 
retrieves.

While a team of hunters poling a 
boat through a tidal marsh is the 
classic way of hunting rails, another 
way of hunting them on your own 
is by walking them up. Accomplish-
ing a walk-up hunt requires a hunter 
in good physical condition and a dog 
trained to fush or point gamebirds. 
Most dogs recognize rails as target 
species by scent and sight, as they 
do waterfowl and pheasants. In fact, 
aside from the size of the birds and 
lack of cornstalks, a rail hunt is as 
close to a ringneck pheasant hunt as 
it gets.

Everyone has heard the expression, 
“skinny as a rail.” While others may 
lay difering claim to its origin, I 
contend it is because a rail has col-
lapsible clavicles. Drop one on the 
deck and it fattens so much it seems 
to melt. The thinness of its body 
allows a rail to run through tightly 
packed grasses with the speed of a 
roadrunner.

Rails are not know for strong 
fight, despite the fact that if they 
had anything besides open air 
between them and the muzzle of a 
shotgun hunters would probably 
consider them challenging to hit. 
However, like pheasants, running 
rails give pointing dogs fts. Pointing 
dogs have to contend with the birds’ 
stop-and-go running for many yards, 
often resulting in multiple points.

The hunter may see bumped grass 
stems marking a rail’s progress as it 
streaks away yet never fush the bird. 
Walk-up hunting for them is better 
during the middle levels of the tide 
because, during astronomical highs, 
a hunter cannot walk the fooded 
marsh and a dog would have to 
swim.

During walk-up hunts at lower 
tide stages, hunters must use more 
caution regarding oysters. An oyster 
cut can put a dog out of commission 
for two weeks and require veterinary 
care. The only way to determine the 
maximum oyster-growing elevation 

in any marsh is to visit the area at 
various tide heights. 

A good hunt results in one marsh 
hen fushed for every 100 yards of 
marsh. Therefore, an excellent ap-
proach is walking around islands. By 
anchoring the boat and stepping out 
to hunt, the hunter can walk around 
an island and wind up back at the 
boat without covering the same 
ground.

Walk-up hunters will fnd most 
rails along the edge of the fooded 
grass. Since the grass extends above 
the water at the lower tide stages, 
locating downed birds is a problem. 
A rail is as camoufaged in its natural 

surroundings as a woodcock is on 
the forest foor, so a human hunter 
can look right at one yet not be able 
to discern it.

The islands of my hunting area 
have high, woody shrubs and tall 
reeds that wounded rails often run 
into to hide. In many cases, the bird 
fushes from high grass ahead of the 
dog, where it cannot mark the fall. 
A bird may also fall in deep water 
where a hunter cannot retrieve it.

These situations call for a retriev-
er trained to respond to the same 
whistle and hand signals as any wa-
terfowl or upland gun dog, rolling 
both types of hunting into one.

The clapper rail (top) is much larger than the sora rail. This is 

one type of hunting where a .410 is a good choice.

Carol Marsh took this clapper rail on her birthday hunt. 

✱

PolE PoSITIon
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KNOW THE FEELING

AFFINITY SMOOTH SWINGING

Semi-Auto, Inertia-Driven, 12- or 20-ga.

THERESA VAIL
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From afordable to expensive, there’s plenty of guns to 
choose from this year. I shot a Stoeger 3000 for a good choose from this year. I shot a Stoeger 3000 for a good 
part of Maryland’s goose season with great results. Of part of Maryland’s goose season with great results. Of 
course, the new Remington V3 is a must-have if you’re a course, the new Remington V3 is a must-have if you’re a 
Big Green guy. The talk of SHOT Show, Benelli’s 828U Big Green guy. The talk of SHOT Show, Benelli’s 828U 
O/U, is a spectacular feld gun. And Syren’s line of lady’s O/U, is a spectacular feld gun. And Syren’s line of lady’s 
doubles and auto-loaders are tailored for the female shooter doubles and auto-loaders are tailored for the female shooter 
as more women join the waterfowl ranks. as more women join the waterfowl ranks. BY JOHN M. TAYLORBY JOHN M. TAYLOR

WATERFOWL 
SHOTGUNSSHOTGUNS

big paper clip lets you remove the trigger group. With a shim-adjustable stock, the 828 is packed 

with features and shoots with the best of them. 

benelliusa.com

behind the pistol grip makes shooting magnums feel like light target loads. The Blink operating 

system cycles lightning fast, and the magazine cut-off makes changing the chambered shell really 

quick. In all-black or camo, the Xtreme is made for extreme waterfowling. 

beretta.com

100,000 rounds or fve years, the A5 will take lots of punishment before it gives up. Available in 

3- and 3 ½-inch models, the Browning Infex II pad will tame hard-kicking loads. Additional innova-

tions are the Invector DS choke tubes whose brass skirts keeps the dirt out of the choke threads.

browning.com

gundogmag.com

BENELLI

Italy’s hottest new shotgun is the 828U. Utilizing space-age machining, this stack has a foating 

plate that locks breech with barrels: Benelli says you can’t wear it out, so give it your best shot. 

The top lever opens the gun and cocks the rife-style strikers. A supplied tool that looks like a 

BERETTA

The A400 Xtreme is a rugged waterfowling gun that incorporates an oil-flled buffer to cushion 

the bolt’s recoil. Hydraulic Kick-Off combined with a soft recoil pad and a collapsible chevron 

BROWNING

When the venerable Auto-5 was discontinued in 1997, hunters pined for another, so Browning 

adopted the Kinematic Drive inertia operating system to its new, lighter A5. Guaranteed for 
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CZ-USA

An all-black receiver set off with gold birds 

gives you a friendly reminder of what a duck 

looks like on a blue-bird day. But when 

birds are fying this double shoots like a 

dream, and the single selective trigger 

gives you an instant choice of chokes. For 

the women, CZ’s Lady Sterling over/under 

($1,281) is a good ft. The high comb and 

increased pitch make shooting fun for her. 

A versatile shotgun for ducks and clays, 

she’ll be beating the men of the blind 

in no time. The 28-inch vent rib barrels 

make this versatile shotgun at home in 

any situation.

cz-usa.com

FABARM USA

Now owned by Caesar Guerini, the Fabarm 

20-gauge Elos B is just the ticket for ducks 

over decoys. The time-tested Tribore bar-

rel gentles the shot as it’s blasted down 

the muzzle, providing excellent patterns 

through the fve choke tubes that come 

standard. Elos B’s classy case-colored action 

is reminiscent of grandad’s Fox or Parker, 

and the oil-fnished stock of semi-deluxe 

Turkish walnut—the Turks have some of the 

world’s great gun wood—is checkered for 

a sure grip even on cold, icy mornings. A 

lot of fne shotgun for the money.  

fabarmusa.com

FRANCHI

The Franchi Affnity is a real sleeper. Using 

the time-tested inertia-style operating 

system at half the price of other brands, 

it will fre virtually any load from target 

through 3-inch magnum without a hitch. 

The durable receiver blends lightweight 

aluminum with steel for strength. In both 

12- and 20-gauge versions, it comes with 

stock adjusting shims, and the action return 

spring is placed around the magazine 

tube, frst by Franchi (and now found on 

many other shotguns), which removes the 

cause of cold-weather malfunction by the 

traditional spring in a tube in the buttstock. 

Vent rib, screw-in chokes all standard. 

franchiusa.com
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STOEGER

Stoeger’s line of Turkish-made 

semi-autos uses the same 

proven, reliable and clean-

running inertia-driven system 

as the much more expensive 

Benellis. Keeping up with the 

times, many duck hunters have 

found the 20-gauge to be just 

right for decoying greenheads, 

and the M3020 is tailor-made 

for that. The included shim kit 

allows for adjusting the stock 

for really accurate shooting. It 

comes with three chokes—IC, 

M and XFT for turkeys—and 

finished in black as well as 

camo choices to match your 

wardrobe and favorite hunt-

ing locale. 

stoegerindustries.com

SYREN

The new Syren Division of 

Fabarm is making fne Italian-

made semi-autos especially 

for women. The XLR5 semi 

auto’s stock is not a made-over 

man’s, but built just for her. In 

12 gauge, the stainless pulse 

gas piston cycles smoothly 

with less recoil, and  the 28-

inch Tribore barrel’s tapered 

bore coupled with one of the 

five flush-fitting HP chokes 

ensures good patterns when 

the mallards decoy. The stock 

measures 13¾ inches with drop 

at the comb 1½ inches and at 

the heel 2¼. The stock is cast 

about 1/8-inch at comb and 

heel and the seven-inch pitch 

will nicely ft her curves. 

syrenusa.com

MOSSBERG

First to partner with Federal in 

the development of the 3½-

inch load, Mossberg’s snow 

goose gun was built on the 

reliable 930 3-inch frame. It 

comes ready to shoot with a 

12-round extended magazine 

in all-white Kryptek Yeti camo, 

screw-in chokes and a shim-

adjustable stock. The magazine 

and barrel are stabilized with 

a new barrel clamp and the 

beveled loading gate makes 

recharging fast and easy. The 

vent rib is set off with a fber-

optic sight, making for accurate 

early-morning shooting. 

mossberg.com

REMINGTON V3

Last year we said the Versa-

Max was the best semi-auto 

Remington ever made. Well, 

now we have to retract that 

statement because of the V3. 

The V3 uses the same clever, 

clean and reliable Versa Port 

in-chamber gas porting, only 

with an extra port for a total 

of eight. But the real change 

is in the action. The action-

return springs have moved 

into notches on both sides of 

the receiver making cycling 

ultra-reliable. And the rotating 

bolt head can be disassembled 

with no tools in less than a 

minute—provided you read the 

directions—and re-assembled 

in the same time. Keeping this 

baby clean is a snap. 

remington.com
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WEATHERBY

The Element hails from Turkey and incorporates an inertia-style operating system. Clean-

running and ultra-reliable, the inertia seems to be the thrust of the future. Stocked in 

AA-Grade walnut fnished to a high gloss that sets off the blue-anodized action and blued 

barrel; it’s both attractive and rugged. These guns were shot extensively in the lab and 

in the dove felds of Argentina, and gobbled up more shells without a hitch than many 

hunters shoot in a lifetime. The barrels are chrome-plated for corrosion resistance and 

good patterning. Available in 12, 20 and 28 gauges. 

weatherby.com

barrel, action and many parts 

are black-chrome coated for 

lasting durability and worry-

free maintenance. The Infex 

recoil pad really gentles recoil. 

Choice of 26- or 28-inch bar-

rels topped with Invector-Plus 

choke tubes. 

winchesterguns.com

ONE of the REAL PLEASURES of HUNTING 

is the COMPANY YOU KEEP.

1230 Lumpkin Road 
Houston, Texas 77043
713-932-6995
Toll Free 800-331-5718
www.briley.com

Briley is renowned for its innovations in shooting 

accessories and fi ne gunsmithing services but you might 

be unaware of the selection of fi ne sporting arms we 

have at our Houston store. From Beretta to Browning, 

Guerini to Zoli, and more – discover The Gun Vault at 

Briley. These are just some of the companies we keep:

Discover THE GUN VAULT at BRILEY

BENELLI 

CORDOBA BERETTA 

SILVER PIGEON

CAESAR GUERINI 

TEMPIO LIGHT BROWNING 

MAXUS

WINCHESTER 

SX3

A Legacy of Shooting Innovation.
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WINCHESTER

REPEATING ARMS

Many waterfowlers prefer 

a pump-action for its reli-

ability and bargain price. 

Winchester’s SXP pump cham-

bered for 3- or 3 ½-inch shells 

flls all those bills. The dual 

action bars coupled with 

the SXP’s rotating bolt make 

shucking it super slick. The 

barrel is bored to .742 inches 

and chrome-plated for dura-

bility and great patterns with 

large shot. The exterior of the 
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Waterfowlers are far more 
concerned with function than concerned with function than 
form, except maybe the “form” form, except maybe the “form” 
in performance. Serious hunt-in performance. Serious hunt-
ers who burn up shells by ers who burn up shells by 
the case want the best bang the case want the best bang 
for their ducks. Shotshell makers have responded by producing high-for their ducks. Shotshell makers have responded by producing high-
velocity loads at reasonable prices. And choke designers have found ways velocity loads at reasonable prices. And choke designers have found ways 
to make those loads perform, making shot strings more even with a to make those loads perform, making shot strings more even with a 
thick centering at the core. That means when you aim right, birds die.thick centering at the core. That means when you aim right, birds die.

BY BOB HUMPHREYBY BOB HUMPHREY

LOADS & LOADS & 
CHOKESCHOKES

SHOTSHELLS
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SPECTRA SHOT

Spectra Shot expanded their line of color-coated steel shotshells 

with a new 3-1/2 inch BB load for serious big gamebird busters.  

The 1-5/8-ounce payload averages 115 pellets propelled at 1,400 

fps by Alliant powder.  Available in four colors: yellow, red, blue 

and green, all visible through the translucent hulls so there’s no 

confusion about who shot that banded bird. 

spectrashot.com

HEVI-STEEL 

HEVI-Shot’s original non-toxic loads are proven killers but were 

pricey for some waterfowlers who burn through shells at a pre-

cipitous pace.  HEVI-Shot’s frst response was their hybrid Speed 

Ball, which runs about half the price of the original.  Last year they 

introduced HEVI-Steel as an even more affordable alternative, 

in 12 and 20 gauge.  For youngsters or those who simply don’t 

want to endure heavy guns, they expanded the HEVI-Steel line 

this year to include a 2-3/4-inch 28 gauge load that still delivers 

a 5/8-ounce payload of No. 4 shot at 1,350 fps.  

hevishot.com  

REMINGTON NITRO-STEEL

Waterfowlers want the best but do mind paying for it.  That’s 

why they might fnd Nitro-Steel’s premium performance without 

the premium price particularly appealing.  High-velocity loadings 

mean plenty of power and greater hull capacity means ample 

payload.  Pellets are zinc-plated to prevent corrosion and shells 

are Wet Pruf sealed at the primer and mouth for impervious 

protection. Available in a complete line of powerful payloads 

including high-velocity, Nitro-Steel is a luxury everyone can afford.

remington.com

FEDERAL PREMIUM BLACK CLOUD FS STEEL 

 This mainstay of Federal’s popular Black Cloud waterfowl line—

FS Steel—offers two distinct advantages.  The FLITECONTROL 

wads hold tighter patterns, potentially adding 10-15 yards to 

your effective range.  On impact, a blend of 60 percent round 

steel pellets and 40 percent sharp-edged FLITESTOPPER steel 

pellets produce massive wound cavities and impart more energy 

on target.  And the versatile No. 3 load will cover you for a range 

of waterfowling situations.

federalpremium.com
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THE BRITTANY TODAY  

The video showcases the The video showcases the 
Brit’s exceptional abilities in Brit’s exceptional abilities in 
fnding, pointing and retriev-fnding, pointing and retriev-
ing birds, with the help of ing birds, with the help of 
veteran trainer Bob Burchett. veteran trainer Bob Burchett. 
Shows why the amazing Brit-Shows why the amazing Brit-
tany has become the number tany has become the number 

one pointing breed.one pointing breed.

$14.95$14.95 Code G2002D Code G2002D 

THE GERMAN  THE GERMAN  

SHORTHAIRED POINTER  SHORTHAIRED POINTER  

IN AMERICA  IN AMERICA  

Here’s the story of one of Here’s the story of one of 
the premier gun dog breeds the premier gun dog breeds 
to have earned the respect to have earned the respect 
of foot hunters around the of foot hunters around the 

world.  Harold Adams and Bob Merkel world.  Harold Adams and Bob Merkel 
showcase this versatile breed as German showcase this versatile breed as German 
shorthairs search for birds, slam onto point, shorthairs search for birds, slam onto point, 
and retrieve from land and water.and retrieve from land and water.

$14.95$14.95 Code G2008DCode G2008D

THE LABRADOR RETRIEVER  THE LABRADOR RETRIEVER  

IN AMERICAIN AMERICA

The defnitive story of the The defnitive story of the 
most popular dog in the most popular dog in the 
world, this video puts you on world, this video puts you on 
the duck marsh, in the goose the duck marsh, in the goose 
blinds and in the pheasant blinds and in the pheasant 
felds with these amazing felds with these amazing 

retrievers. Joe Mullahey and Shawn Eldredge retrievers. Joe Mullahey and Shawn Eldredge 
take you on action-packed hunts with their take you on action-packed hunts with their 
hard-working dogs. hard-working dogs. 

$14.95$14.95 Code G2020DCode G2020D
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POINTING DOGS: POINTING DOGS: 

PUPPY TRAININGPUPPY TRAINING

Emphasizing his “building blocks Emphasizing his “building blocks 
to success” program, trainer Bob to success” program, trainer Bob 
West provides tips on choosing a West provides tips on choosing a 
puppy and discusses the essential puppy and discusses the essential 
“yard training” commands—heel, “yard training” commands—heel, 
come, sit, kennel and no. West come, sit, kennel and no. West 
demonstrates how to teach demonstrates how to teach 
the puppy to respond to each the puppy to respond to each 
command immediately and command immediately and 
consistently, and covers the young consistently, and covers the young 
dog’s introduction to birds, feld dog’s introduction to birds, feld 
work, water and gunfre.work, water and gunfre.

$14.95 $14.95 Code 1DGDBPDCode 1DGDBPD

POINTING DOGS: POINTING DOGS: 

INTERMEDIATE TRAININGINTERMEDIATE TRAINING

With the basic commands mastered, With the basic commands mastered, 
the young dog is ready to begin more the young dog is ready to begin more 
advanced work. Professional trainer advanced work. Professional trainer 
Bob West introduces the training Bob West introduces the training 
table and demonstrates its use in table and demonstrates its use in 
teaching “whoa” and the trained teaching “whoa” and the trained 
retrieve, then shows how to move retrieve, then shows how to move 
the training onto the ground and into the training onto the ground and into 
the feld, emphasizing steadiness and the feld, emphasizing steadiness and 
control. After completing these les-control. After completing these les-
sons the young dog is hunted for the sons the young dog is hunted for the 
frst time., illustrating its profciency at frst time., illustrating its profciency at 
fnding, pointing and retrieving game.fnding, pointing and retrieving game.

$14.95$14.95 Code 1DGDIPDCode 1DGDIPD

RETRIEVERS: PUPPY TRAININGRETRIEVERS: PUPPY TRAINING

Emphasizing his “pressure on, pres-Emphasizing his “pressure on, pres-
sure off” system professional trainer sure off” system professional trainer 
and breeder Tom Dokken takes us and breeder Tom Dokken takes us 
through the fundamentals of choosing through the fundamentals of choosing 
and starting a retriever puppy on the and starting a retriever puppy on the 
path to becoming a completely fn-path to becoming a completely fn-
ished gun dog for both waterfowl and ished gun dog for both waterfowl and 
upland gamebird hunting. All of the upland gamebird hunting. All of the 
basic commands—sit, down, come, basic commands—sit, down, come, 
heel, kennel, place and no—plus pre-heel, kennel, place and no—plus pre-
liminary retrieving and introduction to liminary retrieving and introduction to 
water work, live birds, decoys, boats water work, live birds, decoys, boats 
and gunfre are covered.and gunfre are covered.

$14.95$14.95 Code 1DGDBRCode 1DGDBR

RETRIEVERS: RETRIEVERS: 

INTERMEDIATE TRAINING INTERMEDIATE TRAINING 

Advanced work, including force-Advanced work, including force-
fetching, marking and casting, are fetching, marking and casting, are 
described by professional trainer described by professional trainer 
Tom Dokken, who demonstrates Tom Dokken, who demonstrates 
the step-by-step procedure used the step-by-step procedure used 
to produce a steady and reliable to produce a steady and reliable 
retriever for waterfowl and upland retriever for waterfowl and upland 
gamebirds. The entire force-fetch gamebirds. The entire force-fetch 
sequence is illustrated in detail, sequence is illustrated in detail, 
moving from the training table to moving from the training table to 
the ground and to the water and the ground and to the water and 
the feld. Training for controlled the feld. Training for controlled 
behavior in the blind, in boats and behavior in the blind, in boats and 
around decoys is also included.around decoys is also included.

$14.95$14.95 Code 1DGDIRCode 1DGDIR

or visit or visit 
store.intermediaoutdoors.comstore.intermediaoutdoors.com800-767-HUNT800-767-HUNT4 8 6 84 8 6 8HUNT

AVAILABLE

AT RETAILERS

EVERYWHERE

See contents page for order form information or call weekdays 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. CST for credit card orders. MC, VISA, DISC, AMEX  accepted. 
($6.00 shipping, add $1.00 for each additional item). For Canada/Foreign additional $5 U.S. shipping and handling.($6.00 shipping, add $1.00 for each additional item). For Canada/Foreign additional $5 U.S. shipping and handling.

CANINE CANINE 

FIRST AIDFIRST AID

Bob West and Tom Bob West and Tom 
Holcomb, DVM, Holcomb, DVM, 
provide advice provide advice 
on dealing with on dealing with 
the emergencies the emergencies 
gun dogs may gun dogs may 
encounter afeld. encounter afeld. 
Included are the Included are the 
after-the-hunt after-the-hunt 

“tailgate inspection,” bandaging “tailgate inspection,” bandaging 
wounds, removing dogs from traps and wounds, removing dogs from traps and 
assembling a complete frst aid kit, plus assembling a complete frst aid kit, plus 
a discussion of gunshot wounds and the a discussion of gunshot wounds and the 
dangers of invasive weed seeds.  dangers of invasive weed seeds.  
$14.95 $14.95 Code 1DGDFFCode 1DGDFF

l

CONDITIONING 

FOR THE FIELDFOR THE FIELD

Bob West and Kelly Bob West and Kelly 
Bryan show how to Bryan show how to 
get a gun dog in get a gun dog in 
shape for hunting shape for hunting 
season, beginning season, beginning 
with a discussion  with a discussion  
of weight manage-of weight manage-
ment, body type, ment, body type, 
proper nutrition proper nutrition 

and hydration, followed by demonstra-and hydration, followed by demonstra-
tions of the exercises in a complete tions of the exercises in a complete 
conditioning program.conditioning program.
$14.95 $14.95 Code 1DGDCFCode 1DGDCF

PICKING  PICKING  

A GUN DOGA GUN DOG

Bob West, Tom Bob West, Tom 
Dokken, Tom Ness Dokken, Tom Ness 
and Kelly Bryan and Kelly Bryan 
discuss various discuss various 
types of gun types of gun 
dogs—pointers, dogs—pointers, 
setters, spaniels setters, spaniels 
and retrievers—and retrievers—
and how to match and how to match 

these types to cover conditions and the these types to cover conditions and the 
game being hunted. Demonstrations in game being hunted. Demonstrations in 
the feld and water provide an in-depth the feld and water provide an in-depth 
look at their style and attributes to aid in look at their style and attributes to aid in 
the selection process. the selection process. 
$14.95 $14.95 Code 1DGDPBCode 1DGDPB

THE UPLAND THE UPLAND 

RETRIEVERRETRIEVER

Tom Dokken Tom Dokken 
outlines a compre-outlines a compre-
hensive program hensive program 
for developing a for developing a 
retriever for use retriever for use 
in the uplands. in the uplands. 
Demonstrations Demonstrations 
of training drills, of training drills, 
introducing a dog introducing a dog 

to heavy cover, encouraging proper use to heavy cover, encouraging proper use 
of the wind and learning to trail running of the wind and learning to trail running 
birds are followed by an actual hunt and birds are followed by an actual hunt and 
a tailgate discussion of frst aid and safety a tailgate discussion of frst aid and safety 
considerations. considerations. 
$14.95$14.95 Code: 1DGDUPRCode: 1DGDUPR
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CHOKES

TRULOCK PRECISION HUNTER

Precision Hunter chokes are custom-built extended tubes that produce tighter, more 

consistent patterns with fewer “holes” than fush-mounted tubes.  One result is more 

accurate, long-range shooting.  Another is that they also do a better job handling heavier 

payloads while increasing your effective barrel length and muzzle velocity.  They’re 

manufactured from 17-4 PH grade stainless steel, and CNC machined from solid bar 

stock, then heat-treated to a high strength level (200,000 PSI), so they resist wear.  Tubes 

are knurled for easy installation and removal, fnished in black oxide to reduce glare 

and come with a lifetime warranty and full satisfaction, 60-day money back guarantee. 

trulockchokes.com

WINCHESTER BLIND SIDE

The foundation for Blind Side High Ve-

locity is its cube-shaped Hex Shot. The 

hexahedron shape produces prodigious 

wound channels while preventing over-

penetration, providing more shock to the 

target.  The Diamond Cut Wad’s air-brake 

petal design delivers consistent patterns 

downrange and purportedly increases 

your kill zone beyond the 30-inch sweet 

spot by 25 percent.  Winchester also re-

engineered their patented, water-resistant 

Drylok Super Steel system with a new 

hinged wad that reduces peak pressure, 

helping to further increase velocity and 

reduce perceived recoil.

winchester.com

KENT TUNGSTEN MATRIX

Kent designed their Tungsten Matrix pellets 

to specifcally simulate the physical and 

ballistic properties of premium quality lead 

shot.  Because of its malleable, lead-like 

properties, Tungsten Matrix responds 

to all choke constrictions and is safe to 

use in older nitro-proofed or high grade 

fxed choke barrels.  And this year they’ve 

added size 6 shot to their 20-gauge line.

kentgamebore.com

RIO BISMUTH

Fast as a speeding bullet yet softer than 

steel, Rio Bismuth Game Loads offer a 

safe, non-toxic option for vintage shotgun 

shooters, or anyone looking for economical 

ammo with plenty of long-range payload 

power retention. Now available in a full 

range of 12, 16, 20, 28, and .410 gauges.

rioammo.com

HEVI-SHOT SPEED BALL

We are fanatical about Hevi-Metal because 

it’s an affordable killer. But when the weather 

turns cold and the geese fy, Speed Ball is 

our choice, because it performs at longer 

distances...and there’s a two-honker limit 

in Illinois, so we don’t go broke shooting it. 

Devastating on Canadas and greenheads 

alike, it’s a 1,650 fps beak buster.

$25 (10 shells) | hevishot.com

gundogmag.com



KICK’S HIGH FLYER
High Flyer waterfowl chokes are designed to do a lot, not the least of which is increas-

ing pattern performance on any non-toxic load while reducing muzzle jump and felt 

recoil.  Their 135-degree diagonal porting is angled away from the shooter, reducing 

side blasts while the inside forward lip grabs, stabilizes and slows wads for faster 

separation of the wad and shot column.  This feature, combined with a parallel section 

where the constriction is held constant, produces better patterns.  Manufactured from 

17-4PH stainless steel and CNC machined to precise tolerances, High Flyer chokes are 

available for virtually any shotgun on the market in 10, 12 and 20 gauges in Improved 

Cylinder, Modifed, Full and Xtra-Full. They feature a black fnish, are laser marked and 

don’t require a wrench for installation or removal.

kicks-ind.com

CHOKES

MOJO
The Fatal Shot Choke Tube line is the result of a partnership between MOJO Outdoors 

and Rob Roberts Custom Gunworks, who have spent a lifetime making shotguns pattern 

to their highest potential. They were computer designed and feld tested to achieve 

optimum performance, holding patterns longer and producing a more consistent point 

of impact with modern shotguns and ammo.  A convenient grip allows for tool-less 

interchanging between a complete set of SHORT/MID/LONG range chokes that will 

cover all wing-shooting and moving target shots.  And they’re proudly made in the 

USA from 17-4ph Stainless Steel.

mojooutdoors.com

CARLSON’S CREMATOR
The Cremator series features new Triple Shot Technology (TST), a series of three gradu-

ated rings in the parallel section that allow a more gradual transition from bore to fnal 

constriction.  This transition in turn provides benefts to the shooter like decreased pellet 

deformation, a shortened shot string and fewer fyers.  You also get all the benefts of 

an extended choke tube, like a 25 percent longer parallel section for tighter, denser 

patterns; quick, wrenchless installation and removal and muzzle protection.  Choose 

from ported or non-ported confgurations, both with a matte black fnish.  Cremator 

chokes are constructed of premium 17-4 stainless steel and carry a lifetime warranty. 

choketube.com

PATTERNMASTER BLACK CLOUD
 Working closely with Federal Premium Ammunition, Patternmaster engineers ap-

plied their “Science of Shot” technology to design a tube that enhances Black 

Cloud’s FLITECONTROL wad.  Their proprietary process produces shorter, tighter 

shot strings that put more pellets on target.  Though the Patternmaster Black Cloud 

was engineered specifcally for Black Cloud ammo, it’s compatible with all brands of 

lead, steel and other non-toxic shot.  And like all Patternmaster chokes, it’s made in 

the USA from aircraft quality 17-4 stainless steel then heat treated to the optimum 

level for maximum durability.

patternmaster.com

THEFORDOUTFITTERS.COM 

WATCH SEASON 3 

OF THE OUTFITTERS. 

SUNDAYS. 11 A.M. EST 

SPORTSMAN CHANNEL.

AND ENTER TO WIN AN 

ALL-EXPENSES-PAID TRIP TO 

LAS VEGAS TO ATTEND THE 

2015 SPORTSMAN CHOICE 

AWARDS. PLUS, A 2015 F-150. 

No purchase necessary. Sweepstakes 

ends 12/31/15. Complete rules available 

at www.thefordoutf tters.com.

gundogmag.com



ANGLE PORTING XTREME RANGE 

WATERFOWL CHOKE 

Angle Porting is in the business of customizing shotgun barrels 

so they know what it takes to maximize performance.  And they 

apply the same technology and design to the choke tubes they 

build.  The Xtreme Range Choke is engineered for modern 

fight-control wads and is compatible with steel shot, Hevi-Shot 

and other non-toxic loads.  The extra long design delivers a 

better knock-down pattern at longer distances.  Tubes are CNC-

machined from 17-4PH stainless steel, heat-treated for maximum 

durability and feature a futed sure grip for easy installation and 

removal. Available in 12 gauge for Benelli, Beretta, Browning 

and Remington.

angleport.com

MAG-NA-PORT PRO-PORT

The Pro-Port process is an example of addition by subtraction. You 

provide the barrel and Mag-Na-port uses their surgically-precise 

EDM process of removing metal to create eleven compound 

ellipsoidal ports into each side of the muzzle, behind the choke 

tube or constricted area. Subtracting metal to vent gases up and 

out also results in a 15 to 20 percent reduction in perceived recoil 

and an average of 60 to 80 percent reduction in muzzle lift, both 

of which should be considered a positive result. 

magnaport.com

HEVI-SHOT HEVI-CHOKE

HEVI-Shot also makes gun-specific, game-specific, ported 

and non-ported choke tubes for most 12-gauge gun models. 

The waterfowl combo pack includes one Mid-Range (out to 40 

yards) and one Extended-Range (past 40 yards) tube and the 

knurled forend allows for easy, tool-less changes in the feld.  

Manufactured from aircraft quality 17-4 stainless steel, they’re 

guaranteed for a lifetime. 

hevishot.com

BRILEY BUCK GARNER EXR

Briley used the same straight rifing as their tightest turkey chokes, 

as well as reverse porting and internal geometry to create the 

Buck Gardner Signature Series EXR for extreme range shots.  

With a .025 constriction, models are available for most popular 

choke systems including Benelli and Browning, Winchester and 

Weatherby, Mossberg, Ruger and Remington. 

briley.com

TRU-GLO TITAN

Patented technology on the Titan allows you to select one of 

nine constrictions—from Cylinder to XX Full—with a simple turn 

of the collar.  Settings are laser engraved for fast reference and 

the Titan is compatible with all waterfowl loads, including steel 

and HEVI-Shot.  And TRUGLO substantially expanded the line 

to include specifc models of Remington, Winchester, Mossberg, 

Beretta, Benelli, Charles Daly, Browning, H&R, Ithaca, Maverick 

Arms, New England Firearms, SKB, Stoeger, Weatherby and Sako.  

truglo.com

CHOKES
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TOM DOKKEN’S  

RETRIEVER TRAINING

In Tom  Dokken’s Retriever Training, In Tom  Dokken’s Retriever Training, 
one of America’s leading trainers helps one of America’s leading trainers helps 
you  channel your hunting dog’s huge you  channel your hunting dog’s huge 
ambition so he works for you, the way ambition so he works for you, the way 
you  want, and does so happily. After you  want, and does so happily. After 
using the time-tested methods in Tom  using the time-tested methods in Tom  
Dokken’s Retriever Training, you’ll have Dokken’s Retriever Training, you’ll have 
a reliable retriever. 255 pagesa reliable retriever. 255 pages

HUNTING DUCKS AND GEESEHUNTING DUCKS AND GEESE

This engaging guide covers all the This engaging guide covers all the 
how-to’s of hunting waterfowl, how-to’s of hunting waterfowl, 
including more advanced techniques including more advanced techniques 
like river hunting, fooded timber, and like river hunting, fooded timber, and 
prairie shooting. Smith’s advice on how prairie shooting. Smith’s advice on how 
to work managed areas is useful, as is to work managed areas is useful, as is 
the importance of hunting with dogs to the importance of hunting with dogs to 
maximize success ratios and minimize maximize success ratios and minimize 
cripples. cripples. 

$17.95 $17.95 
Code 1BWFHDGCode 1BWFHDG

POINTING DOGS: POINTING DOGS: 

ADVANCED  ADVANCED  

TRAINING DVDTRAINING DVD

Beginning with a quick Beginning with a quick 
review of the procedures review of the procedures 
covered in the puppy and covered in the puppy and 
intermediate training tapes, intermediate training tapes, 
professional trainer Bob professional trainer Bob 
West then moves into more West then moves into more 
advanced work aimed at advanced work aimed at 

producing a fnished gun dog. Special emphasis producing a fnished gun dog. Special emphasis 
is given to fostering confdence and encouraging is given to fostering confdence and encouraging 
stylish performance while maintaining control at stylish performance while maintaining control at 
all times with the check rope and the electronic all times with the check rope and the electronic 
collar. Steadiness on birds, honoring, handling in collar. Steadiness on birds, honoring, handling in 
the feld and dependable retrieving are covered the feld and dependable retrieving are covered 
in detail.in detail.

RETRIEVERS:RETRIEVERS:

ADVANCED  ADVANCED  

TRAINING DVDTRAINING DVD

Professional trainer and Professional trainer and 
breeder Tom Dokken breeder Tom Dokken 
expands upon the mate-expands upon the mate-
rial covered in his puppy rial covered in his puppy 
and intermediate training and intermediate training 
tapes to produce a fnished tapes to produce a fnished 
retriever for both waterfowl retriever for both waterfowl 

and upland gamebird hunting. Emphasizing positive and upland gamebird hunting. Emphasizing positive 
reinforcement and control both on and off-leash, reinforcement and control both on and off-leash, 
Tom utilizes “baseball,” “wagon wheel” and lining Tom utilizes “baseball,” “wagon wheel” and lining 
drills to prepare the dog for a day in the feld or  drills to prepare the dog for a day in the feld or  
the marsh, then moves on to blind retrieves and the marsh, then moves on to blind retrieves and 
dealing with such challenges as diving cripples.dealing with such challenges as diving cripples.

$14.95 $14.95 
Code 1DGDATRCode 1DGDATR

REMOTE TRAINING REMOTE TRAINING 

101 DVD101 DVD

Well-known trainer Bob Well-known trainer Bob 
West introduces the elec-West introduces the elec-
tronic collar and its applica-tronic collar and its applica-
tion in both yard and feld tion in both yard and feld 
training. Beginning with a training. Beginning with a 
discussion of the rationale discussion of the rationale 
behind “training with elec-behind “training with elec-
tricity,” Bob demonstrates tricity,” Bob demonstrates 

how to condition a dog to the e-collar, determine how to condition a dog to the e-collar, determine 
the dog’s sensitivity level and utilize the collar the dog’s sensitivity level and utilize the collar 
to reinforce known commands and correct mis-to reinforce known commands and correct mis-
behavior. A question-and-answer session at the behavior. A question-and-answer session at the 
conclusion of the tape provides further insight conclusion of the tape provides further insight 
into the e-collar’s use and dispels misconceptions into the e-collar’s use and dispels misconceptions 
about this highly effective training tool.about this highly effective training tool.

$14.95 $14.95 
Code 1DGDRTCode 1DGDRT

PHEASANT HUNTER'S  PHEASANT HUNTER'S  

COOKBOOKCOOKBOOK

You are a pheasant hunter. You have You are a pheasant hunter. You have 
limited access to fresh or exotic limited access to fresh or exotic 
ingredients from the grocery store. You ingredients from the grocery store. You 
have little experience and no sophisti-have little experience and no sophisti-
cated equipment as a wild game cook. cated equipment as a wild game cook. 
You have only a short time to spend in You have only a short time to spend in 
the kitchen. And now you have a cook the kitchen. And now you have a cook 
book to match! Jerry Thoms. 20 pgsbook to match! Jerry Thoms. 20 pgs

DUCKS & GEESE COOKBOOKDUCKS & GEESE COOKBOOK

The 36 beautifully illustrated recipes The 36 beautifully illustrated recipes 
within SGB Tennant’s Ducks & Geese within SGB Tennant’s Ducks & Geese 
trace “with some adjustments” to trace “with some adjustments” to 
grass-roots America, 19th-century grass-roots America, 19th-century 
Britain, or France or Germany or China. Britain, or France or Germany or China. 
All are adaptable to wild or the  All are adaptable to wild or the  
reliably plump and tender domestic reliably plump and tender domestic 
wildfowl. Renowned photographer wildfowl. Renowned photographer 
Arie deZanger provides sumptuous il-Arie deZanger provides sumptuous il-
lustrations of fnished plates as well as lustrations of fnished plates as well as 
of the sequential culinary procedures. of the sequential culinary procedures. 
96 pgs.96 pgs.

$10.00 $10.00 
Code 1BGDPHCCode 1BGDPHC

Hardcover $19.95 Hardcover $19.95 
Code 1BWFDGCode 1BWFDG

$14.95 $14.95 
Code 1DGDATCode 1DGDAT

or visit or visit 
store.intermediaoutdoors.comstore.intermediaoutdoors.com

Call weekdays 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. CST for credit card orders. MC, VISA, DISC, AMEX  accepted.  Call weekdays 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. CST for credit card orders. MC, VISA, DISC, AMEX  accepted.  
($6.00 shipping, add $1.00 for each additional item). For Canada/Foreign additional $5 U.S. shipping and handling.($6.00 shipping, add $1.00 for each additional item). For Canada/Foreign additional $5 U.S. shipping and handling.
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Softcover $19.95 
Code 1BGDTDRTCode 1BGDTDRT

AVAILABLE

AT RETAILERS

EVERYWHERE

Jeremy Moore  
and Rick Van Ettenand Rick Van Etten

• Teaching basic obedience• Teaching basic obedience

• Encouraging the retrieving instinct• Encouraging the retrieving instinct

• Developing a search pattern• Developing a search pattern

• Recognizing antler shape• Recognizing antler shape

• Utilizing both scent and sight• Utilizing both scent and sight

Jeremy Moore  Jeremy Moore  
and Rick Van Ettenand Rick Van Etten

 • Recovering wounded deer • Recovering wounded deer

 • Developing the tracking instinct • Developing the tracking instinct

 • Recognizing scent and blood clues • Recognizing scent and blood clues

 • Encouraging persistence in the search • Encouraging persistence in the search

 • Coping with obstacles and distractions • Coping with obstacles and distractions

Order Code: 1DGDGRTOrder Code: 1DGDSH Order Code: 1DGDGRTOrder CCode: 1DGDSH

ONLY 
$14.95

each
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TOM DOKKEN’S  

Order Code: 1DGDGRT
Order Code: 1DGDGRT
Order Code: 1DGDGRT
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Order Code: 1DGDGRT
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  POINTING DOGS

BRITTANYS

ENGLISH SETTERS

GunDogMag.com

CROIXDALE BRITTANYS: Breeding CROIXDALE BRITTANYS: Breeding 
Field Ch. Kay-Cee Bandit bloodlines Field Ch. Kay-Cee Bandit bloodlines 
since 1973. Roberts, WI Contact Jim since 1973. Roberts, WI Contact Jim since 1973. Roberts, WI Contact Jim since 1973. Roberts, WI Contact Jim 
Long (715) 749-3158.  Long (715) 749-3158.  
www.bdarn.com/croixwww.bdarn.com/croixwww.bdarn.com/croixwww.bdarn.com/croix

IMPORTED FRENCH BRITTANY: IMPORTED FRENCH BRITTANY: IMPORTED FRENCH BRITTANY: 

And Master Hunter Chocolate And Master Hunter Chocolate 
Labrador lines for feld and home. Labrador lines for feld and home. 
We only breed to improve the We only breed to improve the 
breed. www.dogsandshootingsports./breed. www.dogsandshootingsports./breed. www.dogsandshootingsports./breed. www.dogsandshootingsports./breed. www.dogsandshootingsports./
worldclassdogs.html, gnbug@prodigy.worldclassdogs.html, gnbug@prodigy.
net (515) 554-7208net (515) 554-7208

QUAIL HOLLOW KENNELS: ORVIS QUAIL HOLLOW KENNELS: ORVIS 

ENDORSED: Dual champion bred. ENDORSED: Dual champion bred. 
Puppies, started, trained. Training all Puppies, started, trained. Training all Puppies, started, trained. Training all 
breeds to be close working, personal breeds to be close working, personal 
shooting dogs. Free brochure. Visa & shooting dogs. Free brochure. Visa & 
MasterCard accepted.  104 Quinton MasterCard accepted.  104 Quinton 
Marlboro Rd., Salem, NJ 08079  Marlboro Rd., Salem, NJ 08079  
(856) 935-3459,  (856) 935-3459,  
www.quailhollowkennel.comwww.quailhollowkennel.comwww.quailhollowkennel.comwww.quailhollowkennel.com

LLEWELLIN SETTERS

LLEWELLIN SETTER PUPS, STUD LLEWELLIN SETTER PUPS, STUD 

SERVICE: Little River Kennels, NH. SERVICE: Little River Kennels, NH. SERVICE: Little River Kennels, NH. 
Classic New England grouse dogs. Classic New England grouse dogs. 
Wonderful temperament. Summer/Wonderful temperament. Summer/Wonderful temperament. Summer/
Fall litters planned. (603) 875-8804, Fall litters planned. (603) 875-8804, Fall litters planned. (603) 875-8804, 
birddognh@tds.net, birddognh@tds.net, 
www.littleriverkennelsnh.comwww.littleriverkennelsnh.comwww.littleriverkennelsnh.comwww.littleriverkennelsnh.comwww.littleriverkennelsnh.com

Greg & Carla Fryar

Elko, MinnesotaElko, Minnesota

Greg 612-840-8013Greg 612-840-8013
Carla 612-791-6514Carla 612-791-6514

www.highflynkennels.comwww.highflynkennels.com

October Setters
Offering the finest in old fashionedOffering the finest in old fashioned

naturally close-working English Settersnaturally close-working English Settersnaturally close-working English Setters

Select breedings from Select breedings from 

our personal, proven our personal, proven 

gun dogs. Ryman lines. gun dogs. Ryman lines. 

All are OFA certified.All are OFA certified.

Hip/health guaranteed.Hip/health guaranteed.

Puppies and started Puppies and started 

dogs available.dogs available.

208/558-7789
e-mail: info@octobersetters.come-mail: info@octobersetters.com

website: www.octobersetters.comwebsite: www.octobersetters.com

Cliff & Lisa WeisseCliff & Lisa Weisse

4125 Beaver Springs Rd.4125 Beaver Springs Rd.

Island Park, ID 83429Island Park, ID 83429

Training Available
ALL BREEDS

CELL: 785-249-4316
www.setterdogs.com jim@setterdogs.com

Setter Dogs
English Setter Bird Dogs

Stud
DogsPuppies

Jim Gourley, Owner-Trainer Beverly, Kansas

Guided 
Hunts for 
Pheasants, 

Quail, 
Turkey 

and Deer

Dealer for 
Dogtra 

E-collars 
and Deer 
Creek Dog 

Boxes

vom Kervinshof Drahthaars:
Bred and trained to German standards of 
excellence. Versatility on upland game,  
waterfowl and blood tracking balanced 
with superb coat and conformation. Pups 
and trained dogs available. 580-492-5338. 

•  Pups and Trained Dogs available.

•  Full Service Training Facility specializing in 

versatile hunting dog breeds.

www.vomkervinshof.com
Shelby L. Kervin, Elgin, Oklahoma

GET MY POINT KENNEL: German GET MY POINT KENNEL: German 
Wirehaired Pointers extensively hunted Wirehaired Pointers extensively hunted Wirehaired Pointers extensively hunted 
and proven on wild upland birds and and proven on wild upland birds and 
waterfowl. Quiet, eager to please, bred waterfowl. Quiet, eager to please, bred waterfowl. Quiet, eager to please, bred 
to HUNT WITH YOU. (920) 427-7774, to HUNT WITH YOU. (920) 427-7774, 
www.getmypointllc.comwww.getmypointllc.comwww.getmypointllc.comwww.getmypointllc.com

GERMAN WIREHAIRED 

POINTERS

DRAHTHAARS

POINTERS

NITRO KENNELS:  Preserving the NITRO KENNELS:  Preserving the 
Elhew Legacy -100% Pure Elhew Elhew Legacy -100% Pure Elhew 
Gene Pool  - Twenty years in business. Gene Pool  - Twenty years in business. Gene Pool  - Twenty years in business. 
Phone  (660)744-5719 or 4043  Phone  (660)744-5719 or 4043  
www.nitro.nitrokennels.com,  www.nitro.nitrokennels.com,  www.nitro.nitrokennels.com,  www.nitro.nitrokennels.com,  
email  nitro@rpt.coop, owned by  email  nitro@rpt.coop, owned by  
J D and Johnny IrvineJ D and Johnny IrvineJ D and Johnny Irvine

IRISH SETTERS 

IRISH SETTERS: Puppies available IRISH SETTERS: Puppies available 
from hunting parents. Beautiful hunting from hunting parents. Beautiful hunting 
companions, naturally retrieve, started companions, naturally retrieve, started companions, naturally retrieve, started 
dogs occasionally available. We dogs occasionally available. We 
breed for the foot hunter. IRONFIRE breed for the foot hunter. IRONFIRE 
SETTERS, Roger & Toni Berg.  SETTERS, Roger & Toni Berg.  SETTERS, Roger & Toni Berg.  
(320) 251-7415 www.ironfresetters.net(320) 251-7415 www.ironfresetters.net(320) 251-7415 www.ironfresetters.net(320) 251-7415 www.ironfresetters.net(320) 251-7415 www.ironfresetters.net
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PUDELPOINTERS

Jim & Debbie Sawyers • Goodlettsville,Tenn. 

615-604-4363 • FiveOaksRetreat.com615-604-4363 • FiveOaksRetreat.com

Setting the Standard in British LabsSetting the Standard in British LabsSetting the Standard in British LabsSetting the Standard in British LabsSetting the Standard in British LabsSetting the Standard in British LabsSetting the Standard in British Labs

◆	 Tenacious	Desire	to	Hunt	and	Retrieve◆	 Tenacious	Desire	to	Hunt	and	Retrieve
◆	 Classic	Good	Looks◆	 Classic	Good	Looks
◆	 Calm	British	Temperament◆	 Calm	British	Temperament
◆	 Puppies	&	Started	Adults◆	 Puppies	&	Started	Adults
◆	 Complete	Retriever	Gun	Dog	Training◆	 Complete	Retriever	Gun	Dog	Training

•  Specializing in started •  Specializing in started 

and fnished gun dogsand fnished gun dogs

•  Over 400 acres of on •  Over 400 acres of on 

site training groundssite training grounds

•  Black, chocolate and •  Black, chocolate and 

yellow AKC/UKC pupsyellow AKC/UKC pups

•  3 year health guarantee •  3 year health guarantee 

hips/elbow/eyes/heart  hips/elbow/eyes/heart  

on all started gun dogson all started gun dogs

•  A true companion  •  A true companion  

gun dog programgun dog program

•  On site cottage rental  •  On site cottage rental  

for client staysfor client stays

•  The only full time British •  The only full time British 

style training facility in  style training facility in  

the Northeastern U.S.the Northeastern U.S.

Endorsed

Hunting DogHunting Dog

ProgramProgram

BRITISH AND AMERICAN LABRADORSBRITISH AND AMERICAN LABRADORSBRITISH AND AMERICAN LABRADORS
We select and breed only the fnest British and American Labradors available.We select and breed only the fnest British and American Labradors available.

Our training and breeding programs are designed to give you the ultimate family dog that hunts!Our training and breeding programs are designed to give you the ultimate family dog that hunts!

Shawn and Kelly Trzeciak • Saegertown, Pa. 16433Shawn and Kelly Trzeciak • Saegertown, Pa. 16433

Field line (814) 573-4715 / Offce (814) 763-6821Field line (814) 573-4715 / Offce (814) 763-6821

www.frenchcreeklabradors.comwww.frenchcreeklabradors.com

Bold Winter Waterfowlers NAVHDA & NSTRA Performers

If your next hunting companion is to be a versatile gundog and alsoIf your next hunting companion is to be a versatile gundog and also
a family member, you owe it to yourself to check out the Pudelpointer.a family member, you owe it to yourself to check out the Pudelpointer.

TOP NAVHDA  
Performing Breed

Affectionate Family Dogs

NORTH AMERICAN
PUDELPOINTERPUDELPOINTER

ALLIANCEALLIANCE

www.pudelpointer.org

Broke Dogs 
& Started 
Hunters  
for field  

& family.

Pups 
Available

See our  
website for  

prices & photos.

GERMAN SHORTHAIRS

TEXAS GUN DOGS 

www.texasgundogs.com
903-441-6084

AT STUD: Kurzhaar Sieger Stud Dog AT STUD: Kurzhaar Sieger Stud Dog AT STUD: Kurzhaar Sieger Stud Dog 
imported from Europe with many imported from Europe with many imported from Europe with many 
European titles. Glenham, SD.  European titles. Glenham, SD.  
(605) 762-3462(605) 762-3462

AKC GERMAN SHORTHAIRED AKC GERMAN SHORTHAIRED 

PUPPIES: Repeat breeding, large, PUPPIES: Repeat breeding, large, 
very close working, natural pointing very close working, natural pointing very close working, natural pointing 
and retrieving. Bird Finders. Great and retrieving. Bird Finders. Great 
Companions. Liver or Black.  Started Companions. Liver or Black.  Started Companions. Liver or Black.  Started 
black & white female. PLUMTHICKET black & white female. PLUMTHICKET 
KENNELS, call Doc or Jared,  KENNELS, call Doc or Jared,  
(308) 627-3735 or (308) 987-2294(308) 627-3735 or (308) 987-2294

  RETRIEVERS

FRENCH SPANIEL PUPS
•  Rare close working 
French Pointing Spaniel
•  OFA certiýed and health 
guarantee

www.minnesotafrenchspaniels.com

Reserve your pup now

507/635-5306

FRENCH SPANIELS 

GERMAN SHORTHAIRED 

POINTERS

DoubleTTT British KennelsT British Kennels

Tel: 620-486-2477Tel: 620-486-2477
The Best ofThe Best of

British Hunting LabradorsBritish Hunting Labradors

Bred in the USA fromBred in the USA from
top imported British huntingtop imported British hunting
and field trial bloodlines.and field trial bloodlines.

The hunter’s dogThe hunter’s dog
Healthy PuppiesHealthy Puppies

Raised with loving careRaised with loving care

Well socializedWell socialized
IntelligentIntelligent
TrainableTrainable

Natural RetrieversNatural Retrievers
Perfect Hunting &Perfect Hunting &
Family CompanionsFamily Companions

Please visit our Please visit our 

Website:Website:

www.britlabs.comwww.britlabs.com

email:email:

britlabs@britlabs@

embarqmail.comembarqmail.com

29812 West Mills Ave.
Sylvia, Kansas 67581Sylvia, Kansas 67581

GUN DOG SUPPLY

Visit gundogsupply.com or call 1-800-624-6378

$59999

FREE Shipping!
ASTRO 320
GPS Dog Tracking System
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  SPANIELS

  WHERE TO GO

  KENNELS/TRAINERS

BLUE CHIP KENNELS: English Cocker 
pups and stud service available. pups and stud service available. pups and stud service available. 
Champion bloodlines  Champion bloodlines  
bred for feld and family. Hampton, IA. bred for feld and family. Hampton, IA. 
(641) 231-2447, (641) 231-2447, 
bluechipkennel@aol.combluechipkennel@aol.com

Contact Jim O’Shea or Jim O’Shea III

717.673.0664 • 406.687.3647

Glendive, Montana • joshea1961@aol.com

www.flushemhigh.comwww.flushemhigh.com

Flush ̀ Em High 
Kennel

• Training

• Boarding

• Guided Hunts

• Started Gun Dogs

• Puppies 

• Stud Services

Field Bred English Springer Spanielserr Spanie

A.K.C. Field BredA.K.C. Field Bred
English Springer & English Cocker SpanielsEnglish Springer & English Cocker Spaniels

“OUR DOGS HUNT!”“OUR DOGS HUNT!”
Saighton + Rytex — Wernffrwd + ParkbreckSaighton + Rytex — Wernffrwd + Parkbreck

Top Quality U.K. & U.S. BreedingsTop Quality U.K. & U.S. Breedings
Pups—Gun Dogs—TrainingPups—Gun Dogs—Training

Stud Service—Trial ProspectsStud Service—Trial Prospects
References—Reasonable PricesReferences—Reasonable Prices

Jim & Debbie KarlovecJim & Debbie Karlovec

Phone/Fax: (440) 748-1053Phone/Fax: (440) 748-1053
www.flushingstar.comwww.flushingstar.com

33665 Henwill Rd

Columbia Station, OH 44028Columbia Station, OH 44028

Iowa Pheasants ‘N More
Hunting Lodge

PRIME hunting in MIDWEST on CRP & food plots 
Pheasants,Quail,Waterfowl,Deer,Turkey

WILD or LIBERATED pheasant hunting —
your choice — Sept.1 - March 31

1st Class accommodations
Make reservations early to assure your dates

Dale Fisher
1704 8th Ave.
Belle Plaine,
Iowa 52208

319-444-3912 
email: dale@iowa-hunt.com

website:www.iowa-hunt.com
HAVEN

VALLEYVALLEY

KENNELSKENNELS

www.bdarn.com/havenvalleywww.bdarn.com/havenvalleywww.bdarn.com/havenvalleywww.bdarn.com/havenvalley
gmbrittanies@yahoo.comgmbrittanies@yahoo.com

John Mennella Sr.John Mennella Sr.
Available for phone consultationAvailable for phone consultation

2433 Rt. 209 2433 Rt. 209 
Wurtsboro, NY 12790Wurtsboro, NY 12790Wurtsboro, NY 12790

845-888-0402845-888-0402

RAINWATER KENNELS: Year RAINWATER KENNELS: Year RAINWATER KENNELS: Year 
round, all breed gundog training. round, all breed gundog training. 
Also retriever hunt tests. Occasional Also retriever hunt tests. Occasional 
litters and started Labs, Chessies and litters and started Labs, Chessies and litters and started Labs, Chessies and litters and started Labs, Chessies and 
Goldens. (308) 384-1517,  Goldens. (308) 384-1517,  
www.rainwaterkennels.comwww.rainwaterkennels.comwww.rainwaterkennels.comwww.rainwaterkennels.com

ROLIDA RETRIEVER KENNELS: ROLIDA RETRIEVER KENNELS: 

Training for hunt tests and hunting Training for hunt tests and hunting 
dogs. Stud Service, puppies. Over 100 dogs. Stud Service, puppies. Over 100 dogs. Stud Service, puppies. Over 100 
AKC hunt test titles to date.  AKC hunt test titles to date.  
Dave Dahlberg, Wheatridge, CO Dave Dahlberg, Wheatridge, CO 
80033. (303)810-7404,  80033. (303)810-7404,  
www.coloradogundogs.comwww.coloradogundogs.comwww.coloradogundogs.comwww.coloradogundogs.com

SOUTH DAKOTA PHEASANT SOUTH DAKOTA PHEASANT 

HUNTING:  Enjoy pheasant hunting HUNTING:  Enjoy pheasant hunting 
on 6 different areas located around on 6 different areas located around on 6 different areas located around 
Presho, SD in Lyman county “Heart Presho, SD in Lyman county “Heart Presho, SD in Lyman county “Heart Presho, SD in Lyman county “Heart 
of Pheasant Country”. Hunt with of Pheasant Country”. Hunt with of Pheasant Country”. Hunt with 
your own group only. We cater to your own group only. We cater to 
small groups (1-6 hunters). Prefer small groups (1-6 hunters). Prefer 
hunters with your own dog.  Jim hunters with your own dog.  Jim 
Terca (605)895-2389, jmterca@Terca (605)895-2389, jmterca@
kennebectelephone.comkennebectelephone.comkennebectelephone.com

SOUTH DAKOTA PHEASANT SOUTH DAKOTA PHEASANT 

HUNTS: 100% WILD BIRDS, HUNTS: 100% WILD BIRDS, 
GUARANTEED, NO RELEASED BIRDS. GUARANTEED, NO RELEASED BIRDS. GUARANTEED, NO RELEASED BIRDS. GUARANTEED, NO RELEASED BIRDS. 
Beautiful Lodge, excellent meals. Beautiful Lodge, excellent meals. 
Exceptional kennels, heat and AC. 30 Exceptional kennels, heat and AC. 30 Exceptional kennels, heat and AC. 30 
years experience. References available. years experience. References available. 
DOCS GUIDE SERVICE/THE LAST DOCS GUIDE SERVICE/THE LAST DOCS GUIDE SERVICE/THE LAST DOCS GUIDE SERVICE/THE LAST DOCS GUIDE SERVICE/THE LAST 
RESORT LODGE & OUTFITTERS.  RESORT LODGE & OUTFITTERS.  RESORT LODGE & OUTFITTERS.  
(605) 264-5451, doc@venturecomm.net(605) 264-5451, doc@venturecomm.net

NORTHERN SKY’S SPRINGER NORTHERN SKY’S SPRINGER NORTHERN SKY’S SPRINGER 

SPANIELS: Own one of the best! SPANIELS: Own one of the best! 
Top AKC feld breeding. Consistently Top AKC feld breeding. Consistently 
producing excellent hunting and trial producing excellent hunting and trial 
prospects. Puppies, Stud Service, prospects. Puppies, Stud Service, prospects. Puppies, Stud Service, prospects. Puppies, Stud Service, 
Started Dogs and Chipping. And now, Started Dogs and Chipping. And now, Started Dogs and Chipping. And now, 
Cavalier King Charles Spaniels for the Cavalier King Charles Spaniels for the 
home. Steve Bannie, 24442 Manning home. Steve Bannie, 24442 Manning 
Trail N, Scandia MN 55073.  Trail N, Scandia MN 55073.  
(651) 257-0770, nsspringr@aol.com, (651) 257-0770, nsspringr@aol.com, 
www.northern-sky-springers.comwww.northern-sky-springers.comwww.northern-sky-springers.comwww.northern-sky-springers.comwww.northern-sky-springers.comwww.northern-sky-springers.com

IVANHOE SPRINGER SPANIELS: IVANHOE SPRINGER SPANIELS: 

Finely bred pups, started young dogs Finely bred pups, started young dogs Finely bred pups, started young dogs 
and occasional fnished dogs from and occasional fnished dogs from 
multiple National Champion and Bird multiple National Champion and Bird 
Dog Hall of Fame lineage. Pictures, Dog Hall of Fame lineage. Pictures, Dog Hall of Fame lineage. Pictures, 
pedigrees, video clips At:  pedigrees, video clips At:  
www.ivanhoespringerspaniels.com, or www.ivanhoespringerspaniels.com, or www.ivanhoespringerspaniels.com, or www.ivanhoespringerspaniels.com, or 
email bill@ivanhoespringerspaniels.email bill@ivanhoespringerspaniels.
com, (513) 932-3333com, (513) 932-3333

ENGLISH SRINGERS

  RETRIEVERS

ENGLISH COCKER SPANIELS

SPRINGERS: Field bred, puppies, 
started and fnished dogs now started and fnished dogs now started and fnished dogs now 
available from champion bloodlines. available from champion bloodlines. 
Contact ROYAL KENNELS, 5073 Contact ROYAL KENNELS, 5073 Contact ROYAL KENNELS, 5073 
Shaker, Franklin OH 45005.  Shaker, Franklin OH 45005.  
(937) 746-8507, bmartin30@cinci.(937) 746-8507, bmartin30@cinci.(937) 746-8507, bmartin30@cinci.
rr.com, www.royalkennels.netrr.com, www.royalkennels.netrr.com, www.royalkennels.netrr.com, www.royalkennels.net

ENGLISH SPRINGERS: Pure UK ENGLISH SPRINGERS: Pure UK 
imported FTCH lines. Pups, started imported FTCH lines. Pups, started imported FTCH lines. Pups, started imported FTCH lines. Pups, started 
dogs, stud service, training. Rachel dogs, stud service, training. Rachel dogs, stud service, training. Rachel 
Allenby, Austin TX (512) 515-5567, Allenby, Austin TX (512) 515-5567, Allenby, Austin TX (512) 515-5567, 
rallenby@texas.net,  rallenby@texas.net,  
www.allenbykennels.comwww.allenbykennels.comwww.allenbykennels.comwww.allenbykennels.com

HUNT IOWA: Wild Birds under HUNT IOWA: Wild Birds under 
wild conditions. Pheasant, Partridge, wild conditions. Pheasant, Partridge, wild conditions. Pheasant, Partridge, 
Quail, Duck and Goose. Guided and Quail, Duck and Goose. Guided and 
unguided hunts available. SURE-SHOT unguided hunts available. SURE-SHOT 
GUIDE SERVICE. (712) 332-9107, GUIDE SERVICE. (712) 332-9107, 
sureshotdon@yahoo.com sureshotdon@yahoo.com 

GOLDEN RETRIEVERS

GOLDEN RETRIEVERS: Bred for 
hunting, feld, obedience and agility hunting, feld, obedience and agility hunting, feld, obedience and agility 
competition. All breeding stock OFA/competition. All breeding stock OFA/competition. All breeding stock OFA/
hip, heart, eyes clear. Puppies often hip, heart, eyes clear. Puppies often hip, heart, eyes clear. Puppies often hip, heart, eyes clear. Puppies often 
available. SUNFIRE, Suffeld, CT.  available. SUNFIRE, Suffeld, CT.  available. SUNFIRE, Suffeld, CT.  
www.sunfregold.com (860) 668-6143www.sunfregold.com (860) 668-6143www.sunfregold.com (860) 668-6143www.sunfregold.com (860) 668-6143

LABRADORS

UK & AMERICAN POINTING 

LABS: All three colors. Pups have LABS: All three colors. Pups have LABS: All three colors. Pups have 
earned fve National, one World and earned fve National, one World and 
three  Dog of the Year titles. SWIFT three  Dog of the Year titles. SWIFT 
CREEK LABRADORS: Harrisburg, MO CREEK LABRADORS: Harrisburg, MO CREEK LABRADORS: Harrisburg, MO CREEK LABRADORS: Harrisburg, MO 
(573)874-6065, pswift@swiftcreeklabs.(573)874-6065, pswift@swiftcreeklabs.(573)874-6065, pswift@swiftcreeklabs.(573)874-6065, pswift@swiftcreeklabs.
com, www.swiftcreeklabs.comcom, www.swiftcreeklabs.comcom, www.swiftcreeklabs.comcom, www.swiftcreeklabs.comcom, www.swiftcreeklabs.com

SPLASH KENNELS: The Ultimate SPLASH KENNELS: The Ultimate SPLASH KENNELS: The Ultimate 
Companionable Labrador Gun Dogs of Companionable Labrador Gun Dogs of 
Pleasure. AKC registered British pups. Pleasure. AKC registered British pups. 
Overwhelming  willingness to please, Overwhelming  willingness to please, Overwhelming  willingness to please, 
healthy, genetically sound, superb healthy, genetically sound, superb 
temperaments and very biddable at a temperaments and very biddable at a temperaments and very biddable at a 
fair and reasonable price puppies start fair and reasonable price puppies start fair and reasonable price puppies start 
at $400.00 (901) 351-9353,  at $400.00 (901) 351-9353,  
www.splashkennels.com  www.splashkennels.com  www.splashkennels.com  www.splashkennels.com  
Drummonds, TNDrummonds, TN
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  MISCELLANEOUS

  WHERE TO GO

ALUMINUM DOG CRATESPORTABLE HUNTING BLINDS
AIRLINE TRAVEL 

APPROVED

ALUMINUM 

CONSTRUCTION

STAINLESS 

STEEL HARDWARE 

“SILVER 

HAMMERTONE” 

FINISH 

LOCKING 

SLAM LATCH

24”W X 28”H X 36”L

INTERIOR STORAGE 

COMPARTMENTS

LIGHTWEIGHT 9 LBS

FOLDS TO A COMPACT 

22” X 48” X 3 ½”

RIGID FRAME DESIGN 

(FREE STANDING)

LIGHTENING QUICK SETUP 

& TAKEDOWN (10 SECONDS)

EASY CARRY HANDLE 

AND STRAP INCLUDED

ADJUSTABLE 

ARC & THROW!

SUPER COMPACT! 
SUPER LIGHT!

LAUNCHES BIRDS 

& DUMMIES

MULTI-SHOTSOUND
TM

RELEASE

WWW.ZINGERWINGER.COM1-800-351-8411TRAINING EQUIPMENT FOR THE SPORTING DOG

REMOTE BIRD LAUNCHERS

Nationwide

Quality Dog
Transportation

(509) 680-2602
or

(208) 946-9627

REDWING HOUND HAULERS

GUN DOG SUPPLY

Visit gundogsupply.com or call 1-800-624-6378

$16995

FREE Shipping!

SD-425

SOUTH DAKOTA PHEASANT HUNTS
100% WILD BIRDS GUARANTEED

Goose hunts & combos available.
All hunts are guided & priced as packages.

Private, unique Lodge.
Exceptional meals 

with an emphasis on 

Personal Service.
CONTACT:

DOC & ROCKY
18923 OKOBOJO AVE

PIERRE, SD 57501
605-264-5451

doc@venturecomm.net
Facebook.com/thelastresortlodge

References available

www.gundoghousedoor.com
1-800-789-0203

HEAVY DUTY 
DOG DOOR®

Heavy Duty
Spring Hinges

1/4" Clear Plexiglass

1/4" Diecast
Aluminum Frame

121/2"x171/2" Opening
Fits Dogs Up To 120 lbs

Weather Tight
Chew Proof
Energy Efficient

1-218-789-7134 
International

ONLY
$98

plus S&H

Indestructible
Easy to Install
Lifetime Warranty
Includes Chewing

MADE IN
THE USA

GUN DOG SUPPLY

Visit gundogsupply.com or call 1-800-624-6378

$19995

FREE Shipping!

SD-825

FOR SALE: Like new – stored/covered 
2008 4 stall Stainless Steel Jones Dog 2008 4 stall Stainless Steel Jones Dog 
Trailer – Paid $9,000 before freight – Trailer – Paid $9,000 before freight – 
Asking $7,500 OBO. (951) 544-1812Asking $7,500 OBO. (951) 544-1812
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  MISCELLANEOUS

EASY LOADER TWO-DOG KENNELS

www.EasyLoaderKennels.com

Custom Molding Services, Inc.
3509 N.E. Minnesota • Bartlesville, OK  74006  
800-853-2655 • email: custommolding@cableone.net

•  Easy Loader fts all standard pickups – 33 lbs.

•  Deuce fts most compact pickups 
 and S.U.V.’s – 31 lbs.

• Rugged polymer material – UV protection

• Cold weather doors available

•  We now offer vents

GUN DOG SUPPLY

Visit gundogsupply.com or call 1-800-624-6378

$21999

FREE Shipping!
Delta Sport
Remote Trainer + Bark Control

GUN DOG SUPPLY

Visit gundogsupply.com or call 1-800-624-6378

$16995

FREE Shipping!

SD-425
The UPLAND SLING provides all day carrying comfort 

without restricting movement—allowing you to  

shoulder, swing and shoot instantly.

To learn more, visit 

TIRED ARMS ARE A THING OF THE PAST

www.uplandsportsman.com

Get the nutrients your dogGet the nutrients your dog
needs for healthy skin and aneeds for healthy skin and a
beautiful coat with Itchy Dogbeautiful coat with Itchy Dog ®®

Skin, Coat & Allergy Formula.Skin, Coat & Allergy Formula.

If just one of the following problems describes your itchy dog, heIf just one of the following problems describes your itchy dog, he
or she could be suffering from allergies or other skin problems.or she could be suffering from allergies or other skin problems.

■ Licking excessively ■ Red, irritated skin
■ Dandruff ■ Dull coat
■ Chewing on paws ■ Crustiness around eyes

not including shipping.not including shipping.
Colorado residentsColorado residents
subject to sales tax.subject to sales tax.

Also available:Also available:

Hunt Dog HuntHunt Dog Hunt®®

PerformancePerformance

Daily DogDaily Dog ®®

Vitamin & MineralVitamin & Mineral

Easy DogEasy Dog ®®

Calming & TravelCalming & Travel

Order Now!
ZoomDogSupplements.com
or 1-800-876-8660

Only $14.99!**Only $14.99!*
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PICKING A GUN DOG

Professional trainers Bob West, Tom Dokken, 
Professional trainers Bob West, Tom Dokken, 

Tom Ness and Kelly Bryan discuss the charac-
Tom Ness and Kelly Bryan discuss the charac-

teristics of various types of gun dogs—point-
teristics of various types of gun dogs—point-

ers, setters, spaniels and retrievers—and how 
ers, setters, spaniels and retrievers—and how 

to match these types to cover conditions and 
to match these types to cover conditions and 

the game being hunted. Demonstrations of 
the game being hunted. Demonstrations of 

these dogs in the feld and water provide the 
these dogs in the feld and water provide the 

viewer with an in-depth look at their style and 
viewer with an in-depth look at their style and 

attributes to aid in the selection process. 
attributes to aid in the selection process. 

$$14.9514.95 Code: 1DGDPBCode: 1DGDPB

THE UPLAND RETRIEVERTHE UPLAND RETRIEVER

Professional trainer Tom Dokken, assisted 
Professional trainer Tom Dokken, assisted 

by his wife Tina, outlines a comprehensive 
by his wife Tina, outlines a comprehensive 

program for developing a retriever for use in 
program for developing a retriever for use in 

the uplands. Training drills are combined with 
the uplands. Training drills are combined with 

such essential exercises as introducing a dog 
such essential exercises as introducing a dog 

to heavy cover, encouraging proper use of the 
to heavy cover, encouraging proper use of the 

wind and learning to trail running birds. An  
wind and learning to trail running birds. An  

actual hunt, followed by a tailgate discussion  
actual hunt, followed by a tailgate discussion  

of frst aid and safety considerations, con-
of frst aid and safety considerations, con-

cludes the tape. cludes the tape. 

$$14.9514.95 Code: 1DGDUPRCode: 1DGDUPR

CANINE FIRST AIDCANINE FIRST AID

Professional trainer Bob West teams up with 
Professional trainer Bob West teams up with 

Tom Holcomb, DVM, to provide critically  
Tom Holcomb, DVM, to provide critically  

important advice on dealing with those  
important advice on dealing with those  

emergencies gun dogs may encounter afeld. 
emergencies gun dogs may encounter afeld. 

Included are such topics as the after-the-
Included are such topics as the after-the-

hunt “tailgate inspection,” tips for bandaging  
hunt “tailgate inspection,” tips for bandaging  

various wounds, removing dogs from traps 
various wounds, removing dogs from traps 

and assembling a complete frst aid kit. A 
and assembling a complete frst aid kit. A 

question-and-answer session on gunshot 
question-and-answer session on gunshot 

wounds and the dangers of invasive weed 
wounds and the dangers of invasive weed 

seeds concludes the tape. seeds concludes the tape. 

$$14.9514.95 Code: 1DGDFFCode: 1DGDFF

CONDITIONING FOR THE FIELD
CONDITIONING FOR THE FIELD

Bob West and Kelly Bryan show how to 
Bob West and Kelly Bryan show how to 

get a gun dog in shape for hunting season,  
get a gun dog in shape for hunting season,  

beginning with a detailed discussion of weight 
beginning with a detailed discussion of weight 

management and body type, the importance 
management and body type, the importance 

of proper nutrition and hydration, followed by 
of proper nutrition and hydration, followed by 

demonstrations of the various exercises that 
demonstrations of the various exercises that 

make up a complete conditioning program. 
make up a complete conditioning program. 

$$14.9514.95 Code: 1DGDCFCode: 1DGDCF

OR VISIT STORE.INTERMEDIAOUTDOORS.COM
OR VISIT STORE.INTERMEDIAOUTDOORS.COM (4868)(4868)

CANINE FIRST AID
CONDITIONING FOR THE FIELD



THE 10-MINUTE RETRIEVER 

By John and Amy Dahl (256 pages, softcover)(256 pages, softcover)

From John and Amy Dahl, national retriever train
From John and Amy Dahl, national retriever train--

ing experts and dog-handling champions, this book 
ing experts and dog-handling champions, this book 

details their methods for daily ten-minute training 
details their methods for daily ten-minute training 

sessions that lead to rapid learning for retrievers. 
sessions that lead to rapid learning for retrievers. 

Easy to use and deeply informative, this book has the 
Easy to use and deeply informative, this book has the 

information aspiring retriever trainers need: how to 
information aspiring retriever trainers need: how to 

force fetch and how to set up tests in the feld. 
force fetch and how to set up tests in the feld. 

$24.95 Code: 1BGDTR

HUNTING DUCKS & GEESE 

By Steve SmithSteve Smith (160 (160 PagesPages, softcover), softcover)

This engaging guide covers all the how-to’s of hunt
This engaging guide covers all the how-to’s of hunt--

ing waterfowl, including more advanced techniques 
ing waterfowl, including more advanced techniques 

like river hunting, fooded timber, and prairie shooting. 
like river hunting, fooded timber, and prairie shooting. 

Smith’s advice on how to work managed areas is 
Smith’s advice on how to work managed areas is 

useful, as is the importance of hunting with dogs to 
useful, as is the importance of hunting with dogs to 

maximize success ratios and minimize cripples. 
maximize success ratios and minimize cripples. 

$17.95 Code: 1BWFHDG

RETRIEVER TRAINING TESTS 

By James B. Spencer  ((200200 pages, 6”x 9”, softcover)  
 pages, 6”x 9”, softcover)  

This revised edition of Spencer’s earlier work will help 
This revised edition of Spencer’s earlier work will help 

you and your retriever excel in trials, tests and actual 
you and your retriever excel in trials, tests and actual 

hunting. It provides descriptions and diagrams of vari
hunting. It provides descriptions and diagrams of vari--

ous training tests with explanations of wind, terrain, 
ous training tests with explanations of wind, terrain, 

cover and the placement and sequence of falls.  
cover and the placement and sequence of falls.  

$16.95
Code: G1026

GUN-DOG TRAINING 

SPANIELS AND RETRIEVERS  

By Kenneth C. Roebuck (192 pages, 5(192 pages, 5½½” x” x 8½½”)”)

The frst book ever to devote itself exclusively to the 
The frst book ever to devote itself exclusively to the 

fushing breeds, as well as the frst book to cover 
fushing breeds, as well as the frst book to cover 

training retrievers for upland game work. 
training retrievers for upland game work. 

$18.95
Code: G1010

POCKET WATERFOWL ID GUIDE,

THE LEMASTER METHOD

By Richard Le Master (75 pages, 4(75 pages, 4½½” x” x 7¼¼”) ”) 

This comprehensive, full-color guide introduces new 
This comprehensive, full-color guide introduces new 

ways to identify waterfowl. It keys duck and geese, 
ways to identify waterfowl. It keys duck and geese, 

male and female, by bill, head, feet, wings and in 
male and female, by bill, head, feet, wings and in 

fight. This is easily the best pocket waterfowl guide 
fight. This is easily the best pocket waterfowl guide 

available. available. 

$9.95
Code: G1020

WATER DOG  

By Richard A. Wolters (179 pages, 7” x 9”)(179 pages, 7” x 9”)

Water Dog is written for the amateur trainer 
Water Dog is written for the amateur trainer 

who has one dog who must be trained for feld
who has one dog who must be trained for feld

and family. and family. 

$25.95
Code: G1035

GUIDE TO DUCKS AND GEESE 

By Chuck Hagner (116 pages, softcover)(116 pages, softcover)

Common, numerous, and often easy to observe, 
Common, numerous, and often easy to observe, 

ducks and geese are nonetheless sometimes diffcult 
ducks and geese are nonetheless sometimes diffcult 

to identify. This straightforward introduction will help 
to identify. This straightforward introduction will help 

you put a name to almost every duck or goose you’ll 
you put a name to almost every duck or goose you’ll 

fnd in the wild. It offers large, colorful photos and 
fnd in the wild. It offers large, colorful photos and 

accompanying text of almost every species found in 
accompanying text of almost every species found in 

North America. North America. 

$21.95 Code: 1BWFGDG

FLYWAYS, A CELEBRATION OF 

WATERFOWL AND WETLANDS

By Gary KramerGary Kramer (117 pages, 10” x 8”, softcover)
(117 pages, 10” x 8”, softcover)

Former US Fish and Wildlife Service refuge manager 
Former US Fish and Wildlife Service refuge manager 

and award winning wildlife photographer Gary Kramer 
and award winning wildlife photographer Gary Kramer 

takes readers on a photographic journey across North 
takes readers on a photographic journey across North 

America, following the ebb and fow of waterfowl and 
America, following the ebb and fow of waterfowl and 

other wildlife as they travel along these ancestral 
other wildlife as they travel along these ancestral 

travel routes.  travel routes.  

$21.95 Code: 1BWFFW 

GUN-DOG TRAINING POINTING DOGS

By Kenneth C. Roebuck   (192 pages, 5½” x  8½”)
(192 pages, 5½” x  8½”)

This companion volume to Gun-Dog Training Spaniels 
This companion volume to Gun-Dog Training Spaniels 

and Retrievers is a comprehensive book giving dog 
and Retrievers is a comprehensive book giving dog 

owners, hunters and prospective trainers a reliable 
owners, hunters and prospective trainers a reliable 

source of proven methods for handling pointing dogs. 
source of proven methods for handling pointing dogs. 

$18.95
Code: G1009 

WHY DUCKS DO THAT 

By Chuck Petrie   (96 pages, hardcover)(96 pages, hardcover)

Why Ducks Do That answers many of the common, 
Why Ducks Do That answers many of the common, 

and some not-so-common, questions about the 
and some not-so-common, questions about the 

waterfowl species that share our world. The insightful 
waterfowl species that share our world. The insightful 

text of Chuck Petrie is paired with beautiful color 
text of Chuck Petrie is paired with beautiful color 

photos by the nation’s leading wildlife photographers, 
photos by the nation’s leading wildlife photographers, 

making this book a delightful read for anyone who 
making this book a delightful read for anyone who 

ponders the life of birds. 
ponders the life of birds. 

$15.95 Code: 1BGFWD 



TRAINING RETRIEVERS FOR 

MARSHES AND MEADOWS 

By James B. Spencer (231 pages, 6” x 9”)(231 pages, 6” x 9”)

This revised edition conclusively demonstrates 
This revised edition conclusively demonstrates 

that the all-around retriever can be trained by 
that the all-around retriever can be trained by 

an amateur. Spencer explains how and why 
an amateur. Spencer explains how and why 

retriever owners should “do it themselves.” 
retriever owners should “do it themselves.” 

$34.95 Code: G1029

POINT! TRAINING 

THE ALL-SEASONS BIRDDOG 

By James B. Spencer (288 pages, softcover)(288 pages, softcover)

Learn what to expect from the various pointing 
Learn what to expect from the various pointing 

breeds based on their structure and tempera
breeds based on their structure and tempera--

ment, and follow Spencer’s clear instruction 
ment, and follow Spencer’s clear instruction 

for early training all the way to competitive and 
for early training all the way to competitive and 

non-competitive events. non-competitive events. 

$22.95 Code: 1BGDPAB

THE GREAT DUCK MISUNDERSTANDING

The richest collection of great hunting and fshing humor, wry wit, verbal and cartoon slapstick from all sources, for all ages and 

tastes. From the masters of their form such as Pat McManus, Ed Zern, Bill Heavey, Paul Quinnett and Charles Waterman yet stuffed 

tastes. From the masters of their form such as Pat McManus, Ed Zern, Bill Heavey, Paul Quinnett and Charles Waterman yet stuffed 

with the new kids on the block—Rick Tosches, Steven Mulak, Dave Ames, Andy Duffy, Michael Sawyers and Sam Venable. Tales and 

with the new kids on the block—Rick Tosches, Steven Mulak, Dave Ames, Andy Duffy, Michael Sawyers and Sam Venable. Tales and 

quips from the humor feld by Henry Beard, P.J. O’Rourke, Ian Frazier, Lewis Grizzard. The widest universe of subjects—birddogs to 

quips from the humor feld by Henry Beard, P.J. O’Rourke, Ian Frazier, Lewis Grizzard. The widest universe of subjects—birddogs to 

deep sea fshing to raucous duck dinners to how a guide handles a bore to the only humor covers on Outdoor Life. Spiced with never 

deep sea fshing to raucous duck dinners to how a guide handles a bore to the only humor covers on Outdoor Life. Spiced with never 

or rarely seen pieces by Bruce Cochran, James Thurber, Gene and Barry Wensel, Joe Bob Briggs, Jean Shepherd and others. Jokes by 

or rarely seen pieces by Bruce Cochran, James Thurber, Gene and Barry Wensel, Joe Bob Briggs, Jean Shepherd and others. Jokes by 

Johnny Carson, Homer Circle and Milton Berle. Cartoons by the smartest illustrators and the history of outdoor humor on radio and the 

Johnny Carson, Homer Circle and Milton Berle. Cartoons by the smartest illustrators and the history of outdoor humor on radio and the 

small and big screen including the best Elmer Fudd/Porky Pig/Daffy Duck and “that wascally wabbit” hunting cartoon shorts, ribald 

small and big screen including the best Elmer Fudd/Porky Pig/Daffy Duck and “that wascally wabbit” hunting cartoon shorts, ribald 

songs, tall tales, atypical Ole and Sven jokes, novelty fshing lures and bumpersticker humor. From high literary to low ribaldry, a col

songs, tall tales, atypical Ole and Sven jokes, novelty fshing lures and bumpersticker humor. From high literary to low ribaldry, a col--

lection for quiet chuckles in the appreciation of superb humor writing alternated with comic tales of what can go wrong (and right) in 

lection for quiet chuckles in the appreciation of superb humor writing alternated with comic tales of what can go wrong (and right) in 

the pursuit of our favorite feld sports. 
the pursuit of our favorite feld sports. (352 pages, softcover)(352 pages, softcover)

$24.50  Code 1BGFGDM
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'S NO GEESE 

LIKE SNOW GEESE

The book captures, with indelible clarity, the true 

beauty of wildfowling. Author Jack Hirt shares the 
beauty of wildfowling. Author Jack Hirt shares the 

sensations and life lessons unique to the world of 
sensations and life lessons unique to the world of 

wildfowling. wildfowling. (206 pages, hardcover)(206 pages, hardcover)

$29.95 Code: 1BWFSG

THE CALLS OF DUCKS 

AND GEESE BOOK/DVD

Learn the songs and calls of 50 waterfowl species found 

across North America. An audio soundtrack combined with 
across North America. An audio soundtrack combined with 

detailed text and beautiful color photographs make this a 
detailed text and beautiful color photographs make this a 

useful guide for any birder. Includes dabblers, sea ducks, 
useful guide for any birder. Includes dabblers, sea ducks, 

geese, and other waterfowl.
geese, and other waterfowl.

$19.95 Code: 1BWFCD

Jeremy Moore 

and Rick Van Ettenand Rick Van Etten

• Teaching basic obedience
• Teaching basic obedience

• Encouraging the retrieving instinct
• Encouraging the retrieving instinct

• Developing a search pattern
• Developing a search pattern

• Recognizing antler shape
• Recognizing antler shape

• Utilizing both scent and sight
• Utilizing both scent and sight

Jeremy Moore  Jeremy Moore  

and Rick Van Ettenand Rick Van Etten

 • Recovering wounded deer
 • Recovering wounded deer

 • Developing the tracking instinct
 • Developing the tracking instinct

 • Recognizing scent and blood clues
 • Recognizing scent and blood clues

 • Encouraging persistence in the search
 • Encouraging persistence in the search

 • Coping with obstacles and distractions
 • Coping with obstacles and distractions

Order Code: 1DGDGRTOrder Code: 1DGDGRTOrder Code: 1DGDGRT

Order Code:: 1DGDSH

ONLY 
$14.95

each

TOM DOKKEN’S 

RETRIEVER TRAINING

In Tom Dokken’s Retriever Training, one of America’s 

leading trainers helps you  channel your hunting dog’s 
leading trainers helps you  channel your hunting dog’s 

huge ambition so he works for you, the way you  want, 
huge ambition so he works for you, the way you  want, 

and does so happily. and does so happily. (255 pages, softcover)(255 pages, softcover)

$19.95 Code: 1BGDTDRT

Call weekdays 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. CST for credit card orders. MC, VISA, DISC, AMEX  accepted. 

($6.00 shipping, add $1.00 for each additional item). For Canada/Foreign additional $5 U.S. shipping and handling.

($6.00 shipping, add $1.00 for each additional item). For Canada/Foreign additional $5 U.S. shipping and handling.

AVAILABLE

AT RETAILERS

EVERYWHERE

800-767-HUNT
4 8 6 8HUNT

or visit

store.intermediaoutdoors.com

Order Code: 1DGDGRTOrder Code: 1DGDGRTOrder Code: 1DGDGRTOrder Code: 1DGDGRTOrder Code: 1DGDGRTOrder Code: 1DGDGRTOrder Code: 1DGDGRT

Order Code: 1DGDSH

Order Code: 1DGDSH

Order Code: 1DGDSH

Order Code: 1DGDSH

Order Code: 1DGDSH

Order Code: 1DGDSH

Order Code: 1DGDSH

Order Code: 1DGDSH

Order Code: 1DGDSH

Order Code: 1DGDSH

Order Code: 1DGDSH

Order Code: 1DGDSH

Order Code: 1DGDSH

Order Code: 1DGDSH

Order Code: 1DGDSH

Order Code: 1DGDSH

Order Code: 1DGDSH

Order Code: 1DGDSH
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OVER THE YEARS I’ve written a 
fair amount about mutts, those canine fair amount about mutts, those canine 
marvels that many of us cherished in marvels that many of us cherished in 
our youth. I still have a fondness for our youth. I still have a fondness for 
smart, quirky, never boring dogs of smart, quirky, never boring dogs of 
questionable ancestry. With that in questionable ancestry. With that in 
mind, here are a few more notions mind, here are a few more notions 
on the multifaceted mutt.on the multifaceted mutt.

When I was a kid, I moved between When I was a kid, I moved between 
two radically diferent dog worlds. In two radically diferent dog worlds. In 
one were family members and hard-one were family members and hard-
core gun-dogcore gun-dog purists—I shot my frst purists—Icore gun-dog purists—I shot my frst shotcore gun-dog purists—I shot my frst my frstcore gun-dog purists—I shot my frst 
gamebirds over well-bred English 
setters. In the other were farm kids 
whose families considered it a ridicu-
lous waste of money to buy and feed 
dogs strictly for hunting.

My friends’ dogs were nondescript 
working stifs with foxy muzzles and 
pointy ears. They werpointy ears. They were taught little 
more than their namesmore than their names and to ignore 
poultry and livestockpoultry and livestock they weren’t 
herding or guarding.Wherding or guarding. What they knew 
about hunting they picabout hunting they picked up by trial 
and error, but for kiand error, but for kids they knew 
enough. In their own oenough. In their own oddball fashions, 
thesethese untutored mutts did it all, from untutoredthese untutored mutts did it all, from muttsthese untutored mutts did it all, from 
treeing squirrels and rousting rabbits treeing squirrels and rousting rabbits 
to fushing pheasants. And boys and to fushing pheasants. And boys and 

dogs alike had a grand time.dogs alike had a grand time.
Yes, I was lucky to live in two Yes, I was lucky to live in two 

worlds, and I’d be hard-pressed to say worlds, and I’d be hard-pressed to say 
which world and dogs—mutts or which world and dogs—mutts or 
purebreds—I loved most. Even in the purebreds—I loved most. Even in the 
face of family gun dogs, early on I face of family gun dogs, early on I 
logged memorable experiences fol-logged memorable experiences fol-
lowing whatever freewheeling canine lowing whatever freewheeling canine 
conglomerates were available. I still conglomerates were available. I still 
have a soft spot for the irrepressible have a soft spot for the irrepressible 
“brown dogs” of my youth.“brown dogs” of my youth.

These days, such dogs are called These days, such dogs are called 
“m“mixed breeds,” a term considered 
kikinder and gentler than mutt or 
mmongrel. I’m not talking about 
gugun-dog crosses like pointer-setter or 
LLabrador-springer spaniel; I mean 
hohonest-to-God mutts, those wonders 
ofof random breeding by generations of 
vagabonds, themselves risen from vagabonds, themselves risen from 
murky gene pools. But questionable murky gene pools. But questionable 
backgrounds aside, once mutts grip backgrounds aside, once mutts grip 
the hunting basics, they can do a pass-the hunting basics, they can do a pass-
able job of moving game.able job of moving game.

Don’t get me wrong; a genetic Don’t get me wrong; a genetic 
hodgepodge will rarely work birds hodgepodge will rarely work birds khodgepodge will rarely work birds 
with consistent competence and never with consistent competence and never dwith consistent competence and never nwith consistent competence and never 
with the fair of a real gun dog. That with the fair of a real gun dog. That g. Twith the fair of a real gun dog. That 
said, though few mutts have a minute’s said, though few mutts have a minute’s minute’ssaid, though few mutts have a minute’s 
worth of training, many of them are worth of training, many of them are emworth of training, many of them are are
quick studies that will pursue anything nythingquick studies that will pursue anything 
wearing fur or feathers. What they wearing fur or feathers. What they atwearing fur or feathers. What they they
lack in pedigree and training, they g,lack in pedigree and training, they they
make up for with brains.pmake up for with brains.ormake up for with brains.withmake up for with brains.brains.make up for with brains.

As a case in point, one of the most 
productive pheasant dogs I’ve seen roductiveproductive pheasant dogs I’ve seen pheasant dogs I’ve seen
waswas a ranch mutt of indefinable a ranch mutt of indefinable
lineage. I’ve hunted roosters behind neage.lineage. I’ve hunted roosters behind I’ve hunted roosters behind
fne gun dogs of all stripes, but for nefne gun dogs of all stripes, but for gun dogs of all stripes, but for
the ability to put birds into the air hethe ability to put birds into the air ability to put birds into the air
withinwithin gun range and the smarts to gun range and the smarts to
learn from each one worked, I’ve fromlearn from each one worked, I’ve each one worked, I’ve
seldom met the likes of that dog.met the likes of that dog.

At one time, I owned a stock-dog neAt one time, I owned a stock-dog time, I owned a stock-dog
mix whose mission in life was to hosemix whose mission in life was to mission in life was to

always be at my side. I knew this dog 
was brainy, but I didn’t realize how 
brainy until she showed up out of 
nowhere as I worked my English setter 
alongalong ditch banks bordering sugar-beet ditch banks bordering sugar-beet
felds. She stayed by me intently watch-elds.felds. She stayed by me intently watch-Shefelds. She stayed by me intently watch-stayedfelds. She stayed by me intently watch-byfelds. She stayed by me intently watch-mefelds. She stayed by me intently watch-intentlyfelds. She stayed by me intently watch-watch-felds. She stayed by me intently watch-
ing the setter work and retrieve a ing the setter work and retrieve a 
rooster. On the next point, she moved rooster. On the next point, she moved 
in with me and fushed the bird.in with me and fushed the bird.

Right or wrong, I said to the hell Right or wrong, I said to the hell 
with rules and took her on several with rules and took her on several 
more hunts to let her watch my re-more hunts to let her watch my re-
triever work birds. Then I hunted her triever work birds. Then I hunted her 
alone. By the end of the season, she alone. By the end of the season, she 
could hold her own as a pheasant could hold her own as a pheasant 
fusher. Simply by watching, she had fusher. Simply by watching, she had 
picked up the rudiments of working picked up the rudiments of working 
these birds and added her own herding these birds and added her own herding 
dog fnesse to the job.dog fnesse to the job.

Now does this mean that we should Now does this mean that we should nNow does this mean that we should thatNow does this mean that we should we shouldNow does this mean that we should 
trade in our pointers, fushers, and trade in our pointers, fushers, and fushers, and
retrievers in favor of mutts? Of course ts?retrievers in favor of mutts? Of course Of course
not. In gun dogs, the drive for birds venot. In gun dogs, the drive for birds for birds
is hard-wired into their brains. Sure, ins.is hard-wired into their brains. Sure, Sure,
you can teach an intelligent mutt to muttyou can teach an intelligent mutt to to
hunt, you might even shoot a fair a fair
amount of game over it. But why, if why,amount of game over it. But why, if if
you have other options, would you youyou have other options, would you 
spend time training a dog with little spend time training a dog with little tlespend time training a dog with little 
innate bird desire, probably an undis-innate bird desire, probably an undis-ninnate bird desire, probably an undis-undis-innate bird desire, probably an undis-
criminating nose as well as a limited criminating nose as well as a limited ascriminating nose as well as a limited a limited
inclination to retrieve game in one ieveinclination to retrieve game in one game in one
piece? It might learn the basics quickly, ghtpiece? It might learn the basics quickly, learnpiece? It might learn the basics quickly, the basics quickly,
but why put yourself through the hybut why put yourself through the put yourself through the
efort of training a mutt that on its fortefort of training a mutt that on its of training a mutt that on its
best day won’t perform with the skill 
and style of a true gun dog? 

It’s better, I think, to appreciate 
mutts for what they are and for what 
they have added to our lives. They 
might be everyday dogs lacking cre-
dentials and specifc sporting talents, 
but their verve and full-of-hell styles 
have earned mutts their place among 
us. In the words of one author, they 
“embody the evolutionary heritage of 
the True Dog...that animal that evolved 
with us, that adapted to and exploit-
ed our society, and that did so on 
terms largely dictated by himself. 
Defant of human fashion and whim...
they are really what dogs are all 
about.”

Mutt Mystique
What they lack in pedigree, they 
often make up for in brains.

Parting Shots | By Joe Arnette
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these untutored mutts did it all, from these untutored mutts did it all, from 

Yes, I was lucky to live in two 

purebreds—I loved most. Even in the 

kinder and gentler than mutt or 

honest-to-God mutts, those wonders 

murky gene pools. But questionable 

with consistent competence and never 
with the fair of a real gun dog. That 
said, though few mutts have a minute’s 
worth of training, many of them are 

learn from each one worked, I’ve 

felds. She stayed by me intently watch-felds. She stayed by me intently watch-felds. She stayed by me intently watch-

alone. By the end of the season, she 

you have other options, would you 

inclination to retrieve game in one 



#CALLEDTOHUNT 

share your time in the outdoors

THE
FIELDS 
ARE 
CALLING

It doesn’t take long until the fever sets in. The itch to get back to a place that makes us 

feel whole. A place where pressures fade and the hours we spend in the feld clear the fog 

away. It may be the crisp morning air that cools us off. Or the balance we get from lacing up 

our favorite hunting boot. Whatever it is, the felds give back to us more than most will ever 

know. They did for our fathers. And if it’s up to us, will for our sons. IT’S WHY WE BELIEVE 

HUNTING IS MORE THAN A SPORT.  IT’S A CALLING.

The Danner Sharptail, our latest offering in rugged durability, support, and protection.

Go to DANNER.COM for more information or to fnd a local retailer.
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If you have spent many long hours in the feld, you learn to appreciate good equipment. An experienced hunter comes 

to understand what makes a great frearm. High volume mass produced shotguns are a good choice for a novice to 

start hunting with, but the FABARM ELOS is the shotgun you look to when you truly understand the difference.

After experiencing countless fushes, it becomes obvious that you need a gun that has the balance and pointing capabilities 

of the ELOS. Also, a high level of reliability backed by one of the most extensive warranties in the industry. The best news 

is that a gun of this quality comes at a price that will make your hunting buddies envious – now wouldn’t that be terrible?

To learn more visit our website or contact one of our authorized dealers today.
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